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ABSTRACT

Tropospheric NO2, a key air pollfftant particfflarly in cities, has been
measffred from space since the mid-1990s by the GOME, SCIAMACHY,
OMI, and GOME-2 instrffments. ese data profiide a ffniqffe global
long-term dataset of tropospheric pollfftion. e focffs of this thesis is
tflofold:

When these satellite measffrements are to be ffsed for assessing tro-
pospheric emissions and pollfftion, it is necessary to separate the strato-
spheric from the tropospheric signal.is thesis defielops a nefl ffniqffe
techniqffe for this separation by ffsing the measffrements performed by
SCIAMACHY in limb geometry.e stratospheric NO2 measffrements
from SCIAMACHY are shofln to be in fiery good agreement flith NO2

eldsmodeled by the Oslo CTM2. Hoflefier, both stratospheric datasets
need to be adjffsted to the lefiel of the nadir measffrements, becaffse a
time- and latitffde-dependent bias to the measffred nadir colffmns can
be obserfied ofier clean regions. By combining measffrements of total
and stratospheric air masses taken by the same instrffment, the ffncer-
tainties commonly introdffced by ffnjffsti ed assffmptions and spatial
afieraging and smoothing can be signi cantly redffced, leading to the
best dataset of tropospheric NO2 slant colffmns cffrrently afiailable.

e tropospheric colffmns can then be ffsed to assess the lefiel of air
pollfftion on a regional and efien local scale. Hoflefier, the obserfiations
of the foffr instrffments di er in spatial resolfftion, local time of mea-
sffrement, fiiefling geometry, and other details, and all these factors
can sefierely impact the retriefied NO

2
colffmns. erefore, the anal-

ysis of temporal changes in troposheric NO2 abffndances ffsing these
measffrements is challenging and not straightforflard. In the second
part of this thesis, sefieral methods to accoffnt for these instrffmental
di erences are defieloped and applied to the analysis of trends in tropo-
spheric NO2 colffmns ofiermegacities.e rst method is based on spa-
tial afieraging of themeasffred SCIAMACHY earthshine spectra and effi-
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traction of a spatial paern of the resolfftion e ect. Fffrthermore, tflo
empirical corrections, flhich sffmmarize all instrffmental di erences
by inclffding instrffment-dependent o sets in a ed trend fffnction,
are defieloped. ese methods are applied to data from GOME and
SCIAMACHY separately, to the combined time series, and to an effi-
tended dataset comprising also OMI and GOME-2 measffrements. All
approaches shofl consistent trends of tropospheric NO2 for a selec-
tion of areas on both regional and city scales, for the rst time allofl-
ing consistent trend analysis of the fffll time series at high spatial res-
olfftion. Measffred tropospheric NO2 colffmns hafie been strongly in-
creasing ofier China, the Middle East, and India, flith fialffes ofier east-
central China tripling from 1996 to 2011. All parts of the defieloped
florld, inclffding Western Effrope, the United States, and Japan, shofl
signi cantly decreasing NO2 amoffnts in the same time period. On a
megacity lefiel, indifiidffal trends can be as large as +27.2  3.9 % yr−1

and +20.7  1.9 % yr−1 in Dhaka and Baghdad, respectifiely, flhile Los
Angeles shofls a fiery strong decrease of −6.00  0.72 % yr−1. Most
megacities in China, India, and the Middle East shofl NO2 colffmns
increasing by +5 to 10 % yr−1, flhich leads to a doffbling to tripling
flithin the stffdy period.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Sticksto dioffiid (NO2) ist eine der Haffptkomponenten troposphäri-
scher Lfffierschmfftzffng, insbesondere in Städten. Die Bestimmffng
troposphärischer NO2 Säfflen miels Satelliten-Instrffmenten flie z.B.
GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI ffnd GOME-2 ist seit Mie der 1990er Jahre
möglich. Diese Messffngen ergeben einen einmaligen, globalen Lang-
zeit-Datensatz troposphärischer Lfffierschmfftzffng. Die fiorliegende
Arbeit gliedert sich in zflei Teile:

Um affs Satelliten-Messffngen den Grad troposphärischer Lfffier-
schmfftzffng zff bestimmen, mffss zffnächst das stratosphärische fiom
troposphärischen Signal getrennt flerden. Im Rahmen dieser Disserta-
tion flird eine neffeMethode ür die sogenannte Stratosphären-Korrek-
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tffr entflickelt, indem die Messffngen, flelche das SCIAMACHY-Instrff-
ment in Limb-Geometrie dffrchührt, ür die Bestimmffng des NO2-Ge-
halts der Stratosphäre genfftzt flerden. Die fion SCIAMACHY gemesse-
nen stratosphärischen NO2-Säfflen stimmen zff einem hohen
Grad mit den fiom Oslo CTM2 Modell fiorhergesagten NO2 überein.
Allerdings müssen beide Datensätze an die Nadir-Messffngen über saff-
beren Ozean-Gebieten angeglichen flerden, da ein Zeit- ffnd Breiten-
abhängiger Unterschied zflischen den Datensätzen beobachtet flerden
kann. Die Kombination fion NO2-Messffngen gesamt-atmosphärischer
ffnd stratosphärischer Lffmassen des gleichen Instrffments kann die
Probleme, ffnter denen troposphärische NO2-Datensätze afffgrffnd ffn-
gerechtfertigter Annahmen ffnd räffmlicher Interpolations- ffnd Glät-
tffngs-Prozesse normalerfleise zff leiden haben, zff einem großen Teil
fiermeiden helfen. Am Ende dieses Prozesses steht der derzeit beste
fierügbare Datensatz troposphärischer NO2-Säfflen.

Diese troposphärischen Daten können im Folgenden genfftzt fler-
den, ffm den Grad troposphärischer Lfffierschmfftzffng afff regionalen
ffnd lokalen Skalen zff ffntersffchen. Die fiier fierügbaren Instrffmente
ffnterscheiden sich jedoch ffnter anderem in räffmlicher Aff ösffng, Lo-
kalzeit der Messffng ffnd Beobachtffngsgeometrie, ffnd all diese Fak-
toren können die Messflerte stark beein ffssen. Daher ist eine Ana-
lyse fion zeitlichen Änderffngen des troposphärischen NO2s ffnter Be-
rücksichtigffng aller Instrffmente nicht-trifiial. Im zfleiten Teil dieser
Dissertation flerden Methoden entflickelt, die eine konsistente Ana-
lyse zeitlicher Änderffngen fionNO2-Säfflen überGroßstädten erlaffben.
Die erste Methode basiert afff der räffmlichen Mielffng der gemesse-
nen Erdschein-Spektren ffnd der Effitraktion der räffmlichen Verteilffng
des E ektes der instrffmentalen räffmlichen Aff ösffng. Weiterhin fler-
den zflei empirische Korrektffren eingeührt, flelche sämtliche instrff-
mentalen Unterschiede zffsammenfassen, indem Instrffmenten-abhän-
gige Parameter in dem benfftzten Trend-Modell berücksichtigt fler-
den. Diese Methode flird afff GOME- ffnd SCIAMACHY-Messffngen
separat, afff die kombinierte GOME/SCIAMACHY-Zeitreihe, ffnd letzt-
endlich affch afff einen fiollständigen Datensatz fion Messffngen aller
fiier Instrffmente angeflandt. Alle Herangehensfleisen resffltieren in
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konsistenten Zeitreihen troposphärischen NO2s ür eine Reihe fion re-
gionalen ffnd lokalenGebieten; erstmaligflird so die konsistente Trend-
Analyse troposphärischen NO2s bei hoher räffmlicher Aff ösffng mög-
lich. Die gemessenen NO2-Säfflen zeigen sehr starke Wachstffmsraten
über China, Indien ffnd im Mileren Osten; die NO2-Belastffng über
dem Osten Chinas hat sich zflischen 1996 ffnd 2011 fierdreifacht. Über
der flestlichenWelt, insbesondere imWesten Effropas, den Vereinigten
Staaten fion Amerika ffnd Japan, kommt es im gleichen Zeitraffm zff
stark sinkenden NO2-Werten. Einzelne Ballffngszentren stechen her-
fior, flie z.B. Dhaka, Bagdad ffnd Los Angeles, flo Änderffngsraten fion
+27.2  3.9 % a−1, +20.7  1.9 % a−1 ffnd −6.00  0.72 % a−1 gemessen
flffrden. Die meisten Ballffngszentren in China, Indien ffnd dem Mit-
tleren Osten erleben einen starken Anstieg der NO2-Belastffng fion +5–
10 % a−1, flas zff einer Verdoppelffng bis Verdreifachffng innerhalb des
Beobachtffngszeitraffms ührt.
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1
IN TRODUCT ION

Man has considerably changed the face of the Earth, especially since
the onset of the indffstrial refiolfftion in the second half of the 18th
centffry. Intensi ed indffstrial actifiities and the accompanying large
energy need hafie lead to an immense bffrning of fossil fffels, caffsing
signi cant emissions of trace gases to the Earth’s atmosphere, promot-
ing air pollfftion from a fiery local to a global problem. Anthropogenic
actifiities hafie an enormoffs impact on the defielopment of the Earth
system, flhich has lead Crfftzen and Stoermer to propose ffsing the
term ‘anthropocene’ for the cffrrent geological epoch (2000). Strato-
spheric ozone loss leading to enhanced ffltrafiiolet radiation penetrat-
ing the atmosphere to reach the Earth’s sffrface, intensi cation of the
greenhoffse e ect throffgh the continffoffs combffstion of fossil fffels
caffsing the emission of carbon dioffiide, nitrogen offiides, and fiolatile or-
ganic compoffnds leading to photochemical smog close to the sffrface,
and acid rain, caffsing forest degeneration and ocean acidi cation, are
only three effiamples flhere anthropogenic actifiities caffse sffstained
changes to the Earth system.

While the hffman popfflation changes the Earth system by its actifii-
ties, it also in itself ffndergoes considerable changes. e entire Earth’s
popfflation has increased from 100 million at the onset of the 18th cen-
tffry to approffiimately 7 billion (Encyclopædia Britannica), a grofling
proportion of flhich is lifiing in cities (see Sect. 2.6). Especially the so-
called megacities, ffrban agglomerations of more than 10 million inhab-
itants, are emerging in many places in Soffth America, Africa, and Asia.
Ofier the past 20 years, they hafie seen incredible groflth rates, as large
nffmbers of people formerly lifiing in rffral areas mainly from agricffl-
tffre abandon their homes and migrate toflards the large megacities in
search for flork and beer lifiing conditions (Saffnders, 2010).
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Dffe to the fiery high popfflation densities in megacities, they are
hot-spots in terms of air pollfftion, i. e., the release of compoffnds to
the atmosphere flhich are harmfffl for hffmans and/or other parts of
the Earth system (Molina and Molina, 2004). e most important fac-
tors are road tra c, electricity generation, and residential heating and
bffrning. As many megacities are located in defieloping coffntries, and
as they are inhabited to large effitent by poor people, these oen do
not hafie access to modern heating and cooking facilities, flhich leads
to ine cient and thffs pollfftion-rich combffstion. Hoflefier, megacities
are not only air pollfftion hot-spots; dffe to the fiery high popfflation
density the air qffality in megacities a ects a large nffmber of people,
making megacity air qffality an important sffbject for stffdy.

e combffstion of fossil fffels leads to the emission of nffmeroffs air
pollfftant compoffnds. Apart from the greenhoffse gases carbon dioffi-
ide (CO2) and methane (CH4), the nitrogen offiides (NOx, the ffmbrella
term for nitrogen offiide, NO, and nitrogen dioffiide, NO2) play an im-
portant role. ey are prodffced efieryflhere in the atmosphere at high
temperatffres and play sefieral important parts in tropospheric chem-
istry inclffding (1) NOx is a precffrsor for the prodffction of ozone (O3)
flhich, in addition to being a strong greenhoffse gas, caffses respiratory
illness in hffmans and impacts the offiidizing capacity of the atmosphere,
and (2) enhanced NOx concentrations can lead to flet deposition in
the form of nitric acid, caffsing acid rain and thffs leading to degenera-
tion of forests and fffrther ocean acidi cation (Finlayson-Pis and Pis,
1999; Doney et al., 2007).

e Earth’s atmosphere has been probed by in-sitff and remote sens-
ing techniqffes rst from the groffnd and later from airborne platforms
(balloons, airplanes) since the 18th centffry, allofling fialffable insight
into its dynamical and chemical processes. e adfiance of space tech-
nology and the laffnch of satellite-borne remote-sensing instrffmenta-
tion hafie added an important complement to these atmospheric soffnd-
ing methods. Satellites are not constrained by topographical and polit-
ical boffndaries, and thffs enable for the rst time the infiestigation of
the Earth’s sffrface and atmosphere flith consistent measffrement con-
ditions regardless of geolocation.
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Satellite-based atmospheric soffnding instrffments are based on the
analysis of electromagnetic radiation flhich has passed throffgh the
atmosphere. As all gaseoffs atmospheric constitffents absorb radiation
at characteristic energies, re ected in the so-called absorption cross-
section, the electromagnetic radiation obserfied at the top of the atmo-
sphere holds the signatffre of those parts of the atmosphere throffgh
flhich it has passed. e oldest heritage lies flith those instrffments
analyzing solar radiation flhich is back-scaered and re ected in the
Earth’s atmosphere and at its sffrface, respectifiely; they can be ffsed
to infer the concentrations of species flhich absorb in the ffltrafiiolet,
fiisible, and infrared ranges of the electromagnetic spectrffm by com-
paring the back-scaered to the direct solar measffrements. More re-
cent instrffments ffse the emission of atmospheric constitffents in the
infrared and microflafie spectral regions, or actifiely send offt radiation
flhose re ected signal they then ffse to infer atmospheric properties.

Argffably the rst fffndamental contribfftion of satellite sensors to
the ffnderstanding of atmospheric chemistry flas the fieri cation of the
Antarctic ozone hole in the 1980s, flhen measffrements by the TOMS
and SBUV instrffmentsflere analyzed to yield efiidence of stratospheric
ozone depletion ofier the Antarctic dffring spring (Stolarski et al., 1986).
Since then, the afiailable instrffmentation has improfied in many as-
pects, most notably in accffracy and precision, the recorded spectral
ranges, the spectral resolfftion, the spatial resolfftion of the measffre-
ments, and the sffrface cofierage. With the laffnch of the Global Ozone
Monitoring Instrffment (GOME) in 1995, the rst instrffment enabling
the retriefial of tropospheric NO2 abffndances became afiailable (Bffr-
rofls et al., 1999). e analysis is performed flith the Di erential Op-
tical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) techniqffe, flhich is based on a
least-sqffares t of the di erential absorption signal in a gifien flafie-
length range. Aer GOME, the SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 in-
strffments hafie been fftilized to infer tropospheric NO2 colffmns, pro-
fiiding a long-term, high-qffality dataset. Using these measffrements,
the temporal efiolfftion of tropospheric NO2 abffndances coffld be es-
tablished on a global scale. Richter et al. (2005) coffld shofl that NO2

colffmns ofier Eastern China hafie been fiastly increasing since 1995,
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flhile NO2 colffmns ofier all defieloped coffntries like, e. g., the United
States, Western Effrope, and Japan, hafie been strongly decreasing. Re-
cent stffdies hafie effitended the analysis of tropospheric NO2 trends to
megacities, derifiing strong rates of groflth and decline for emerging
and defieloped megacities, respectifiely (fian der A et al., 2008).

e aim of this thesis is to improfie the retriefial of tropospheric NO2

from satellites and to infiestigate its temporal efiolfftion, especially ofier
megacities. As one important technical aspect abofft the retriefial of tro-
pospheric NO2 abffndances is the determination of the stratospheric
backgroffnd signal, this ‘stratospheric correction’ flill be improfied by
ffsing SCIAMACHY’s ffniqffe limb-geometry measffrements to accoffnt
for the contribfftion of stratospheric NO2 to the obserfied total NO2

signal. e resfflts from this limb/nadir matching techniqffe flill be fial-
idated ffsing resfflts from chemistry and transport models (CTMs). e
analysis of long time series spanning mffltiple satellite instrffments is
complicated by the fiarioffs di erences betfleen measffrements by the
GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 instrffments, flhich make
direct comparison of the retriefied NO2 colffmns di cfflt. As the in-
strffments’ spatial resolfftion contribfftes most strongly to these di er-
ences, the main focffs lies on the treatment of these di erences to al-
lofl consistent analysis of all instrffments’ measffrements. One sffch
method is based on the re-distribfftion of the coarse measffrements by
the GOME instrffment ffsing the spatial strffctffre of the ner resolfied
SCIAMACHY measffrements, captffred in a resolfftion correction fac-
tor Γ. e other tflo methods follofl an empirical approach and are
based on an idea by Mierffch et al. (2008), flho sffggested accoffnting
for (additifie) o sets betfleen tflo di erent instrffments’ time series by
ffsing so-called lefielshi parameters in the t fffnction. As this original
‘resolfftion correction’ method can only be directly applied to measffre-
ments by two instrffments (in this case, GOME and SCIAMACHY), it
flill be generalized to allofl for an arbitrary nffmber of di erent instrff-
ments in the regression. ese di erent approaches are then tested on
time series of tropospheric NO2 both on continental scale and ofier
indifiidffal megacities.
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is thesis is strffctffred as follofls: Important backgroffnd informa-
tion abofft the Earth’s atmosphere, atmospheric chemistry, nitrogen
offiides, megacities, climate change, and satellite remote sensing of at-
mospheric trace gases is presented in Chapter 2. e SCIAMACHY
limb/nadirmatching techniqffeflill be defieloped and fialidated in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 4 forms the main part of this thesis, namely the treat-
ment of the di erences in groffnd piffiel size betfleen the foffr analyzed
satellite instrffments and the infiestigation of the temporal changes of
tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier megacities. Chapter 5, nally, sffmma-
rizes the most important ndings of this thesis; it fffrther profiides an
offtlook on hofl the analysis of changes of tropospheric NO2 can be
fffrther improfied and makes sffggestions for ffftffre stffdies.





2
SC I EN T I F IC BACKGROUND

2.1 ’

Today’s atmosphere is composed of a fiariety of di erent gases. Hofl-
efier, onlymolecfflar nitrogen (N2), molecfflar offiygen (O2), Argon (Ar),
and flater fiapor (H2O) appear in larger qffantities (see Tab. 2.1); all
other gaseoffs constitffents of the atmosphere occffr in trace amoffnts
only (hence the name trace gas). While the miffiing ratios of the major

Table 2.1: Major gaseoffs constitffents of the Earth’s atmosphere, flith respect
to dry air, integrated from the sffrface to 105 km (from Wallace,
2006, p. 8).

Constitffent
Molecfflar
fleight

Fractional
concentration by

fiolffme

Nitrogen (N2) 28.013 78.08 %
Offiygen (O2) 32.000 20.95 %
Argon (Ar) 39.95 0.93 %
Water fiapor (H2O) 18.02 0–5%
Carbon dioffiide (CO2) 44.01 380 ppm
Neon (Ne) 20.18 18 ppm
Heliffm (He) 4.00 5 ppm
Methane (CH4) 16.04 1.75 ppm
Krypton (Kr) 83.80 1 ppm
Hydrogen (H2) 2.02 0.5 ppm
Nitroffs offiide (N2O) 56.03 0.3 ppm
Ozone (O3) 48.00 0–0.1 ppm

atmospheric components N2, O2, and Ar, as flell as those of other long-
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lified species, do not change signi cantly flith altitffde (fiertically, the
atmosphere is stable in most sitffations), most trace gases shofl fiery
distinct fiertical pro les dffe to the chemical reactions they ffndergo.
Argffably one of the most important ones is ozone (O3), as the absorp-
tion of UV radiation by the ozone layer is a necessary condition for
life on Earth; it fffrther leads to stratospheric heating and is responsi-
ble for the temperatffre maffiimffm at∼50 km, de ning the stratopaffse
(Wallace, 2006, p. 11).
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Figffre 2.1: Vertical strffctffre of the atmosphere (data taken from the U.S. Stan-
dard Atmosphere 1976, see U.S. Gofiernment Printing O ce, 1976).

e atmosphere is commonly split into layers, namely the tropo-
sphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and effiosphere.ese
layers are de ned by the fiertical change rate of temperatffre; ffsffally,
temperatffre decreases flith altitffde. Hoflefier, the stratosphere and
thermosphere see a temperatffre infiersion, i. e., an increase in tem-
peratffre flith altitffde. In the stratosphere, this is caffsed by the ab-
sorption of ffltrafiiolet radiation (and thffs energy) by ozone molecffles;
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the temperatffre infiersion in the thermosphere is caffsed by the effi-
tremely lofl density of air molecffles. e effiosphere, nally, is almost
at fiacffffm, so that the notion of temperatffre loses its signi cance there.
Fig. 2.1 shofls the fiertical temperatffre strffctffre of the atmosphere, to-
gether flith ozone and nitrogen dioffiide concentrations, ffp to the ther-
mosphere. Dffe to the effiponential decrease of pressffre flith altitffde,
the bfflk of the atmosphere’s molecffles are located in the troposphere.
With the effiception of the ozone layer in the stratosphere, flhich pre-
fients UV radiation to penetrate to the Earth’s sffrface, only the tropo-
sphere has direct impact on life on Earth.

2.2

Air pollfftion is de ned to be

e presence of contaminants or pollfftant sffbstances in
the air that interfere flith hffman health or flelfare, or pro-
dffce other harmfffl enfiironmental e ects. (U.S. Enfiiron-
mental Protection Agency, 2009)

e pollffting sffbstances can be emied both from anthropogenic and
from natffral soffrces. ey can ffndergo sefieral types of physical and
chemical transformations, and contribffte to a flide fiariety of enfiiron-
mental impacts (Gffrjar et al., 2010). ese inclffde, among others, cli-
mate change, stratospheric ozone depletion, photooffiidant formation
(smog), efftrophication, acidi cation, toffiicological stress on the health
of hffmans and ecosystems, the depletion of resoffrces, and noise (Pen-
nington et al., 2004).

Contrary to common belief, air pollfftion is by no means a nefl phe-
nomenon. e Roman philospher Seneca already flrote in 61 . .:

As soon as I escaped from the oppressifie atmosphere of
the city, and from that aflfffl odoffr of reeking kitchens
flhich, flhen in ffse, poffr forth a rffinoffs mess of steam
and soot, I perceified at once that my health flas mending.
— (Seneca, 1917)
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Hoflefier, it flas not ffntil the second half of the tflentieth centffry that
air qffality standards (i. e., ffpper boffnds on air pollfftion) flere defiel-
oped and pfft into legislation (Vallero, 2007). At least since then, there
hafie been large scienti c e orts to assess and ffnderstand air pollfftion
and its impact on the enfiironment. For effiample, the concept of total
exposure has been introdffced as a measffre for the integrated hffman
effiposffre to air pollfftants (see Smith, 1993, and references therein).

Undoffbtedly, the pollfftant flith the largest direct impact on hffman
health is particfflate maer, or aerosols. Originating mostly from com-
bffstion processes, desert dffst, and sea salt, they are harmfffl to the
respiratory system of hffmans and responsible for nffmeroffs deaths.
Cffrrent estimates for the nffmber of deaths annffally caffsed in Effrope
alone range ffp to 100 000 (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 14).

Other air pollfftants caffse more indirect e ects to hffmans and the
enfiironment. e class of greenhoffse gases (most notably CO2, CH4,
and nitroffs offiide, N2O) are knofln to caffse global flarming, threat-
ening ecosystem balances globally (see Sect. 2.5). Chloro fforocarbons
(CFCs), as a fffrther effiample, are knofln to be the main caffse of strato-
spheric ozone depletion (WorldMeteorological Organization, 2007), caffs-
ing a dangeroffs increase of ffltrafiiolet solar radiation at the Earth’s sffr-
face. In the troposphere, on the other hand, ozone profies to be harmfffl
to hffman health (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 30).

Ozone is formed in the troposphere in a catalytic cycle infiolfiing ni-
trogen offiides and photodissociation (see Sect. 2.4.2). Nffmeroffs stffdies
hafie shofln adfierse health e ects of NO2 pollfftion, efien thoffgh it is
hard to distingffish betfleen direct e ects of NO2 and health impacts
of its reaction prodffcts (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 46).ere-
fore, detailed knoflledge of NO2 in the troposphere, its soffrces, and
its temporal efiolfftion, is important to the ffnderstanding of the e ects
of air pollfftion.
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2.3

2.3.1 Sources of tropospheric nitrogen dioxide

At high temperatffres of more than ∼760℃, molecfflar nitrogen and
offiygen ffndergo an endothermic reaction prodffcing NO (U.S. Enfiiron-
mental Protection Agency, 1999, p. 3). is process leading to so-called
‘thermal NOx’ is called the Zeldovich mechanism, and is described by
the follofling reactions:

N2 + O . NO + N (R 2.1)
N + O2 . NO + O (R 2.2)

N + OH . NO + H (R 2.3)

While thermal NOx is by far the most important release mechanism in
the troposphere, fffrther NOx emission pathflays effiist. ‘Fffel NOx’ is
emied by the combffstion of fffels flhich contain nitrogen throffgh the
offiidation of already-ionized nitrogen (U.S. Enfiironmental Protection
Agency, 1999, p. 5), flhile ‘prompt NOx’ is created by the relatifiely
fast reaction (hence, the name prompt NOx) of nitrogen molecffles in
the combffstion air flith hydrocarbon radicals from the fffel (O ce Of
Air ality Planning And Standards and O ce Of Air And Radiation,
1995, p. 1.4-2).

In the troposphere, nitrogen offiides are emied into the atmosphere
mainly by the combffstion of fossil fffels fiia these three pathflays. Bio-
mass bffrning and emissions from the biosphere also contribffte to tro-
pospheric NOx soffrces, as does lightning. e estimates for the global
NOx emission bffdget are someflhat ffncertain; Fig. 2.2a compiles an
ofierfiiefl of the fiarioffs anthropogenic and natffral NOx emission soffr-
ces.

e spatial distribfftion of global NOx emissions is shofln in Fig. 2.3.
Most NOx emissions are closely located to anthropogenic actifiities,
sffch as ffrban agglomerations, transport pathflays (roads, shipping
tracks, motorflays), pofler generating stations, and indffstrial prodffc-
tion centers.
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(a) Total NOx emissions (b) Anthropogenic NOx emissions

Figffre 2.2: Soffrces of NOx emissions to the troposphere, in Tg N yr−1. To-
tal NOx emissions are taken from (Solomon et al., 2007, p. 546);
anthropogenic NOx emissions are from the MACCity infientory
(Granier et al., 2011).

Anthropogenic and industrial combustion

More than half of the tropospheric NOx bffdget originates from anthro-
pogenic and indffstrial combffstion processes. Granier et al. (2011) com-
pare sefieral anthropogenic NOx emission infientories. ey report all
considered infientories to shofl a slight increase since 1990, and they
all agree to flithin 8 % in 2010. e MACCity infientory, e. g., states
global anthropogenic NOx emissions of ∼32.9 Tg N yr−1 for the year
2010 (Granier et al., 2011). Figffre 2.2b shofls the distribfftion among
the di erent sectors.

Biomass burning

Biomass bffrning caffses approffi. 20 % of global NOx emissions. Esti-
mates di er by 50–80 % according to a recent intercomparison (Granier
et al., 2011), depending on the year and season. e MACCity infien-
tory, e. g., states global NOx emissions from grassland/safianna and
from forest res of 3.4 and 1.5 Tg N yr−1 for the year 2010, respec-
tifiely (Granier et al., 2011).

Emissions from the biosphere

A signi cant part of natffral NOx emissions originates from microbial
processes in soils by nffmeroffs chemical pathflays (Williams et al.,
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Figffre 2.3: Gridded NOx emissions for the year 2008 from the EDGAR
database, fiersion 4.2 (Effropean Commission, Joint Research Cen-
tre and Netherlands Enfiironmental Assessment Agency, 2011).

1992, and references therein). While these processes are basically natff-
ral processes, it has been shofln that aer the infiention of the Haber-
Bosch process, the application of fertilizer, i. e., agricffltffral actifiities,
hafie signi cantly increased bacterial NOx prodffction (Bertram et al.,
2005). In total, estimates for microbial NOx emissions from natffral
and agricffltffral soffrces shofl a large ffncertainty and fiary flidely, be-
tfleen 6 and 21 Tg N yr−1 (Ganzefield et al., 2002); they estimate the
total biogenic NOx emissions from soils to be 12 and 3.8 Tg N yr−1,
respectifiely.

Lightning

In the free troposphere, lightning can lead to signi cant prodffction of
NOx, especially in the tropics. As is the case for biogenic emissions (see
abofie), the estimation of lightning NOx emission is highly ffncertain;
recent stffdies di er by more than one order of magnitffde. Lee et al.
(1997), e. g., gifie a range of 2–20 Tg N yr−1. Recently, satellite mea-
sffrements hafie been ffsed to infer the global lightning NOx bffdget;
Beirle et al. (2004b), e. g., ffse satellite measffrements from the GOME
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instrffment (see Sect. 2.10.1) and yield an emission estimate of ∼2.8
Tg N yr−1.

2.3.2 Sources of nitrogen dioxide in the middle and upper atmosphere

e lifetime of tropospheric NO2 is too short to allofl for its transport
into the stratosphere. Hoflefier N2O, flhich is emied at the sffrface
by both anthropogenic and natffral processes, does not hafie signi cant
sinks in the troposphere, leading to a fiery long lifetime of∼ 120 years
(Hoffghton et al., 2001). While anthropogenic emissions of N2O origi-
nate mainly from agricffltffral soil management, animal manffre man-
agement, and seflage treatment (Hoffghton et al., 2001), natffral soffrces
inclffde a flide fiariety of biological processes in soil and flater, partic-
fflarly microbial action in flet tropical forests (Anderson et al., 2010).
e fiery long tropospheric lifetime of N2O molecffles allofls for their
transport to the stratosphere, flhere the largest part of them is broken
dofln to N2 and O( 1D) atoms by ffltrafiiolet radiation (Brasseffr et al.,
1999). Hoflefier, a fraction becomes the major soffrce of stratospheric
NO2, fiia the reaction (see Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p. 151)

N2O + O( 1D) . 2 NO (R 2.4)

Since higher NOx concentrations in the stratosphere lead to a net
destrffction of ozone (see Section 2.4.4), N2O has recently started to be
seen as an ozone depleting sffbstance (Refiell et al., 2012; Rafiishankara
et al., 2009). Conseqffently, there are e orts to hafie N2O regfflated ffn-
der the Montreal Protocol (Kanter et al., 2013).

2.4

NO2 appears as broflnish, odorless gas and is hazardoffs to hffman
health, caffsing irritations of the respiratory tract (Samet and Utell,
1990; Chaffhan et al., 1998); typical sffrface concentrations are hoflefier
too lofl to shofl signi cant direct e ect on hffman health. Nefierthe-
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Figffre 2.4: Vertical NO2 pro les from the sffrface ffp to 70 km, both as fiol-
ffme miffiing ratio (le) and as nffmber concentration (right), from
the Oslo CTM2, for 15 Jffn 2005. e plots shofl cases of effitremely
pollffted (32.1° N / 120.9° E, close to Shanghai, red) and backgroffnd
(32.1° N / 168.8° E, open Paci c Ocean, green) regions, each at
10:00 LT.

less, NO2 plays a major role in atmospheric ozone chemistry, leading
to ozone formation (destrffction) in the troposphere (stratosphere).

Ozone is knofln to be damaging to hffman health; short-term ef-
fects inclffde e ects onmortality and respiratorymorbidity, flhile long-
term e ects inclffde lffng damage and in ammatory responses (World
HealthOrganization, 2003, and references therein).erefore, enhanced
NO2 concentrations in in the lofler troposphere can indirectly, i. e., fiia
ozone prodffction, sefierely impact hffman flell-being.

2.4.1 Distribution of NO2 in the atmosphere

In ffnpollffted regions, the bfflk of the atmospheric NO2 content can
be foffnd in the stratosphere, betfleen 25 and 35 km altitffde, flhere
NOx is formed by reaction R 2.4. In regions flith high emissions of
NO2 to the troposphere, hoflefier, the maffiimffm of atmospheric NO2

concentrations is located close to the sffrface. Figffre 2.4 shofls typi-
cal atmospheric NO2 pro les for both pollffted and pristine regions,
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derified from model calcfflations. It becomes obfiioffs that, in order to
correctly assess the tropospheric NO2 content from satellite measffre-
ments, it is indispensable to accffrately estimate the stratospheric NO2

load.

2.4.2 NO2 in the troposphere

Tropospheric NO2 originates from a fiariety of soffrces, as offtlined in
Section 2.3. In the remote troposphere, i. e., in the absence of pollfftion,
the nitrogen offiides NO and NO2 constantly interchange by the set of
reactions

NO2 +
λ≤420 nm

hν . NO + O (R 2.5)
O + O2 + M . O3 + M (R 2.6)

NO + O3 . NO2 + O2 (R 2.7)

ese three reactions e ectifiely form a nffll cycle, as both NOx and O3

concentrations are conserfied. Dffe to the photolysis reaction R 2.5, they
are strongly dependent on the afiailable sffnlight, leading to a clear day-
night contrast in NO2 concentrations, flith high (lofl) fialffes dffring
night (day), and dependencies on sffrface spectral re ectance and solar
zenith angle.

When, hoflefier, hydroffiyl radicals (OH) are afiailable, a fiariety of
offiidizable fffels can lead to ozone prodffction. In the remote tropo-
sphere, both carbon monoffiide (CO) and CH4 are afiailable as fffel, and
can lead to photolytic prodffction of O3 molecffles; in these cases, in-
termediate prodffcts in the CO and CH4 offiidation cycles react flith
NO, rifialing reaction 2.7, flhich leads to net prodffction of ozone. e
maffiimffm ozone yield of these cycles is gifien by the net reactions (see
Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, pp. 219 and 222)
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CO + 2 O2 +
λ≤420 nm

hν . CO2 + O3 (R 2.8)

CH4 + 4 O2 +
λ≤420 nm

2 hν . HCHO + H2O + 2 O3 (R 2.9)

Dffring nighime, flhen it cannot be photolyzed, NO2 can, fiia the
combination flith the nitrate radical (NO3, seeWayne et al., 1991), lead
to the formation of dinitrogen pentoffiide (N2O5), flhich acts as reser-
fioir (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p. 225):

NO2 + O3 . NO3 + O2 (R 2.10)
NO2 + NO3 + M . N2O5 + M (R 2.11)

is can only happen at night, becaffse NO3 is qffickly photolyzed dffr-
ing daytime. Another reserfioir species is nitric acid (HNO3), flhich
is the major tropospheric sink for NO2, fiia the reaction (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 2006, p. 224)

OH + NO2 + M . HNO3 + M (R 2.12)

e tropospheric lifetime of NO2 thffs depends on the OH concen-
tration and the [NO]/[NO2] ratio. At the sffrface, flhere OH concen-
trations can be high and the [NO]/[NO2] ratio is lofl, this leads to
NO2 lifetimes of less than a day. In the free and ffpper troposphere,
the ffsffally lofler OH concentrations and higher [NO]/[NO2] ratios
yield longer lifetimes of 4-7 days (Brasseffr et al., 1999, p. 255).

In the pollffted continental troposphere, many reactions hafie con-
siderably increased yields, dffe to the higher concentrations of afiail-
able reactants. Varioffs non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC, also called
fiolatile organic compoffnds, VOC) are afiailable as additional offiidiz-
able fffel, leading to increased O3 prodffction fiia the follofling gener-
alized offiidation cycle (Brasseffr et al., 1999, p. 273):
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OH + RH . R + H2O (R 2.13)
R + O2 + M . RO2 + M (R 2.14)

RO2 + NO . RO + NO2 (R 2.15)
RO + O2 . HO2 + R′CHO (R 2.16)

HO2 + NO . OH + NO2 (R 2.17)

2 (NO2 +
λ≤420 nm

hν . NO + O) (R 2.18)
2 (O + O2 + M . O3 + M) (R 2.19)

e net reaction cycle can be sffmmarized as

RH + 4 O2 + 2 hν . R′CHO + H2O + 2 O3 (R 2.20)

Here, RH stands for a NMHC, and carbonyl prodffcts are denoted
R′CHO, flhere R′ is an organic fragment hafiing one fefler carbon
atom than R. e cycle is completely analogoffs to reaction R 2.9 and
can lead to considerably increased ozone prodffction, caffsing photo-
chemical smog. Also, HNO3 concentrations can become so large that
it becomes an important constitffent of acidic precipitation.

2.4.3 Troposphere-stratosphere exchange of NO2

Effichange ofNO2 containing airmasses betfleen troposphere and strato-
sphere can occffr in both directions. Stratospheric intrffsions, for effiam-
ple, can introdffce NO2 enriched air masses into the ffpper troposphere,
especially in polar conditions (Elbern et al., 1998; Sprenger and Wernli,
2003). While these air masses can shofl considerably enhanced NO2

concentrations of 75–110 pptfi (Liang et al., 2011), these nffmbers are
still fiery lofl compared to the NO2 rich layers close to the sffrface and
in the middle stratosphere, and do not lead to signi cant changes in the
tropospheric colffmns. On the other hand, deep confiection has been re-
ported to be able to introdffce signi cant amoffnts of trace gases into
the loflermost stratosphere, efien at mid-latitffdes (Hegglin et al., 2004).
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Hoflefier, as NO2 concentrations in the ffpper troposphere and lofler
stratosphere are generally fiery lofl (see Fig. 2.4), these transport pro-
cesses generally do not signi cantly in ffence atmospheric chemistry
in these altitffde regions.

2.4.4 NO2 in the stratosphere

emain NO−NO2 cycle (reactions R 2.5–R 2.7) is also taking place in
the stratosphere. When, hoflefier, the concentration [O] of single offiy-
gen atoms becomes high enoffgh (as is the case in the middle and ffpper
stratosphere, flhere O2 and O3 can get photolyzed at flafielengths less
than 242.4 nm and 310 nm, respectifiely; see Finlayson-Pis and Pis,
1999, pp. 89–95), the photodissociation ofNO2 (reaction R 2.5) becomes
rifialed by the reaction

NO2 + O . NO + O2 (R 2.21)

leading to a net destrffction of ozone (Crfftzen, 1970; Hendrick et al.,
2012):

O3 + O . 2 O2 (R 2.22)

Hoflefier, nitrogen offiides can also sffppress ozone destrffction by con-
fiersion of reactifie hydrogen and chlorine species into reserfioir spe-
cies, e. g., chlorine nitrate (ClONO2) and HNO3 (Mffrphy et al., 1993).

At nighime, the reaction of NO2 flith ozone becomes more im-
portant, leading to a bffild ffp of N2O5, flhich acts as NOx reserfioir
(Wayne et al., 1991):

NO2 + O3 . NO3 + O2 (R 2.10)
NO2 + NO3 + M . N2O5 + M (R 2.11)

Other NOx reserfioirs inclffde nitric acid (see reaction R 2.12), ClONO2

and peroffiynitric acid (HO2NO2). All three reserfioir mechanisms lead
to a tflo-fold slofling-dofln of ozone destrffction throffgh both the re-
dffction of afiailable NO2 molecffles and the seqffestration of ClOx and
HOx radicals.
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Figffre 2.5: Diffrnal fiariation of stratospheric NO2 colffmns ofier Scoresby
(70.5°N, 22°W) and Jffngfraffjoch (46.5°N, 8°E), measffred by the
OMI instrffment, as a fffnction of local time of obserfiation (adapted
from Dirksen et al., 2011, Fig. 11).

Dffring daytime, the photochemical destrffction of the reserfioir spe-
cies N2O5 leads to an increasing NO2 concentration (Solomon and
Keys, 1992; Brasseffr and Solomon, 2005, p. 258). Both diffrnal and sea-
sonal cycles of stratospheric NO2 are drifien by this mechanism, lead-
ing to an almost linear increase in NO2 concentrations dffring daytime,
and to a clear seasonal cycle flhich gets more andmore pronoffnced go-
ing poleflards (see Fig. 2.5, Dirksen et al., 2011, and references therein).

When considering the lifetime of stratospheric NO2, it makes most
sense to talk of NOx lifetime, dffe to the close coffpling of the tflo
molecffles and their reserfioir species. Depending on the altitffde, the
NOx lifetime τNOx

fiaries betfleen sefieral days and sefieral months
(Brasseffr and Solomon, 2005, p. 256).

2.5

At least since the third assessment report of the Intergofiernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, Hoffghton et al., 2001), the anthro-
pogenic in ffence on cffrrent climate throffgh the emission of green-
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Figffre 2.6: Global annffal mean energy bffdget of the Earth, for the March
2000–May 2004 period (from Trenberth et al., 2009).

hoffse gases like carbon dioffiide, methane, nitroffs offiide, and ozone, is
scienti cally ffndispffted. ese greenhoffse gases absorb part of the
offtgoing long-flafie radiation and thffs keep energy flithin the Earth
system flhich floffld otherflise be radiated into space (see Fig. 2.6).
e total net anthropogenic radiatifie forcing is estimated to be 1.6 ±
0.8 W m−2 (Solomon et al., 2007). While the in ffence of the long-lified
greenhoffse gases CO2, CH4, N2O, and of fiarioffs halocarbons is qffite
accffrately estimated, the indifiidffal ffncertainties on the other com-
poffnds can be large (see Fig. 2.7). roffgh the mechanisms described
in Sect. 2.4.2, tropospheric NO2 directly in ffences ozone concentra-
tions, shofling that also in the light of climate change, accffrate knofll-
edge of NO2 abffndances and their temporal efiolfftion are needed.

2.5.1 Interactions between air quality and climate change

An area flhich has receified a lot of aention in cffrrent atmospheric
research is the interactions betfleen climate and air qffality (Isaksen
et al., 2009; Raes et al., 2010). A more thoroffgh ffnderstanding of at-
mospheric offiidation processes, as flell as efier increasing compffta-
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Figffre 2.7: Radiatifie forcing of di erent climate-actifie compoffnds and their
indifiidffal ffncertainties (from Solomon et al., 2007).

tional pofler, hafie lead to grofling interest in the feedback processes
infiolfiing both atmospheric chemistry and the Earth’s radiation bal-
ance. Chemically actifie atmospheric constitffents like CH4, O3, sfflfate
and organic aerosols, are knofln to be drifiing factors in climate change.
Atmospheric pollfftion by these compoffnds and their precffrsors thffs
change the atmospheric composition, contribffting to climate change.
Reciprocally, climate change directly in ffences atmospheric composi-
tion and offiidation processes throffgh changes in temperatffre, dynam-
ics, hydrological cycle, atmospheric stability, and biosphere-atmosphere
interactions (Isaksen et al., 2009). Some effiamples for these interaction
processes are enhanced stratosphere-tropo-sphere effichange of O3, in-
creased biogenic emissions dffe to enhanced temperatffre, release of
CH4 from thafling permafrost, and decreasing carbon sinks dffe to re-
dffced biospheric ffptake (see Isaksen et al., 2009, and references therein).
As integrated modeling systems of atmospheric chemistry and climate
are being defieloped (Raes et al., 2010), detailed ffnderstanding of at-
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Figffre 2.8: Coffntries and territories flith ffrban popfflations efficeeding
100,000. Circles are scaled in proportion to ffrban popfflation size.
Where space allofls, nffmbers flithin circles shofl ffrban popffla-
tion (in millions) and ffrban percentage of the coffntry’s total pop-
fflation (from United Nations Children’s Fffnd, 2012).

mospheric offiidation processes becomes efier more important, shofling
the need for ongoing obserfiations of atmospheric pollfftants like NO2.

2.6

A large proportion of the hffman popfflation lifies in ffrban agglomera-
tions (see Fig. 2.8). is proportion has been increasing for a long time
and efficeeded 50% in 2008 (United Nations, Department of Economic
and Social A airs, Popfflation Difiision, 2012). Figffre 2.9 shofls that,
flhile the groflth rate of ffrbanization has slofled dofln in Effrope and
the Americas, Asia and Africa still shofl strongly increasing ffrbaniza-
tion. e fiery high popfflation densities inherent to sffch agglomera-
tions profiide a challenging enfiironment to its inhabitants. e high
tra c, energy ffse, and pollfftion lead to a strongly enhanced total effi-
posffre to harmfffl pollfftants for the megacity popfflation (Gffrjar et al.,
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Figffre 2.9: Percentage of ffrban popfflation per continent, as of 2010 (data
from United Nations, Department of Economic and Social A airs,
Popfflation Difiision, 2012).

2008; Molina and Molina, 2004; Mage et al., 1996; Leliefield et al., 2013).
On the other hand, shorter distances leading to less transport, redffced
land ffse, and generally beer afiailability of technology are indicators
that in a global sense, the enfiironmental impact of megacities might
not be as ffnfafiorable as it may seem. Finally, one has to remember that
the high rate of ffrbanization is rooted in the effitremely hard lifiing con-
ditions in the defieloping florld’s rffral areas, flhich generally leads to
a signi cant increase in qffality of life for the recently migrated megac-
ity popfflation, in spite of the hardships they hafie to endffre (Saffnders,
2010).

2.7

Electromagnetic radiation is energy propagating throffgh space in the
form of coffpled electric and magnetic elds. At the same time, it effi-
hibits particle-like behafiior; these particles are called photons. e
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photon’s energy depends on the flafielength of the electromagnetic
eld; the tflo qffantities are coffpled fiia the eqffation

E = hν

flhere h ≈ 6.626 × 10−34 Js is the Planck constant and ν is the fre-
qffency of the electromagnetic eld (the fialffe for the Planck constant
is taken from Mohr et al., 2012).

2.7.1 Emission of photons

All maer emits electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons.is
emission is drifien by amolecffle’s transition from a higher energy state
to a lofler energy state; the emied photon’s energy is determined by
the energy di erence betfleen the tflo states (Haken and Wolf, 2001, p.
60). For atoms, the energy states are determined by its electronic con-
gffration; in the case of molecffles, the con gffration also inclffdes ro-

tational and fiibrational oscillations of its nffclei (Haken andWolf, 2006,
pp. 179 .). At eqffilibriffm (of radiation and maer), the photon flafie-
lengths are distribffted according to the Planck distribution (Bohren and
Clothiaffffi, 2006, p. 9):

Pe (λ) =
2πhc2

λ5

1

exp
(

hc
λkBT

)

− 1
(E 2.1)

Here, λ denotes the flafielength, T the temperatffre, and h is the Planck
constant, c ≈ 2.998 × 108 ms−1 is the speed of light, kb ≈ 1.381 ×
10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann constant (all physical constants are taken
from Mohr et al., 2012).

2.7.2 Absorption of photons

Infiersely, a photon can be absorbed by a molecffle if the former’s en-
ergy eqffals the energy di erence betfleen a higher and a lofler energy
state of the molecffle. Conseqffently, any gifien molecffle can absorb
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radiation of speci c flafielengths only, flhich are determined by the
molecffle’s con gffration.

e absorption at flafielength λ by amolecffle can be described by its
absorption cross-section σa(λ), flhich has the ffnit of length sqffared
(i. e., area) and can be fiiefled as the e ectifie area of the molecffle for
remofiing energy from incident radiation; it depends on temperatffre
and pressffre, as both hafie in ffence on the molecffle’s con gffration
(Bohren and Clothiaffffi, 2006, p. 61).

2.7.3 Scaering of photons

When photons are forced to defiiate from their path by localized inho-
mogeneities in the mediffm throffgh flhich they trafiel, one commonly
speaks of scaering. In the case of photons trafieling throffgh a gaseoffs
miffitffre, scaering can occffr on single gas molecffles and small parti-
cles. Depending on the ratio of the particle’s circffmference and the
photon’s flafielength, i. e., the dimensionless size parameter α =

π·Dp

λ ,
one speaks of Rayleigh (α ≪ 1), Mie (α ≈ 1), and geometric (α ≫ 1)
scaering.

e scaering of ffltrafiiolet and fiisible solar radiation on the gaseoffs
molecffles of the Earth’s atmosphere happens in the Rayleigh regime.
According to the rst scaering lafl derified by Rayleigh in 1871, the
scaering e ciency is proportional to the infierse foffrth pofler of
the flafielength, flhich is the reason flhy clear sky appears blffe: the
blffe part of the fiisible spectrffm has shorter flafielength and is there-
fore mffch more likely to be scaered toflards the sffrface; the redder
parts of solar radiation are more likely to pass throffgh the atmosphere
flithofft being scaered (Bohren and Clothiaffffi, 2006, p. 128). Scaer-
ing of sffnlight on atmospheric particles, or aerosols, happens in the
Mie regime. Here, the scaering e ciency strongly depends on the
shape of the scaering particle, the flafielength, and also on the direc-
tion of the incident photon. Dffe to these compleffiities, accoffnting for
the in ffence of atmospheric aerosols in radiatifie transfer simfflations
is effitremely challenging, becaffse the scaering characteristics of the
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Figffre 2.10: (le) Solar irradiance cffrfie at the top of the atmosphere
and at the sffrface for a solar zenith angle of 60° in
an atmosphere flithofft aerosols or cloffds. Absorption
and scaering regions are indicated (aer Lioff, 2002).
(right) Fraffnhofer lines in the solar spectrffm (from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fraunhofer_lines.svg).

aerosols need to be knofln precisely. Geometric scaering, nally, can
be obserfied as rainbofls flhich are caffsed by rain drops and ice crys-
tals. In clear-sky conditions, it is irrelefiant to atmospheric radiatifie
transfer, as the scaering molecffles and particles in the atmosphere
are rather small.

2.7.4 e solar spectrum

e flafielength-dependence of emission, absorption, and scaering
processes can be shofln ffsing the effiample of the spectral character-
istics of solar radiation. Figffre 2.10 shofls the solar irradiance at the
Earth’s sffrface and at the top of the atmosphere. e shape of the solar
irradiance spectrffm at the top of the atmosphere is approffiimately the
energy distribfftion of a black body (i. e., an idealized physical body ab-
sorbing all incident electromagnetic radiation) of temperatffre 5800 K,
as determined by Eq. E 2.1. In reality, the solar spectrffm prominently
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shofls a nffmber of so-called Fraunhofer lines, flhich are caffsed by
molecfflar absorption flithin the sffn’s atmosphere (see Fig. 2.10).

e aenffation of the sffn’s radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere can
be seen in the gray-shaded di erence betfleen the top of atmosphere
and sffrface spectra. In the fiisible flafielength range, the largest part of
aenffation is dffe to Rayleigh scaering; in the UV and IR ranges, the
obserfied aenffation can be mostly aribffted to absorption processes
dffe to ozone, flater fiapor, and carbon dioffiide.

2.7.5 e Beer-Lambert law

e combined aenffation e ect of absorption and scaering is oen
called effitinction. When trafieling throffgh any mediffm, the transmis-
sion of radiation decreases effiponentially flith the mediffm’s effitinction
cross-section and the path length. is fact has become knofln as the
Beer-Lambert-Boffgffer lafl and can be flrien as

I(λ) = I0(λ) · exp(−ρsσe(λ)), (E 2.2)

flhere I0(λ) is the ffnaenffated intensity, ρ is the absorber/scaerer
density, s is the path length, and σe(λ) is the effitinction cross-section
(Bohren and Clothiaffffi, 2006, p. 53).

2.7.6 e radiative transfer model SCIATRAN

e e ectifie simfflation of radiatifie transfer, i. e., the passage of pho-
tons throffgh the Earth’s atmosphere, is indispensable for the analysis
of hyperspectral measffrements and the sffbseqffent retriefial of mean-
ingfffl qffantities. At the Institfft ür Umfleltphysik of the Unifiersität
Bremen, the radiatifie transfer model SCIATRAN has been defieloped
(Rozanofi et al., 2013). SCIATRAN is a modfflar system flhich can be
employed in mffltiple tasks, e. g., the simfflation of radiances at gifien
atmospheric conditions, the calcfflation of air mass factors (see Sect.
2.9.2), or the retriefial of absorber pro les from hyperspectral measffre-
ments (see 3.2.1).
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2.8

As stated in Sect. 2.7.5, the e ect of absorption of radiation is sffm-
marized by the Beer-Lambert lafl (Eq. E 2.2). For solar radiation pass-
ing throffgh the Earth’s atmosphere, ffsffally J di erent absorbers hafie
to be considered, and the indifiidffal absorption cross-sections σj(λ)

depend on temperatffre and pressffre. In the case of clear-sky mea-
sffrements and optically thin absorbers, the atmospheric aenffation
is dominated by scaering processes, flhich sloflly fiary flith flafie-
length (see Sect. 2.7.3); it is thffs possible to separate the optical thick-
ness spectrffm ln I(λ)

I0(λ)
into a lofl-freqffency and a high-freqffency part.

e lofl-freqffency fiariations can then be approffiimated by a lofl-order
(ffsffally 3–6) polynomial. In the case of space-borne instrffments, the
Beer-Lambert lafl thffs leads to the follofling eqffation, called theDOAS
eqffation:

ln
I0(λ)

I(λ)
=

J

∑
j=1

σ′
j (λ) · SCDj +

P

∑
p=0

ap · λp (E 2.3)

Here, I0(λ) and I(λ) are the measffred solar and Earthshine spectra,
respectifiely;

σ′
j = σj −

P

∑
p=0

bp · λp

are the high-freqffency parts of the absorption spectrffm of absorber
j, flhile SCDj is the integrated concentration of absorber j along the
light path,

SCDj =
∫

ρj(s)ds.

ap are the coe cients of the polynomial cofiering the lofl-freqffency
featffres in the measffred spectra (Pla and Stfftz, 2008).

In practice, Eq. E 2.3 needs to be effitended to accoffnt for fiarioffs at-
mospheric processes, e. g., the lling-in of Fraffnhofer and molecfflar

is cannot be done flith the intensities themselfies, becaffse the solar spectrffm
is dominated by high-freqffency Fraffnhofer lines.
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absorption lines called Ring e ect (Voffntas et al., 1998), flhich is in-
clffded as a pseffdo-absorber. Eqffation E 2.3 can then be solfied for the
integrated absorber concentrations SCDj, flhich can sffbseqffently be
fffrther analyzed to yield meaningfffl atmospheric qffantities. Within
this stffdy, the DOAS analysis has been carried offt ffsing the soflare
package NLIN_D (Richter, 1997).

2.9

eDOASmethod yields atmospheric slant colffmns, i. e., the integrated
nffmber of molecffles along the afierage light path reaching the detec-
tor. In order to ffse themeasffrements to assess tropospheric NO2 loads,
these total slant colffmns hafie to be corrected for the in ffence of the
stratospheric NO2 eld. Fffrthermore, the resfflting tropospheric slant
colffmn densities (SCD) mffst be confierted to fiertical colffmn densities
(VCD), i. e., the integrated nffmber of molecffles abofie a gifien groffnd
location.

2.9.1 Separation of stratospheric and tropospheric signals

e determination of the stratospheric backgroffnd signal to the mea-
sffred NO2 slant colffmns oen relies on the assffmption of longitff-
dinal homogeneity. As NO2 in the stratosphere is mainly drifien by
the solar radiation afiailable for photolysis, and is dependent on ozone
concentrations and temperatffre only to a lesser effitent, this assffmp-
tion is more or less satis ed, at least in lofl and mid-latitffdes. Usff-
ally, a meridional band ofier the Paci c Ocean is then assffmed to be
clean of tropospheric NO2, and the instrffment’s measffrements ofier
this region are then assffmed to be representatifie of the stratospheric
contribfftion to the measffred signal; this is approffiimately trffe becaffse
the satellite’s sffn-sffnchronoffs orbit leads to identical photochemical
states flithin a zonal band aroffnd the globe. While this second assffmp-
tion is generally correct (see, e. g., Schffltz et al., 1999, and references
therein), the lifetime of tropospheric NO2 in boreal flinter can be long
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enoffgh for signi cant amoffnts of pollfftion from East Asia and North
America to be transported ofier the open Paci c Ocean. As part of this
thesis, an alternatifie method to correct for the stratospheric in ffence
on measffred slant colffmns flill be defieloped (see Chapter 3).

2.9.2 Air mass factors

e slant colffmn density is strongly in ffenced by the measffrement
geometry and the sffn’s elefiation abofie the horizon. To yield a qffan-
tity flhich is independent of the measffrement geometry and to relate
this qffantity to geographic location, the SCD needs to be confierted to
fiertical colffmn densities.

Under the assffmption that slant and fiertical colffmns are propor-
tional to each other for eqffifialent measffrement conditions, this con-
fiersion is performed flith the so-called ‘air mass factor’ (AMF), flhich
relates the measffred and desired qffantities fiia

AMF =
SCD

VCD
.

e AMF depends on measffrement geometry (solar zenith, fiiefling
azimffth, and relatifie azimffth angles), flafielength, sffrface spectral re-
ectance (albedo), sffrface pressffre, and the fiertical distribfftions of

aerosols, cloffds, and absorbing trace gases. It is calcfflated ffsing radia-
tifie transfer simfflations (see Sect. 2.7.6).

Since the dependence of the AMF on these qffantities is relatifiely
smooth, it is possible to pre-calcfflate lookffp-tables so that the com-
pfftationally effipensifie radiatifie transfer simfflations do not hafie to
be performed for each indifiidffal measffrement (Nüß, 2005). Hoflefier,
the radiatifie transfer heafiily depends on the measffrement conditions,
especially albedo and aerosol pro les (Leitão et al., 2010). As indepen-
dent measffrements of fiertical absorber and aerosol pro les and sffr-
face spectral re ectance are non-effiistent for most satellite measffre-
ments, these data hafie to be assffmed a-priori or taken from climato-
logical datasets. is introdffces the largest contribfftion to the total

is flill be shofln ffsing model simfflations in Chapter 3.3.5.
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ffncertainty of the retriefial of fiertical absorber colffmns; it can reach
fialffes of 50% and more (Boersma et al., 2004). To minimize the ffncer-
tainty introdffced by cloffds, oen cloffdy scenes are efficlffded from the
analysis.

e formfflation of the air mass factor can be generalized to the
altitffde-dependent block air mass factor (BAMF) concept. e BAMF
is de ned as the ratio of slant and fiertical partial colffmns flithin indi-
fiidffal atmospheric layers,

BAMFi =
SCDi

VCDi

,

and yields the total AMF byfleightingflith the absorber pro le (Palmer
et al., 2001):

AMF =
∑ BAMFi × VCDi

∑ VCDi

.

is formfflation has the adfiantage that the calcfflated AMFs no longer
depend on the fiertical absorber pro le; they can rather be applied to
fiarioffs di erent a-priori pro les, e. g., from atmospheric chemistry
models.

2.10 2

Satellites profiide the ffniqffe possibility to obserfie the flhole globe
ffnder consistent measffrement conditions. While their spatial resolff-
tion is sefieral orders of magnitffde lofler than that of groffnd-based
or airborne instrffmentation, they profiide the adfiantage of allofling
for global measffrements, especially ofier regions flhere groffnd-based
measffrements are not possible dffe to their remoteness (e. g., remote
ocean areas) or political constraints.

Using the DOAS method to retriefie atmospheric trace gas concen-
trations necessitates hyper-spectral measffrements of both direct and
scaered solar radiation. Appropriate satellite instrffments hafie been
afiailable since the mid-1990s. Table 2.2 gifies an ofierfiiefl of the past,
present, and ffftffre lofl-Earth orbit satellite instrffments allofling the
retriefial of atmospheric NO2 abffndances from nadir geometry. A
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of selected past, present, and ffftffre satellite plat-
forms ffsed to stffdy tropospheric NO2.

Instrffment GOME SCIAMACHY OMI GOME-2 TROPOMI

Eqffator crossing 10:30 LT 10:00 LT 13:45 LT 09:30 LT 13:45 LT
Global cofierage 3 days 6 days 1 day ~1 day 1 day
Afiailability period 1995/10–2003/06 2002/08–2012/04 2004/10– 2007/01– (2015–)
Piffiel size at nadir [km2] 40×320 30×60∗ 13×24∗ 40×80 7×7

∗e spatial resolfftion depends on flafielength and measffrement scene.

timeline fiisffalizing the afiailability of the indifiidffal instrffments’ datasets
is gifien in Fig. 2.11.

Figffre 2.11: Timeline of past, present, and ffftffre space-borne spectrometers
measffring tropospheric NO2 colffmns.

2.10.1 GOME

e Global Ozone Monitoring Effiperiment (GOME) on board the Effro-
pean research satellite ERS-2 flas laffnched on April 21, 1995. It flas
a nadir-looking grating spectrometer performing hyperspectral mea-
sffrements of the Earth’s atmosphere in the 240–790 nm flafielength
region, at a spectral resolfftion of betfleen 0.2 nm and 0.4 nm. e spa-
tial resolfftion of a standard GOME groffnd piffiel flas 40×320 km2 and
allofled global cofierage at the eqffator flithin 3 days. ERS-2 circled the
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Earth in a near-polar sffn-synchronoffs orbit flith a descending-node
eqffator crossing local time of 10:30 (Bffrrofls et al., 1999).

Aer Jffne 1997, the GOME instrffment flas operated in a narrofl-
sflath mode three days per month. In this mode, the instrffment’s scan
angle flas redffced from±31.0° to±8.7°, leading to an increased spatial
resolfftion of 40×80 km2 at the effipense of redffced cofierage (Beirle
et al., 2004a).

Follofling a failffre of the ERS-2 satellite’s on-board tape recorder in
Jffne 2003, the instrffment flas sflitched to an ‘online-only’ mode, i. e.,
measffrement data flere directly transferred to a satellite groffnd sta-
tion.is lead to data gaps ofier the Paci c Ocean dffe to lacking groffnd
stations in that area (ESA Earthnet Online, 2003). Unfortffnately, this
meant that from then onflards, retriefiing tropospheric NO2 colffmns
from GOME measffrements flas impossible, as measffrements ofier the
remote Paci c Ocean are needed in the process of stratospheric correc-
tion (see Sects. 2.9.1 and 3.3.4).e ERS-2 satellite flas decommissioned
on 5 Sep 2011 (ESA Earthnet Online, 2011).

2.10.2 SCIAMACHY

e SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric Car-
tograpHY (SCIAMACHY, Bffrrofls et al., 1995) flas one of ten instrff-
ments on board the Effropean research satellite ENVISAT. Its name
stems from the greek flord σκιάµάχη, meaning “ ghting shadofls”.
SCIAMACHY profiided measffrements starting Affgffst 2002, sefieral
months aer ENVISAT’s laffnch on 1 Mar 2002. Commffnication flith
the satellite flas lost on 8 Apr 2012, aer the satellite’s estimated life
span had been efficeeded by fie years.

ENVISAT circled the Earth in a near-polar sffn-synchronoffs orbit
flith an eqffator crossing local time of 10:00; the satellite’s altitffde flas
799.8 km, the inclination angle 98.6°, and it had a repeat cycle of 35
days (501 orbits per cycle). In late October 2010, the orbit flas loflered
by 17.4 km, leading to a repeat cycle of 30 days (431 orbits per cycle;
ESA Earthnet Online, 2010) .
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espectrometer cofiered theflafielength range fromffltrafiiolet (214
nm) to near-infrared (2384 nm) in eight channels. e spectral resolff-
tion depended on the channel and ranged betfleen 0.21 nm and 1.56
nm; the resolfftion in channel 3, flhich is ffsed for retriefiing NO2 fiia
the DOAS techniqffe (see Chapter 2.8), flas 0.47 nm.

SCIAMACHY flas ffniqffe amongst the fiarioffs space-borne Earth
obserfiation spectrometers in that it o ered measffrements in three dif-
ferent fiiefling geometries: nadir, limb, and occffltation. In nadir geom-
etry, the instrffment operated in a flhisk broom fashion; it flas directed
toflards the Earth’s sffrface, cofiering a sflath flidth of 960 km. While
the forflard scan (le-to-right) flas performed in 4 s, the backflard
scan took only 1 s. Combined flith the instrffment’s integration time
of 0.25 s, this lead to across-track effitents of 60 km and 240 km for the
forflard and backflard scan piffiels, respectifiely (Goflald and Bofiens-
mann, 2011), flhile the along-track effitents of the measffred piffiel flere
constant at 30 km.

In limb geometry, the instrffment operated forflard-looking, scan-
ning the atmosphere from the sffrface to a tangent height of 92 km

(Goflald and Bofiensmann, 2011), thereby allofling the retriefial of
fiertical absorber pro les, ffsing scaered light only. e groffnd scene
of a limb scan is de ned by the geolocation of the line of sight tan-
gent point at the start and end of the state; the measffrement cycles in
synchronized sffch that both nadir and limb measffrements cofier ap-
proffiimately the same area flith a time gap of 7 minfftes (Heckel, 2007).
In efiery limb state, foffr distinct fiertical pro les flere recorded, each
cofiering a groffnd area 240 km flide. Dffe to the elefiation steps effie-
cffted by the instrffment, the tangent point of the line of sight mofied
toflards the spacecra as the platform proceeded along the orbit. e
satellite’s mofiement aroffnd the Earth thffs lead to a rather narrofl ap-
pearance of the along-track effitent of the limb piffiels (Goflald and
Bofiensmann, 2011).

In occffltation mode, nally, SCIAMACHY directly measffred the ra-
diation of the rising sffn and moon, and its aenffation by the Earth’s
atmosphere at the line-of-sight tangent point. ese measffrements al-
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lofl for the retriefial of absorber fiertical pro les (Goflald and Bofiens-
mann, 2011).

2.10.3 OMI

eOzoneMonitoring Instrffment (OMI) is a UV/fiis imaging spectrom-
eter ying on NASAs EOS AURA satellite, flhich flas laffnched in Jffly
2004. It profiides nearly global cofierage flithin one day, at a spatial
resolfftion of 13×24 km2 at the nadir point. e spatial resolfftion be-
comes coarser toflards the edges of the sflath dffe to its large flidth;
this e ect is efien increased by the Earth’s cffrfiatffre. e AURA satel-
lite circles the Earth in an ascending node near-polar sffn-synchronoffs
orbit flith an eqffator crossing local time of 13:45 (Lefielt et al., 2006).

Ofier the years, instrffmental problems hafie contribffted to flhat
has become knofln as ‘rofl anomaly’ of the OMI instrffment. e rofl
anomaly is a temporally fiarying malfffnction caffsed by something
blocking the eld-of-fiiefl; it a ects single rofls on the CCD detector,
leading to erroneoffs measffred spectra in single fiiefling directions. Es-
pecially aer Janffary 2009, this has lead to a signi cant decrease in the
groffnd cofierage of the OMI instrffment (Koninklijk Nederlands Mete-
orologisch Institfffft, 2012). While originally, the Affra mission flas sffp-
posed to last for only fie years, a mission effitension ffntil 2017 is likely
to be implemented (Ritchie et al., 2013, and Anne R. Doffglass, NASA,
pers. comm.).

2.10.4 GOME-2

e GOME-2 instrffments on board the Metop satellite series are nadir
looking UV/fiis spectrometers (240–790 nm) flith a spectral resolfftion
of betfleen 0.24–0.53 nm, depending on channel (Callies et al., 2000).
e instrffments’ footprint is 40×80 km2. Metop is a series of identi-
cally eqffipped Effropean operational meteorological satellites; the rst
tflo satellites flere laffnched on 19 Oct 2006 and 17 Sep 2012, respec-
tifiely. e instrffments’ sflath flidth of 1920 km leads to nearly global
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cofierage dffring one day, and the satellites’ near-polar , sffn-synchro-
noffs orbit crosses the eqffator descending-node at 09:30 local time (EU-
METSAT, 2012). On 15 Jffl 2013, operations of the GOME-2 instrffment
on board Metop-A flere sflitched to a ‘narrofl sflath’ mode, enabling a
sflathflidth of 960 km, yielding a horizontal resolfftion of 40×40 km2

(O3M SAF - EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on Ozone and At-
mospheric Chemistry Monitoring, 2013). Each satellite has a projected
mission lifetime of siffi years; the Metop-A mission has hoflefier been
effitended ffntil mid-2018. Metop-C is schedffled to laffnch in Affgffst
2018 (Effmetsat, pers. comm.).

2.10.5 TROPOMI

e TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrffment (TROPOMI) flill be the sin-
gle payload of the Sentinel-5 Precffrsor satellite, flhich is to be laffnched
in March 2015. It flill be an imaging spectrometer measffring the the
ffltrafiiolet, fiisible, near-infrared, and shortflafie infrared spectral re-
gions (Veeind et al., 2012). Compared to the spectrometers afiailable
today, TROPOMI flill featffre a considerably improfied spatial resolff-
tion of 7 × 7 km2, flhile the spectral resolfftion in the fiisible range
flill be 0.2 nm. e satellite flill y in an early aernoon orbit, compa-
rable to that of OMI; the projected mission lifetime is 7 yrs (Veeind
et al., 2012).

2.10.6 Sentinel-4

e near-polar, sffn-synchronoffs orbits of the GOME, SCIAMACHY,
OMI, GOME-2, and TROPOMI instrffments does not allofl for the infies-
tigation of diffrnal fiariations of the obserfied trace gases, efficept in po-
lar regions. A geostationary UV/fiis mission has been proposed to close
this measffrement gap abofft a decade ago (Bofiensmann et al., 2002;
Bffrrofls et al., 2004; Bofiensmann et al., 2004). is proposal flill be
realized in the ffpcoming Sentinel-4 instrffment on the Meteosat ird
Generation (MTG)-Soffnder satellite, flhich is to be laffnched in 2019
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(Effropean Space Agency, 2013b). e instrffment flill featffre the UV,
fiisible, and near-infrared spectral bands and allofl the retriefial of at-
mospheric trace gases at a spatial and temporal resolfftion of 8 km and
60 min, respectifiely. e satellite’s fiiefl flill cofier Effrope and North
Africa, and operations are sffpposed to rffn for 8.5 yrs (Effropean Space
Agency, 2013a).

2.10.7 Sentinel-5

e Metop Second Generation satellite platform, flhose rst satellite
is to be laffnched in 2020, flill carry the Sentinel-5 instrffment, a spec-
trometer cofiering the UV, fiisible, near-infrared, and shortflafie-infra-
red spectral regions (Effropean Space Agency, 2013b). e satellite’s
projected mission lifetime is 8.5 yrs (Effropean Space Agency, 2011),
enabling Sentinel-5 measffrements of tropospheric composition flell
into the 2020s.
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IMPROV ING THE STRATOSPHER IC CORRECT ION
IN THE RETR I EVAL OF TROPOSPHER IC NO2

3.1

As offtlined in Sect. 2.9.1, the NO2 slant colffmn as retriefied ffsing the
DOAS techniqffe still contains information from the stratosphere. In
regions not a ected by tropospheric pollfftion, the stratospheric NO2
colffmn is actffally considerably larger than the tropospheric one (see
Fig. 2.4). As the main interest in NO2 lies in the troposphere, the strato-
spheric contribfftion to the retriefied slant colffmns has to be accoffnted
for.

3.1.1 Stratospheric NO2

e global distribfftion of stratospheric NO2 depends mainly on lati-
tffde (or rather the amoffnt of sffnlight dffring one day, see Sect. 2.4.4).
Stratospheric NO2 colffmns derified from SCIAMACHY limb measffre-
ments for Jffne 2010 are shofln in Fig. 3.1.

On regional to local scales, fiariations in the stratospheric NO2 con-
tent are determinedmainly by transport processes. Hoflefier, Cook and
Roscoe (2009) shofl that the NOffi partitioning and thffs the NO2 con-
centration also depends on temperatffre; they report a linear increase
of the modeled NO2 fiertical colffmn flith temperatffre of 0.5%/K.

e stratospheric N2O bffrden has been reported to increase by ap-
proffi. 2.5% per decade (WorldMeteorological Organization, 2007). Gifien
that N2O is the main soffrce of stratospheric NO2 (see Sect. 2.3.2), one
shoffld effipect an according increase in VCDstrat NO2. Hoflefier, Hen-
drick et al. (2012) foffnd decreasing stratospheric NO2 colffmns ffsing
groffnd-based measffrements from 1990–2009 ofier the NDACC station
at Jffngfraffjoch (located in the German Alps, i. e., in northern mid-

39
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Figffre 3.1: Monthly afierages of VCD limb
strat from SCIAMACHY limb measffre-

ments for Jffne 2010, interpolated to the locations of the SCIAMA-
CHY nadir measffrements, and binned to 0.125° (from Hilboll et al.,
2013c).

latitffdes). Aer accoffnting for ‘effiternal’ e ects, i. e., QBO, the solar cy-
cle, and stratospheric aerosols (mainly follofling the erffption ofMoffnt
Pinatffbo in 1991), they derifie a statistically signi cant decline of strato-
spheric NO2 colffmns of ∼3.5% per decade. Hendrick et al. (2012) at-
tribffte this redffction to a change in the NO/NO2 partitioning, drifien
by stratospheric cooling. For the soffthern hemisphere, Liley et al. (2000)
and Dirksen et al. (2011) efialffated measffrements of stratospheric NO2
colffmns ofier Laffder (Nefl Zealand, i. e., in the soffthern mid-latitffdes)
ffsing groffnd-based andOMI obserfiations, respectifiely.ere, the stra-
tospheric NO2 load has been reported to be moderately increasing, by
5% per decade (Liley et al., 2000, statistically signi cant, for 1981–1999)
and a moderate 0.5% per decade (Dirksen et al., 2011, not statistically
signi cant, for 2004–2010), flhich is more in line flith the effipectations.
In high latitffdes, the stratospheric NO2 content can also be in ffenced
by changes in transport paerns, e. g., the Brefler-Dobson circfflation.
For Antarctica, Cook and Roscoe (2009) efialffated 18 years of data
(1990–2007) from a zenith-sky spectrometer. Hoflefier, they do not ob-
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serfie a signi cant trend bfft report large inter-annffal fiariability, flith
a maffiimffm in 2000.

3.1.2 e reference sector method

Originally, the separation of the stratospheric signal has been done ffs-
ing the so-called reference sector method, flhere measffrements ofier a
meridional band ofier the remote Paci c Ocean (the reference sector)
are sffbtracted from all measffrements globally (Bffrrofls et al., 1999;
Richter and Bffrrofls, 2002; Martin et al., 2002).is is done for each lat-
itffdinal band separately, and is made feasible by the sffn-synchronoffs
orbit of the satellites, as this ensffres that the measffrements at a gifien
latitffde are representatifie of the same local time (and thffs, photochem-
ical state) throffghofft the globe.

Prefiioffsly, this has already been applied to ozone measffrements
from the TOMS instrffment (Hffdson and ompson, 1998; Kim et al.,
1996); hoflefier, the method florks beer on NO2 dffe to its shorter
lifetime and thffs lesser dependency on transport processes.

e reference sector method relies on tflo assffmption: that the refer-
ence sector does not contain signi cant amoffnts of tropospheric NO2,
and that the stratospheric NO2 eld is zonally homogeneoffs. While
prefiioffs stffdies hafie achiefied reasonable resfflts ffsing this approach,
both assffmptions are knofln not to be correct.

Zonal homogeneity

For NO2, the assffmption of zonally constant stratospheric colffmns
can be jffsti ed flith the characteristic shape of the fiertical pro le,
flhich shofls the maffiimffm concentrations at altitffdes of aroffnd 30km
(Rozanofi et al., 2005a; Gordley et al., 1996, see Fig. 2.4). At these alti-
tffdes, zonal fiariability in transport processes is fiery lofl compared to
the lofler stratosphere (Brasseffr and Solomon, 2005, p. 38); likeflise,
tropopaffse dynamics do not interfere flith the layers of elefiated NO2

concentrations. Hoflefier, the limb-mode obserfiations of stratospheric
NO2 by the SCIAMACHY instrffment hafie shofln that there is some
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meridional fiariability in stratospheric NO2 (see Fig. 3.1), so the assffmp-
tion of zonally homogeneoffs VCDstrat NO2 is not fffl lled. is is par-
ticfflarly the case in high latitffdes dffring flinter, flhen the polar fiorteffi
introdffces air masses flhich are oen depleted fromNO2 and reserfioir
species like N2O5 to lofler latitffdes.

Tropospheric NO2 content over the remote Paci c Ocean

Under fafiorable meteorological conditions and flhen the tropospheric
lifetime of the NO2 molecffle is long enoffgh, NO2 plffmes originating
from the large indffstrial areas of east Asia can reach the remote Paci c
Ocean. is is especially the case in flinter months, flhen the NO/NO2
ratio is shied more toflards NO2 dffe to the shortage of sffnlight afiail-
able for photodissociation. Unfortffnately, measffrements of the tropo-
spheric NO2 load in the reference sector are effitremely sparse. While
effiisting stffdies sffggest NO2 miffiing ratios in the free troposphere of
less than 100ppt (see, e. g., Noffion, 1981 for rst direct-sffn measffre-
ments, Schffltz et al., 1999 for resfflts from the PEM-Tropics aircra
campaign, and Peters et al., 2012 for a recent ship-borne MAXDOAS
stffdy), one has to keep in mind that these stffdies do not represent the
flhole seasonal cycle; no measffrements effiist in northern hemisphere
flinter mid-latitffdes. Hoflefier, global chemistry and transport model
(CTM) simfflations can be ffsed to estimate tropospheric NO2 concen-
trations. As shofln in Fig. 3.2, modeled tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier
the reference sector are belofl 3× 1014 molec cm−2 in the climatolog-
ical mean, efficept in northern mid-latitffdes, flhere fialffes can reach ffp
to 9 × 1014 molec cm−2 on afierage in flinter.

3.1.3 Overview of existing methods to account for stratospheric NO2

Sefieral retriefials of tropospheric NO2 colffmns from satellite measffre-
ments tried to improfie the reference sector method by de ning remote
ocean areas as reference region globally and not only ofier the remote
Paci c.
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Figffre 3.2: Climatology of VCDtrop ofier the Paci c Ocean (180°W–150°W)
for the years 1998–2007, compffted from Oslo CTM2 simfflations
(from Hilboll et al., 2013c).

Velders et al. (2001), e. g., de ned efiery oceanic region more than ap-
proffi. 200km aflay from the coast as ffnpollffted and applied an image
processing techniqffe to yield the global stratospheric NO2 eld. Hofl-
efier, as it becomes clear from Plate 1b in the stffdy by Velders et al., this
method fails in instances of ffneffipected tropospheric NO2 amoffnts, as,
e. g., in the case of long-range transport from the North-American east
coast across the north Atlantic, and ofier the highly pollffted regions of
eastern China.

is image processing techniqffeflas sffbseqffently improfied by Leffe
et al. (2001), flho additionally applied a cloffd criterion; they only se-
lected GOME piffiels flith a measffred cloffd fraction of more than 50%
for estimating the stratospheric NO2 colffmns, assffming that any NO2

belofl cloffds is e ectifiely shielded from being detected by the instrff-
ment.

e reference sector method flas rst ffsed by Richter and Bffrrofls
(2002). Martin et al. (2002) also ffsed the reference sector method, bfft
ffse almost all of the open Paci c Ocean as reference region; they ffse
the GEOS-CHEM model to ensffre their selected area is not in ffenced
by pollfftion from nearby land masses. Additionally, Martin et al. ac-
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coffnted for the presence of tropospheric NO2 ofier the reference sector
ffsing the samemodel simfflations. For Jffly 1996, they nd latitffdinally
fiarying tropospheric slant colffmns (SCDtrop) of betfleen 7 × 1014

molec cm−2 and 3 × 1014 molec cm−2, flith minima in the tropics
and soffthern mid-latitffdes, and maffiima aroffnd 30°S and betfleen 25°
and 40°N.

Later, Richter et al. (2005) ffsed CTM simfflations flith the SLIMCAT
model to accoffnt for the stratospheric NO2 eld. While in principle,
one coffld effipect modeled stratospheric NO2 elds to flell represent
the trffe state of the atmosphere and thffs be a good correction method,
Richter et al. foffnd a systematic o set betfleen the modeled and mea-
sffred NO2 ofier presffmably clean regions; they accoffnted for this bias
by applying a zonal o set to the modeled NO2 colffmns to match those
measffred ofier the remote Paci c.

A more elaborate fiersion of the image processing techniqffe has
been introdffced by Bffcsela et al. (2006). Operating on the gridded daily
SCDtrop measffrements, they mask pollffted regions in a tflo-step pro-
cess. Aer applying a global a-priori mask, they ffse planetary flafie
analysis to derifie a preliminary stratospheric NO2 eld. To accoffnt
for possible contamination of this eld dffe to tropospheric pollfftion,
in a second step those regions flith a high di erence betfleen the orig-
inal masked and the preliminary NO2 elds are masked offt. e re-
maining data points are then analyzed again to yield the nal set of
planetary flafies (Bffcsela et al., 2006). While efialffating sefieral pa-
rameter sets, the optimal resfflts flere achiefied by ffsing VCDtrop >
5 × 1014 molec cm−2 as pollfftion criterion (derified from the GEOS-
CHEM model), and a flafie-2 t for the planetary flafie analysis.

Boersma et al. (2007) ffse the TM4 model in a data assimilation sce-
nario. Using afieraging kernels, stratospheric slant colffmns as floffld
hafie been obserfied by the sensor if the model represented the trffe at-
mosphere are calcfflated. en, the NO2 concentrations in the model
are being forced toflards the obserfied slant colffmn. is assimilation,
based on the Kalman lter approach, occffrs mainly in the stratosphere
and at places flhere tropospheric NO2 concentrations are compara-
tifiely lofl, afioiding a possible contamination of the stratosphericmodel
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state by tropospheric NO2 signals. is is achiefied by fleighting mod-
eled and obserfied colffmns flith fleighting factors dependent on ob-
serfiation representatifieness and model errors (Boersma et al., 2007).
e stratospheric contribfftion to the indifiidffal measffrements is then
estimated ffsing a forecast rffn based on this reanalysis. As a resfflt,
Boersma et al. estimate the ffncertainty of their stratospheric correc-
tion scheme to be lofler than 2 × 1014 molec cm−2 for the slant col-
ffmns in most cases.

e potential of SCIAMACHY’s ffniqffe measffrements in both nadir
and limb geometry to assess tropospheric trace gas abffndances flas
rst efialffated by Sierk et al. (2006). Both stratospheric and tropospheric

colffmns are measffred ffsing the effiact same instrffmentation, and flas
one of the drifiing ideas behind the SCIAMACHY instrffment (Bffrrofls
et al., 1995). Beirle et al. (2010) rst implemented this idea into a scien-
ti c data prodffct. ey ffsed Gaffssian fffnctions to create a smoothed
global eld from the indifiidffal limbmeasffrements. Tominimize the ef-
fect of the relatifiely lofl spatial cofierage of the limb obserfiations, they
inclffded measffrements from the prefiioffs and follofling days (flith
50% fleight) in the smoothing procedffre. Similarly to the stffdies ffs-
ing modeled stratospheric NO2 elds, Beirle et al. foffnd a systematic,
latitffde-dependent bias betfleen limb and nadir measffrements, flhich
they accoffnted for flith an additifie o set, ffsing fialffes ofier the refer-
ence sector.

Bffcsela et al. (2013), nally, sffbtract climatological CTM offtpfft of
tropospheric NO2 colffmns from the measffred total fiertical colffmns
(derified ffsing a stratospheric AMF) to get an initial stratospheric NO2
eld.ey thenmask offt those regionsflhere themodeled tropospheric

climatology efficeeds a threshold fialffe of 3 × 1015 molec cm−2, and
ll these gaps by interpolation.

3.1.4 e importance of the stratospheric correction for analysis of tro-
pospheric NO2 pollution

e ffncertainty flhich is introdffced into tropospheric NO2 colffmns
by the stratospheric correction has been estimated in sefieral stffdies;
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Figffre 3.3: Mfflti-year afierage of the flinter months December, Janffary, and
Febrffary 2002–2011, of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY, ffsing
the reference sector method as stratospheric correction. Negatifie
VCDtrop are shofln in gray, flhile missing data (dffe to constant
cloffd/snofl cofier) is marked in flhite.

all of them state a fialffe of less than 5 × 1014 molec cm−2 (Boersma
et al., 2004). As this is abofft tflo orders of magnitffde lofler than typ-
ical tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier the megacities in eastern China,
one coffld drafl the conclffsion that traditionally ffsed methods sffch as
the reference sector techniqffe are ‘good enoffgh’ for any stffdy estimat-
ing the inter-annffal efiolfftion of megacity NO2 lefiels. While this may
be trffe for the effitremely pollffted cities in eastern China, the strato-
spheric correction can indeed sefierely in ffence the obserfiation of
anthropogenic ffrban NO2 signals, especially of those cities flhich do
not formally qffalify as ‘megacity’ bfft still are important pollfftion hot
spots.

To illffstrate this point, Fig. 3.3 shofls a mfflti-year afierage of tro-
pospheric NO2 ofier North America, retriefied ffsing the reference sec-
tor method, dffring the flinter months December–Febrffary. Most of
the North American continent shofls negatifie tropospheric NO2 col-
ffmns, flhich is an artifact introdffced by the reference sector method.
It is clearly fiisible that the large Canadian ffrban and indffstrial centers
like, e. g., Montréal and Calgary, effihibit only mildly enhanced NO2 col-
ffmns; notably, there is no signi cant NO2 plffme in the sffrroffnding
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areas, like aroffnd the cities in the flestern U.S. is clearly shofls that
an accffrate estimation of the stratospheric contribfftion to the mea-
sffred NO2 absorption signal is fiital also for the stffdy of the NO2 load
ofier densely popfflated, ffrban agglomerations.

3.1.5 Outline of this chapter

In this chapter, the limb-mode measffrements by the SCIAMACHY in-
strffment are ffsed to infer the stratospheric contribfftion to the mea-
sffred NO2 elds. An interpolation scheme is defieloped flhich allofls
for the determination of the stratospheric NO2 in ffence for efiery sin-
gle SCIAMACHY nadir measffrement, afioiding the constrffction of a
smoothed global daily stratospheric NO2 eld as in Beirle et al. (2010).
While this means this stratospheric correction techniqffe is only appli-
cable to SCIAMACHY measffrements, the spatio-temporal accffracy of
the ffsed interpolation scheme is effipected to be sffperior to that global
analysis by Beirle et al., leading to more representatifie tropospheric
NO2 colffmns. is limb/nadir matching techniqffe is compared to the
original reference sector method, and to stratospheric NO2 elds mod-
eled by the Oslo CTM2 and the Bremen 3d CTM, and the sffitability of
both models as stratospheric correction scheme is efialffated.

3.2

3.2.1 SCIAMACHY limb pro les*

e limb-modemeasffrementsmade by SCIAMACHY are themost elab-
orate global assessment of stratospheric NO2 afiailable today. e in-
strffment operates forflard-looking and scans the atmosphere from the
sffrface to a tangent height of 92 km (Goflald and Bofiensmann, 2011),
thereby allofling the retriefial of fiertical absorber pro les, ffsing scat-
tered light only. e groffnd scene of a limb scan is de ned by the ge-
olocation of the line of sight tangent point at the start and end of the

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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state. In efiery limb state, foffr distinct fiertical pro les are recorded,
each cofiering a groffnd area 240 km flide. Dffe to the elefiation steps
effiecffted by the instrffment, the tangent point of the line of sight mofies
slightly toflards the spacecra as the platform mofies along the orbit.
e satellite’smofiement aroffnd the Earth thffs leads to a rather narrofl
appearance of the along-track effitent of the limb piffiels (Goflald and
Bofiensmann, 2011). Abofft 100 limb NO2 pro les are taken by SCIA-
MACHY each orbit.

is stffdy employs the NO2 concentration pro les from the IUP
Bremen scienti c retriefial, fiersion 3.1. e soflare package SCIA-
TRAN (Rozanofi et al., 2005b) is ffsed for the retriefial of these absorber
concentrations. e retriefial is performed in the 420 − 470 nm flafie-
length range, aer all measffred limb radiances hafie been normalized
flith respect to the radiance at tangent height 43 km, in order to elim-
inate spectral featffres emerging from solar Fraffnhofer lines. Strato-
spheric absorber concentrations are then infierted from the measffred
spectra ffsing the information operator approach (Baffer et al., 2012).
Apart from NO2, O3 and O4 are inclffded in the forflard model, and
the temperatffre dependence of the cross-sections is considered ffsing
ECMWF data. e retriefied pro les yield NO2 concentrations for tan-
gent heights from≈ 10− 40 km, flith a fiertical sampling of 1 km and
a fiertical resolfftion of 3 − 5 km. is dataset has been fialidated by
Baffer et al. (2012). For those measffrements flhere the tropopaffse lies
belofl the lofler boffndary of the retriefied SCIAMACHY limb pro les,
the pro les flere effitended dofln toflards the tropopaffse by NO2 con-
centration pro les derified from a monthly climatology created from
the Oslo CTM2 model rffn (see Sect. 3.2.5).

3.2.2 SCIAMACHY nadir columns

Total slant colffmns SCDtot NO2 are retriefied from SCIAMACHY nadir
measffrements ffsing the DOAS techniqffe, as described in Sect. 2.8.
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3.2.3 Tropopause altitude*

e tropopaffse height flas compffted on a latitffde/longitffde grid of
1.5° resolfftion, ffsing the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.,
2011). e location of the tropopaffse flas obtained by applying both
dynamical (potential fiorticity) and thermal (lapse rate) de nitions, fol-
lofling an approach similar to the one discffssed in Hoinka (1998). e
combination of the dynamical and thermal criteria enables a clear def-
inition of the boffndary betfleen the troposphere and the stratosphere.
For the tropics, the thermal criterion flas ffsed, and from the mid-latitff-
des to the poles the dynamical criterion ffsing a potential fiorticity of
3 PVU (1 PVU = 10−6 km2 s−1 kg−1). In the transition region be-
tfleen the tflo regimes, both criteria flere ffsed and fleighted flith the
distance from the regime boffndaries. is method is fffrther described
in Ebojie et al..

3.2.4 Bremen 3d CTM

e Bremen 3d CTM is a combination of the Bremen transport model
(Sinnhffber et al., 2003a) flith the chemistry code of the Bremen two-
dimensional model of the stratosphere and mesosphere (Sinnhffber et al.,
2003b; Winkler et al., 2008), flhich efiolfied from SLIMCAT (Chipper-
eld, 1999). e model is drifien by ECMWF ERA-Interim meteorolog-

ical reanalysis elds (Dee et al., 2011) and rffns on a combined 30 min

/ 15 min time-scale for transport and chemistry, respectifiely. Vertical
transport is inclffded in the dynamics ffsing the adfiection scheme de-
fieloped in Prather (1986). While the horizontal resolfftion is constant
at 2.5°× 3.75°, the fiertical resolfftion fiaries from ∼ 1 km at the lofler
stratosphere to ∼ 4 km at ∼ 60 km altitffde. e model rffns on 28
isentropic sffrfaces from 330 K to 3402 K (abofft 10 km–65 km). Strato-
spheric fiertical colffmns VCDstrat for each satellite measffrement flere
interpolated in space and time ffsing smoothing spline and linear inter-
polation, respectifiely.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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3.2.5 Oslo CTM2*

Oslo CTM2 is a chemistry and transport model defieloped at the Uni-
fiersity of Oslo, Norflay (Søfide et al., 2008). e model is drifien by
meteorological data from the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS).
Both tropospheric (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1997) and stratospheric (Stor-
dal et al., 1985) chemistry hafie been inclffded. e simfflation has been
rffn for the period 1997–2007, flhereof the laer ten years hafie been
ffsed in the analysis (1997 flas considered as spin-ffp). e model do-
main effitends from the sffrface to 0.1 hPa in 60 fiertical layers, and
spans the flhole globe flith a horizontal resolfftion of 2.8125× 2.8125;
the time step is 60 minfftes. Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions
are taken from the MACCity (Granier et al., 2011) and POET (Granier
et al., 2005) infientories, respectifiely. Biomass bffrning emissions are
from the RETRO infientory (Schffltz et al., 2008) for the 1997–2000 pe-
riod, and and from GFEDfi2 (fian der Werf et al., 2006) for the remain-
ing period (World Meteorological Organization, 2007). Lightning emis-
sions are re-distribffted according to lightning freqffencies, based on
(Price et al., 1997); the procedffre is described in detail in Søfide et al.
(2008). Adfiection is incorporated in Oslo CTM2 ffsing the second or-
der moment scheme (Prather, 1986), confiection is based on the Tiedtke
mass ffffi parametrisation (Tiedtke, 1989), and boffndary layer miffiing
is treated according to the Holtslag K-pro le method (Holtslag et al.,
1990). For the nffmerical solfftion of the chemistry scheme, the asi
Steady-State Approffiimation (Hesstfiedt et al., 1978) is ffsed, and photo-
dissociation is performed on-line ffsing the FAST-J2method (Wild et al.,
2000; Bian and Prather, 2002). e tropopaffse height is ffied to the
layer interface flhich is closest to the ‘real’ tropopaffse altitffde calcff-
lated ffsing the 2.5 PVU criterion, and fiertical tropospheric NO2 col-
ffmns are calcfflated by integrating the modeled concentrations from
the sffrface to this layer interface.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figffre 3.4: Vertical sensitifiity of limb NO2 retriefials from SCIAMACHY
(from Rozanofi et al., 2005a).

3.3 / *

is stffdy concentrates on confierting total slant colffmns to tropo-
spheric slant colffmns by ffsing stratospheric NO2 pro les retriefied
from SCIAMACHY limbmeasffrements as described in Sect. 3.2.1. First,
as the SCIAMCHY limb retriefial is sensitifie dofln to approffiimately
11 km (see the respectifie afieraging kernel in Fig. 3.4 and the discffs-
sion in Rozanofi et al., 2005a), the stratospheric NO2 pro les mffst
be effitrapolated doflnflard to the tropopaffse. e resfflting fiertical
pro les are then integrated into VCDstrat (Sect. 3.3.1). In a neffit step,
the limb measffrements are geographically matched to the nadir mea-
sffrements (Sect. 3.3.2). While the limb piffiels’ small effitent probably
does not optimally reprodffce the actffal fiolffme obserfied by the in-
strffment, the de nition fiia the line-of-sight tangent point is still the

*is section has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013c).
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most plaffsible description not needing compfftationally effipensifie 3-D
radiatifie transfer calcfflations (Pffkite et al., 2010). e small piffiel sizes
in along-track direction lead to relatifiely lofl global cofierage, making
the derifiation of global elds from these measffrements a challenging
task.

In this stffdy, one stratospheric NO2 colffmn for efiery single SCIA-
MACHY nadir measffrement is calcfflated. Whilst hafiing the disadfian-
tage of not aaining global cofierage flith the resfflting stratospheric
data prodffct, this has the adfiantage of afioiding the need to afierage
ofier sefieral days of measffrements, as, for effiample, in Beirle et al.
(2010). e interpolated VCDstrat are then confierted to slant colffmns
ffsing stratospheric air mass factors (Sect. 3.3.3). Follofling this step,
the limb stratospheric slant colffmns are adjffsted to the lefiel of the
SCDtot from nadir measffrements ffsing an additifie o set (Sect. 3.3.4),
taking into accoffnt the tropospheric contribfftion to the measffred sig-
nal (Sect. 3.3.5). e fffll procedffre is depicted in Fig. 3.5.

3.3.1 Calculating stratospheric NO2 columns*

For the limb measffrements, the follofling procedffre flas ffsed: Based
on the measffred and modeled (ffsing the Oslo CTM2) nffmber con-
centration pro les nlimb(t, h, ϕ, ψ) [molec cm−3] and nmod(t, h, ϕ, ψ)

[molec cm−3], respectifiely, and on the tropopaffse heights htrop(t, ϕ, ψ)

[m], stratospheric NO2 pro les are calcfflated for time t, latitffde ϕ, and
longitffde ψ as follofls: e modelled NO2 pro les are compiled into
a monthly climatology nmod(m(t), h, ϕ, ψ). Let hlimb

min (t, ϕ, ψ) the mini-
mffm altitffde abofie sffrface for flhich a reliable nffmber concentration
has been retriefied from the limb radiances.e combined stratospheric
pro le is de ned as

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figffre 3.5: Data ofl of calcfflating tropospheric colffmns from SCIAMA-
CHY measffrements. Measffred and modeled qffantities are shofln
in green and pffrple, respectifiely, flhile intermediate resfflts are
marked in yellofl. Confiersion of SCDtrop to VCDtrop infiolfies cal-
cfflation of tropospheric air mass factors, the discffssion of flhich
is beyond the scope of this stffdy (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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nlimb
strat(t, h, ϕ, ψ) =











0 if h < htrop(t, ϕ, ψ)

nmod(m(t), h, ϕ, ψ) if htrop(t, ϕ, ψ) ≤ h < hlimb
min (t, ϕ, ψ)

nlimb(t, h, ϕ, ψ) if h ≥ hlimb
min (t, ϕ, ψ).

(E 3.1)
e combined limb/model nffmber density pro les are then fierti-

cally integrated into stratospheric colffmns:

VCD limb
strat (t, ϕ, ψ) =

TOA
∫

h=htrop(t,ϕ,ψ)

nlimb
strat(t, h, ϕ, ψ)dh. (E 3.2)

For the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM, fiertical stratospheric colffmns
VCD o2m

strat (t, ϕ, ψ) and VCD b3d
strat(t, ϕ, ψ) are calcfflated by integrating

from the model tropopaffse layer to the model top, respectifiely.

3.3.2 Interpolation to nadir measurement location*

Both the model and the limb stratospheric NO2 colffmn prodffcts ffsed
in this stffdy are only afiailable on a horizontal resolfftion flhich is
mffch coarser than the spatial effitents of indifiidffal SCIAMACHY nadir
measffrements (ffsffally 60 × 30 km2). erefore, these coarse strato-
spheric colffmns need to be interpolated to the locations of each SCIA-
MACHY nadir measffrement, to ensffre the best possible spatial match-
ing.

For SCIAMACHY limb measffrements, sefieral steps are reqffired in
order to calcfflate stratospheric NO2 colffmns for each nadir measffre-
ment, processing each orbit separately. is procedffre is illffstrated in
Fig. 3.6. First, a ffied azimffth angle is assigned to each of the foffr dis-
crete limb line-of-sight directions, namely -25°, -8°, 10°, and 27°. ese
angles are chosen to be themean fiiefling azimffth angles of those nadir
piffiels flhich fall into the eld of fiiefl of the respectifie limb state.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).

In this case a negatifie angle describes a point flest of the nadir point, flhile a
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Figffre 3.6: Interpolation of stratospheric colffmns from SCIAMACHY limb
measffrements to the location of the same orbit’s nadir measffre-
ments. is effiample shofls the procedffre for the nadir measffre-
ment located at 54.25° N / 32.25° E from SCIAMACHY orbit no.
32984 (21 Jffne 2008). In a rst step, each limb state is treated inde-
pendently. For each state, is considered to be a fffnction of latitffde
only (le). To calcfflate a fialffe for one single nadir measffrement,
at rst, one per state is calcfflated by linear interpolation in latitffde
(right). Finally, the fialffe corresponding to the nadir measffrement
of interest is calcfflated by linear interpolation in the line of sight
angle (right) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Neffit, the stratospheric NO2 colffmn density along each line-of-sight
is considered as depending only on latitffde. For each nadir piffiel at
time t, latitffde ϕ, and longitffde ψ, foffr stratospheric fiertical colffmns
VCD i

strat(t, ϕ, ψ) are calcfflated by linearly interpolating along-track,
that is along each fiiefling direction i. For both limb and nadir measffre-
ments, only the descending parts of the orbit are taken into accoffnt to
afioid complications from measffrements taken at di erent local times
and therefore photochemical states. Finally, for all nadir piffiels, the
stratospheric NO2 colffmn is considered to be a fffnction of the line
of sight, and the correct colffmn density is linearly interpolated from
the foffr colffmn densities VCD i

strat(t, ϕ, ψ). As an effiample the global
map of monthly afieraged VCD limb

strat (t, ϕ, ψ) for Jffne 2010, gridded to
0.125°, are shofln in Fig. 3.1.

In the case of Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM simfflations, the mod-
eled NO2 colffmns are interpolated to the location and time of the in-
difiidffal nadir measffrements ffsing smoothing cffbic splines and linear
interpolation, respectifiely.

For ease of notation, the interpolated NO2 colffmns flill again be
called VCD limb

strat (t, ϕ, ψ), VCD o2m
strat (t, ϕ, ψ), and VCD b3d

strat(t, ϕ, ψ) for
SCIAMACHY limb, Oslo CTM2, and Bremen 3d CTM, respectifiely.

3.3.3 Stratospheric air mass factor*

e radiatifie transfer model SCIATRAN (Rozanofi et al., 2005b) is ffsed
to calcfflate a lookffp table of block air mass factors (BAMF, see Sect.
2.9.2) for 31 solar zenith angles ϑ (SZA) betfleen 10° and 92°, and for
101 ffniformly spaced altitffde layers h from sea lefiel (0 km) to 100 km.

e NO2 absorption cross-section has a flell-knofln dependence on
temperatffre (Bffrrofls et al., 1998). Boersma et al. (2004) hafie sffggested
a simple linear approach to correct for this e ect in the retriefial of tro-
pospheric NO2 colffmns. e NO2 absorption cross-section ffsed in the
DOAS t flas measffred at a ffied temperatffre of 243 K. At fiery lofl

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).

positifie angle describes a location east of the nadir point.
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stratospheric temperatffres, the cross-section representing the actffal
atmospheric conditions is therefore larger than the one ffsed in the
retriefial, leading to an ofierestimation of the stratospheric NO2 col-
ffmn. is flill sffbseqffently be corrected for by an increased air mass
factor. Follofling, the correction fffnction ftcorr(T), based on the idea
presented in Boersma et al. (2004), is de ned as

ftcorr(T) =
3.826 × 10−3 × T + 0.1372

3.826 × 10−3 × T0 + 0.1372
. (E 3.3)

is correction fffnction has been derified by comparing di erential
cross-sections measffred at foffr distinct temperatffres betfleen 221 K

and 293 K and is described by Nüß et al. (2006). T0 is the temperatffre
at flhich the cross-section ffsed in the t has been measffred; in offr
case, T0 = 243 K. e stratospheric air mass factor at time t, latitffde
ϕ, longitffde ψ, SZA ϑ and fiiefling zenith angle α is then calcfflated as

AMF limb
strat =

1

cos α
− 1 +

TOA
∫

h=htrop

BAMF × n limb
strat

ftcorr(T)× VCDlimb
strat

dh (E 3.4)

and accordingly AMF o2m
strat and AMF b3d

strat for Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d
CTM, respectifiely. Here, the sffmmand 1

cos α − 1 represents a geomet-
ric line-of-sight correction, assffming that the total light path enhance-
ment (as compared to an effiactly nadir-fiiefling instrffment) effipected
from the point of last scaering is pffrely geometric to rst order, and
that pro le shape, relatifie azimffth, and other second order processes
can be ignored (Richter, 2004). Temporal and spatial interpolation to
the measffrement geolocation is then done as described in Sect. 3.3.2,
flhile the SZA interpolation is linear.

To be precise, one shoffld speak of pseffdo air mass factors flhen they incorporate
the temperatffre correction.

For SZAs <10°, the BAMF fialffes for 10° are ffsed. As in near-zenith sffn sitffations,
the length of the afierage lightpath almost does not fiary flith the SZA, this does not
introdffce any signi cant error.
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Figffre 3.7: Zonal fiariation of VCD limb
strat from SCIAMACHY limb measffre-

ments (red),VCD mod
strat fromOslo CTM2 (blffe) and Bremen 3dCTM

(green) simfflations, and of VCD nadir
strat from SCIAMACHY nadir

measffrements. Monthly mean fialffes for Affgffst 2006, betfleen
60° and 65° N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

3.3.4 O set between limb and nadir measurements*

e stratospheric fiertical colffmns derified from SCIAMACHY limb
measffrements and Oslo CTM2 or B3dCTM simfflations di er consider-
ably from total fiertical colffmns obtained ofier the clean Paci c region
from SCIAMACHY nadir measffrements by applying a stratospheric
air mass factor, VCD nadir

strat . In this stffdy, the Paci c region betfleen
longitffdes 180°W and 150°W are ffsed to correct for this e ect. is
region flill sffbseqffently be called ‘reference sector’. e latitffde- and
time-dependent o set is shofln effiemplarily in Fig. 3.7 for northern lat-
itffdes in Affgffst 2006.

In order to accoffnt for these systematic biases, a daily, latitffde-depen-
dent o set is applied to all limb and modeled stratospheric slant col-
ffmns to force them to the base lefiel of the nadir measffrements ofier
the reference sector.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).

VCD nadir
strat still contains the tropospheric contribfftion to the measffred signal.
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3.3.5 Tropospheric background over the Paci c*

Before the stratospheric colffmns from SCIAMACHY, Oslo CTM2, and
Bremen 3d CTM can be adjffsted to the lefiel of the total nadir colffmns
ofier the Paci c, the laer mffst be corrected for possible tropospheric
NO2 signals. As independent, appropriate measffrements ofier the Pa-
ci c Ocean are effitremely sparse, climatological NO2 data derified from
the same rffn of the Oslo CTM2 model as ffsed for the stratospheric
colffmns (see Sect. 3.2.5) are ffsed. e data shofl that the tropospheric
NO2 content ofier the Paci c Ocean is negligibly small most of the time.
Only in northern mid-latitffdes, and there especially dffring flinter, sig-
ni cant amoffnts of tropospheric NO2 are predicted by the model (see
Fig. 3.2).ese enhanced NO2 colffmns canmost probably be aribffted
to effiported pollfftion from Eastern Asia and North America, as the life-
time of tropospheric NO2 is strongly enhanced dffring flinter.

Similar corrections hafie been prefiioffsly performed by Martin et al.
(2002).

From the modeled NO2 elds no2m(t, h, ϕ, ψ) [molec cm−3], fiertical
tropospheric colffmns ofier the reference sector are calcfflated as

VCD mod
trop (t, ϕ, ψ) =

htrop(t,ϕ,ψ)
∫

h=0

no2m(t, h, ϕ, ψ) dh. (E 3.5)

ese colffmns are then compiled into a monthly climatology ofier the
reference sector, VCR mod

trop (m, ϕ).
As tropospheric airmass factors, the dataset defieloped byNüß (2005),

flhich flas derified ffsing the radiatifie transfer model SCIATRAN (Ro-
zanofi et al., 2005b) and NO2 pro les from the MOZART4 model, flas
ffsed. A monthly climatology of air mass factors ofier the reference
sector AMFRtrop(m, ϕ) flas compiled by zonally afieraging ofier the
AMFtrop for all SCIAMACHY nadir measffrements in month m and at
latitffde ϕ ofier the reference sector dffring the 2003–2011 time period.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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e monthly climatology of modeled tropospheric backgroffnd col-
ffmns is then confierted to slant colffmns fiia

SCR mod
trop (m, ϕ) = VCR mod

trop (m, ϕ)× AMFRtrop(m, ϕ). (E 3.6)

3.3.6 Applying stratospheric correction*

e stratospheric slant colffmns are calcfflated on a daily basis. e
limb, nadir, and modeled datasets are compiled into zonally afieraged
daily aggregates ofier the reference sector, yielding SCR limb

strat (t, ϕ),
SCR nadir

strat (t, ϕ), and SCR mod
strat (t, ϕ), respectifiely. ese daily afierages

are then linearly interpolated (to ll latitffdes flith missing fialffes ofier
the reference sector in case of measffred colffmns) and smoothed in lat-
itffde to accoffnt for latitffdes flith missing measffrements and to make
the stratospheric correction less sensitifie to measffrement noise ofier
the Paci c Ocean. e resfflting qffantities are called SCR limb

strat (d, ϕ),
SCR nadir

strat (d, ϕ), and SCR mod
strat (d, ϕ).

e desired stratospheric slant colffmns are then calcfflated by ap-
plying the additifie o set, derified from the afieraged limb (or model)
and nadir colffmns ofier the reference sector, and forcing the resfflting
tropospheric slant colffmns to eqffal the modeled backgroffnd colffmns
SCR mod

trop (m, ϕ):

SCD limb
strat = VCD limb

strat × AMF limb
strat +

SCR nadir
tot − SCR limb

strat − SCR mod
trop

(E 3.7)

and accordingly SCD o2m
strat and SCD b3d

strat for Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d
CTM, respectifiely.

ese SCD limb/o2m/b3d
strat (t, ϕ, ψ) are the nal offtpfft of the strato-

spheric correction algorithm. ey can be directly sffbtracted from re-
triefied nadir total slant colffmns to yield tropospheric slant colffmns.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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3.4

3.4.1 Modeled and measured vertical pro les*

As described in Sect. 3.3.1, themeasffred SCIAMACHY limb pro les are
effitended dofln to the tropopaffse, ffsing climatological pro les from
the Oslo CTM2 simfflations for the years 1998–2007. Figffre 3.8 illffs-
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Figffre 3.8: Vertical NO2 pro les from SCIAMACHY limb (actffal measffre-
ment: red, climatology: magenta), Oslo CTM2 (actffal fialffe: blffe,
climatology: cyan), and U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 (green) for
1 Jffne 2007, at 3.48°W, 58.66°N (top le), 2 Jffly 2007, at 58.54°W,
63.7°N (top right), 18 Febrffary 2007, at 70.54°W, 75.50°S (boom
le), and 27 March 2006, at 5.17°E, 40.65°N (boom right). e
tropopaffse altitffde is shofln as a black dashed line, flhile the com-
bined limb measffrements/model climatology pro le ffsed for the
colffmn and air mass factor calcfflations in this stffdy are marked
as black stars (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).

trates that this approach is fialid: the pro les measffred by SCIAMA-
CHY are sff ciently similar to the climatology of those modeled by

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Oslo CTM2, especially in the altitffde regions betfleen the tropopaffse
and 11 km, flhere NO2 concentrations are relatifiely small.

In some cases, hoflefier, the modeled pro les shofl additional detail
in the 10 − 15 km altitffde range, flhich is not detected by the SCIA-
MACHY sensor. e top right pro le in Fig. 3.8 for effiample shofls a
layer of increased NO2 concentrations aroffnd 14 km altitffde. is is
not a random ffctffation, as the featffre is also seen in the climatologi-
cal model pro les; on the other hand, sffch sharp peaks are not fiisible
to the SCIAMACHY instrffment dffe to fiertical smoothing. At that time
of year (early Jffly) and in those latitffde regions (65°N), the ECMWF-
IFS temperatffre elds shofl a layer of enhanced temperatffre aroffnd
14 km (Ø. Hodnebrog, pers. comm.).is coffld drifie the decomposition
of N2O5 and HO2NO2, tflo reserfioir species flhich are especially sensi-
tifie to temperatffre changes, leading to increased NO2 concentrations.
Since this featffre can be obserfied at all longitffdes, the increased tem-
peratffre and NO2 are ffnlikely to be caffsed by terrain e ects. In these
sitffations, the stratospheric colffmns resfflting from SCIAMACHY ob-
serfiations flill be a fefl percent smaller than those from the model.

3.4.2 Di erence between limb and nadir measurements*

As described in Sect. 3.3.4, the NO2 colffmns retriefied from SCIAMA-
CHY nadir and limb measffrements shofl a systematic o set. is o -
set has already been obserfied prefiioffsly (Beirle et al., 2010). Figffre 3.9
(top) shofls the magnitffde of this o set ofier the Paci c Ocean (180°W–
150°W). It ranges from +3 × 1014 molec cm−2 in near-polar latitffdes
in December to −4 × 1014 molec cm−2 in polar latitffdes in affstral
flinter. In the tropics andmid-latitffdes, the o set fiaries betfleen−1×
1014 and −3 × 1014 molec cm−2, flith a minimffm in Jffne/Jffly. e
same annffal cycle can be obserfied in all latitffde bands, flith minima
in Jffne and Jffly, and maffiima in December and Janffary. In the months
October toMarch, offtside the tropics, nadir colffmns can be larger than
limb colffmns by abofft 5− 6× 1014 molec cm−2 in indifiidffal months.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figffre 3.9: Monthly climatology of the di erence betfleen SCIAMACHY
nadir and limb measffrements ofier the Paci c Ocean (180°W–
150°W), afieraged from the years 2004–2010 and gridded into 2.5°
latitffde bins. ∆VCDstrat (le) and ∆SCDstrat (right), ‘rafl’ col-
ffmns (top) and aer sffbtracting the tropospheric in ffence from
the Oslo CTM2 climatology (boom) (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

Hoflefier, the measffred nadir colffmns still contain a tropospheric
contribfftion. Aer sffbtracting this modeled backgroffnd signal (see
Sect. 3.3.5), the stratospheric NO2 from limb measffrements is higher
than from nadir geometry almost globally. Only in affstral sffmmer,
nadir measffrements shofl larger NO2 fialffes than limb (Fig. 3.9, bot-
tom). is coffld point to possible issffes in the nadir retriefial from
SCIAMACHYmeasffrements, as (Richter et al., 2011) reported that ofier
clean backgroffnd regions, fiertical NO2 colffmns from SCIAMACHY
are smaller than those from GOME-2 by 2 − 3 × 1014 molec cm−2—
too mffch to be solely effiplained by diffrnal di erences caffsed by the
local measffrement time. Another possible effiplanation might lie in the
di erent flafielength flindofls ffsed for the retriefials (425 − 450 nm

fis. 420− 470 nm for nadir and limb, respectifiely); hoflefier this seems
ffnlikely to be the only caffse. e o set shofls both a clear seasonal
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cycle and strong meridional fiariation. e seasonal fiariation sffggests
that in regions flhere frontal systems are modfflating the tropopaffse
height, a fiarying systematic di erence betfleen limb and nadir mea-
sffrements might be obserfied. e latitffdinal fiariability of the o set
looks fiery similar to that of the modeled backgroffnd climatology, sffg-
gesting that the Oslo CTM2 ofierestimates the lifetime of tropospheric
NO2, especially in flinter.

While generally, the obserfied di erences are small in absolffte nffm-
bers and are flell flithin the effipected ffncertainties of the tflomeasffre-
ments, they do hafie a signi cant e ect on the retriefied tropospheric
colffmns and therefore need to be corrected for. Ofierall, fffrther flork
is needed to infiestigate this phenomenon inmore detail. In the stffdy of
tropospheric NO2, flhich is dominated by lofler atmospheric soffrces
and chemical remofial of NOffi, the taken approach for empirically re-
mofiing its e ect is hoflefier appropriate.

3.4.3 Climatological comparison between measurements and model*

As a rst step in comparing tflo independent datasets, correlation anal-
ysis ffsing scaer plots can be fiery helpfffl. Here, a total of foffr correla-
tion plots is shofln, comparing both Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM to SCIA-
MACHY limb measffrements, in- and efficlffding high latitffdes (pole-
flards from 60°). e Oslo CTM2 analysis comprises the years 2003–
2007, flhile the B3dCTM comparison goes from 2003–2010. Figffres
3.10 and 3.11 shofl the comparison of the monthly mean fialffes of the
VCDstrat NO2, interpolated to the locations (and, for the model data,
times) of the nadir measffrements, and gridded to 0.125°. e Pearson
correlation coe cients as flell as the slopes of the regression lines are
gifien in Table 3.1.

*is sffbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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(a) all latitffdes (b) latitffdes betfleen 60°S and 60°N

Figffre 3.10: Scaer plot of monthly mean fialffes for VCDstrat NO2 from
SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2 simfflations
for the 2003–2007 time period. e red line marks the linear re-
gression t. Both the Pearson correlation coe cient ρ and the
slope of the regression line m are shofln (from Hilboll et al.,
2013c).

(a) all latitffdes (b) latitffdes betfleen 60°S and 60°N

Figffre 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.10, bfft for the Bremen 3d CTM, for the 2003–2010
time period.
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Table 3.1: Pearson correlation coe cient ρ and slope of regression line m be-
tfleen SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2/B3dCTM
simfflations.

ρ m

Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM

60°S–60°N 0.974 0.954 0.94 1.07
90°S–90°N 0.979 0.965 0.88 0.96

For all considered datasets, the correlation coe cient ρ is larger than
0.95, shofling efficellent correlation. Hoflefier, both CTMs hafie troffble
flith the magnitffde of the stratospheric NO2 colffmns. e Oslo CTM2
consistently ofierestimates the measffred NO2 colffmns by sefieral per-
cent, especially at high latitffdes. From the comparison of the measffred
and modeled fiertical pro les, it becomes apparent that the systematic
ofierestimation is mostly coming from altitffdes lofler than 30 km (see
Sect. 3.4.1). e Bremen 3d CTM on the other hand consistently ffn-
derestimates the measffred VCDstrat at lofl and mid-latitffdes; at high
latitffdes, hoflefier, this changes to a strong ofierestimation.

e spatial paerns in VCDstrat NO2 from SCIAMACHY limb mea-
sffrements and the CTM simfflations agree remarkably flell, aer re-
mofiing an o set betfleen the datasets. Figffres 3.12 and 3.13 shofl the
afierage di erence betfleen measffred SCIAMACHY limb colffmns and
those modeled ffsing the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM, respectifiely, for
the 2003–2007 and 2003–2010 periods and for three selected climato-
logical monthly means.e di erences of the fie-year afierages hafie
been o set so that they amoffnt to 0 ofier the reference sector (180°W–
150°W).

Systematic di erences in the fiertical colffmns are smaller than 5 ×
1013 molec cm−2. e spatial paern of these di erences is interest-
ing, shofling a clear seasonality and, in some regions, e. g., the Soffth
AmericanWest coast, a strong land-sea contrast. One possible effiplana-
tion might be an orographic e ect stemming from the comparably lofl

See the Appendiffi A.1 for plots of the months not shofln in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13.
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Figffre 3.12: e di erence ∆VCDstrat NO2 betfleen SCIAMACHY limb and
Oslo CTM2 for the 2003–2007 time period. Red and blffe areas cor-
respond to regions flhere SCIAMACHY limb measffrements are
larger and smaller than Oslo CTM2 simfflations, respectifiely. Top
le: afierage di erence ofier all months. Top right: afierage di er-
ence of all Febrffaries. Boom le: afierage di erence of all Jfflies.
Boom right: afierage di erence of all Octobers. An additifie o -
set has been applied to force the di erence to eqffal zero ofier the
reference sector (180°W–150°W) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).

Figffre 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.12, bfft for the Bremen 3d CTM, for the 2003–2010
time period.
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resolfftion of the CTMs. Another possible soffrce for the obserfied spa-
tial paerns might be the models’ treatment of cloffds and their in ff-
ence on photochemistry; hoflefier, the photochemistry is mostly deter-
mined by the short flafielengths flhich ffsffally do not penetrate deep
enoffgh to be a ected by cloffds, especially at high latitffdes. It mffst
also be noted that the seasonal fiariation of the measffrement/model
bias is not the same for the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM. While the
climatological di erences in spring and fall look remarkably similar,
fialffes for Jffly di er considerably, especially ofier the Effrasian conti-
nent and ofier Greenland. While the B3dCTM’s ofierestimation of the
stratospheric NO2 load ofier Greenland flill be discffssed in Section
3.4.5, reasons for the obfiioffs di erences ofier Effrasia remain ffnclear.

all

−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4

∆VCDstrat NO2  [1014 molec cm−2]

cloud−free

Figffre 3.14: In ffence of cloffds on the climatological di erence betfleen
SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2 simfflations.
e lemap shofls the climatological di erence ∆VCDstrat NO2
betfleen SCIAMACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 for the 2003–2007
time period; it is the same as the ffpper le plot in Fig. 3.12. For
the right map, only those piffiels flith a cloffd fraction <20% (ac-
cording to the FRESCO+ algorithm, see Wang et al., 2008), are
ffsed.

epossible in ffence of cloffds has been infiestigated for Oslo CTM2
simfflations by ltering for scenes flith less than 20 % cloffd cofier from
the FRESCO+ dataset (Wang et al., 2008). In general, cloffds cannot be
made responsible for the obserfied spatial paerns, as seen in Fig. 3.14.
e only efficeptions are the Antarctic coast, flhere the cloffd-screened
data lack the large area of positifie di erences seen in the fffll dataset,
and the Canadian Hffdson Bay area, flhere the di erence in the cloffd-
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screened data tffrns negatifie from the positifie fialffes in the fffll dataset.
In the case of the Antarctic coast, the large positifie di erences come
mostly from affstral spring (September and October). Both e ects can,
most probably, be aribffted to the FRESCO+ cloffd algorithm hafiing
di cfflties in identifying cloffds ofier bright sffrfaces, flhich in tffrn
leads to an ffnder-representation of flinter fialffes in the climatological
afierage.

e impact of cloffds shoffld be effiplored fffrther, becaffse the ffn-
derstanding of the systematic di erences betfleen limb retriefials and
model simfflations can improfie offr knoflledge of the in ffence of cloffds
and sffrface spectral re ectance on atmospheric photochemistry. A rst
step in this direction flill be discffssed in Sect. 3.4.5.

3.4.4 Zonal variability of stratospheric NO2*

A detailed comparison betfleen the o set-corrected stratospheric data-
sets has been carried offt on monthly afierages. Gridded data points
hafie been binned into boffies of 1° longitffde×5° latitffde. Here, the re-
sfflts of the correction algorithm presented in Sect. 3.3 are compared,
namely stratospheric fiertical colffmns NO2 derified from the o set-
corrected SCD limb

strat and SCD mod
strat (from both Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM)

fiia

VCD
′ limb

strat =
SCD limb

strat

AMF limb
strat

VCD
′ o2m
strat =

SCD o2m
strat

AMF o2m
strat

VCD
′ b3d
strat =

SCD b3d
strat

AMF b3d
strat

.

As comparison, the gffres inclffde the ‘stratospheric’ fiertical colffmn
derified from SCIAMACHY nadir measffrements fiia

VCD
′ nadir

strat =
SCD nadir

tot − SCR mod
trop

AMF limb
strat

.

*is sffbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figffre 3.15: Zonal fiariation of VCD
′ limb

strat, VCD
′ mod

strat, and VCD
′ nadir
strat . e

nadir measffrements’ fialffe ofier the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean fialffes for Affgffst 2006, be-
tfleen 60° and 65°N (top) and betfleen 70° and 75°N (boom) (aer
Hilboll et al., 2013c).

First, it is noticeable that the zonal fiariability of SCIAMACHY limb
measffrements and Oslo CTM2 simfflations is remarkably similar (see
Fig. 3.15, top). Hoflefier, the simfflated stratospheric colffmns are of-
ten larger than the measffred fialffes, flhich is also shofln by the lin-
ear regression of the tflo datasets (cf. Fig. 3.10). e tflo stratospheric
datasets agree reasonably flell flith the nadir measffrements in ffnpol-
lffted regions (see Fig. 3.15, top). In contrast, fialffes from the B3dCTM
do not agree as flell flith the measffred VCDstrat. ey are oen lofler
than the fialffes from the Oslo model or the limb measffrements, and
seem to shofl slightly less spatial detail. e laer is probably caffsed
by the B3dCTM’s zonal resolfftion of 3.75°, compared to the 2.8125° of
the Oslo CTM2.
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Figffre 3.16: Zonal fiariation of VCD
′ limb

strat, VCD
′ mod

strat, and VCD
′ nadir
strat . e

nadir measffrements’ fialffe ofier the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean fialffes for Febrffary 2005, be-
tfleen 50° and 55°N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

While, generally, the shape of the zonal fiariation is fiery similar be-
tfleen SCIAMACHY limb and the tflo CTMs, in some cases, the ampli-
tffdes can di er signi cantly. An effiample is shofln in Fig. 3.16, flhere,
aer applying the o set, the agreement betfleen nadir and limb mea-
sffrements is mostly efficellent in those regions flithofft tropospheric
pollfftion. e simfflated VCD

′ mod
strat , hoflefier, are lofler than the mea-

sffred ones, indicating that the models might be ofierestimating the
stratospheric NO2 ofier the Paci c Ocean, leading to an effiaggerated
bias correction.

In the Northern hemisphere, the maffiima of stratospheric NO2 abffn-
dances are oen located ofier the Paci c Ocean. Reasons for this can
be foffnd in the ffniqffe geographical conditions: in northern latitffdes,
it is located ofier the open ocean and sffrroffnded by the Rocky Moffn-
tains in North America and the moffntain ranges in East Siberia. is
pronoffnced land-sea contrast strongly in ffences tropospheric circffla-
tion, flhich in tffrn might drifie stratospheric conditions. e soffrce of
the systematic di erence betfleen limb and nadir colffmns might thffs
be related toNO2 in the ffpper troposphere/lofler stratosphere (UT/LS)
and the tropopaffse height being modfflated by Lee flafies
flhich are generated by the flind system and the topography. It seems
that the ECMWF meteorological models (flhich drifie the meteorol-
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Figffre 3.17: Zonal fiariation of VCD
′ limb

strat, VCD
′ mod

strat, and VCD
′ nadir
strat . e

nadir measffrements’ fialffe ofier the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean fialffes for December 2004,
betfleen 50° and 55°N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

ogy in Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM) sometimes fail to correctly captffre
the actffal effitent of these e ects, leading to a slightly ofierestimated
stratospheric NO2 colffmn ofier the Paci c Ocean, flhich in tffrn floffld
lead to an ofierestimated tropospheric NO2 bffrden ofier North America
flhen ffsing the modeled NO2 elds as stratospheric correction.

In cases like this, the assessment of tropospheric pollfftion can be
sefierely in ffenced by the ffsed stratospheric correction, especially
ofier North America. Figffre 3.17 shofls another effiample (Janffary 2005,
50°–55°N), flhen ffsing the reference sector method, only the pollfftion
signals of the cities Montréal, Toronto, and Edmonton floffld be fiisible
as positifie tropospheric colffmns, bfft the actffal VCDtrop floffld be ffn-
derestimated by more than 50 %. is is again caffsed by the fact that
the Paci c Ocean stratosphere oen contains larger NO2 colffmns than
the zonally adjacent areas.

Finally, an interesting issffe regarding the nadir measffrements can
be identi ed by comparing them to limb measffrements. In many mon-
ths, the retriefied nadir colffmns seem to be lofler than the integrated
limb stratospheric measffrements o the Chilean coast in the East Pa-
ci c (∼75°–80°W). As it can be seen in Fig. 3.18, the VCD

′ nadir
strat from

nadir measffrements are lofler than those from limbmeasffrements and
model simfflations by abofft 1× 1014 molec cm−2. In this case, it seems
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Figffre 3.18: Zonal fiariation of VCD
′ limb

strat, VCD
′ mod

strat, and VCD
′ nadir
strat . e

nadir measffrements’ fialffe ofier the reference sector is marked as
dashed black line. Monthly mean fialffes for April 2005, betfleen
30° and 25°S (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

not to be an artifact originating from the reference sector o set, as the
nadir measffrements are signi cantly higher than the limb measffre-
ments at many other longitffdes. is might be a hint leading to issffes
in the nadir retriefial ofier clean ocean flaters. While these might come
from liqffid flater absorption or fiibrational Raman scaering in flater
(Voffntas et al., 2003; Lerot et al., 2010), rst infiestigation of monthly
mean liqffid flater ‘slant colffmns’ shofls no spatial correlation flith
the obserfied di erences betfleen SCIAMACHY nadir and limb strato-
spheric NO2 colffmns (Peters, 2013, Fig. 7.33c).

3.4.5 e e ect of surface re ectance on stratospheric NO2

One noticeable featffre in limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2 simffla-
tions is a systematic lofl in the obserfied VCDstrat NO2 ofier Greenland
(∼50°W) in sffmmer (Jffne–September), a paern flhich can be seen in
all years 2003–2011 (see Fig. 3.15 for Affg 2006). Since this featffre is
present in both datasets and persistent ofier the years, it seems ffnlikely
to be both a retriefial andmodeling artifact.e area of SoffthernGreen-
land is knofln to be special for mffltiple reasons. ere effiists strong
tropopaffse folding actifiity (Elbern et al., 1998) and thffs troposphere-
stratosphere effichange (Sprenger and Wernli, 2003). Fffrthermore, a lo-
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Figffre 3.19: VCDstrat NO2 ofier Greenland from SCIAMACHY limb measffre-
ments (le), Oslo CTM2 (center), and Bremen 3d CTM (right), for
Janffary (top) and Jffly (boom) 2006.

cal maffiimffm in the density of polar lofl pressffre systems effiists to its
East (see Zahn and Storch, 2008), and Greenland’s high sffrface altitffde
and high sffrface re ectance (dffe to ice cofier) stand in clear contrast
to the sffrroffnding Atlantic Ocean. While all these factors might con-
tribffte to the obserfied sffmmer lofls in VCDstrat NO2, the ffnderlying
mechanism remains ffnclear at the moment, and it is hard to clearly
aribffte this phenomenon to one of them.

Hoflefier, it is interesting to note that the Bremen 3d CTM does not
shofl these redffced NO2 colffmns ofier Greenland in sffmmer (see Fig.
3.19). is drafls aention to a di erent possible effiplanation for the
phenomenon obserfied in SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and Oslo
CTM2 simfflations, as the B3dCTM assffmes a globally constant sffr-
face re ectifiity of 0.30. e Oslo CTM2, on the other hand, ffses the
ECMWF IFS sffrface brightness and cloffd cofierage forecasts, leading to
a more realistic representation of the ffpflelling radiance in the strato-
sphere, flhich in tffrn caffses an increased photon ffffi.is coffld resfflt
in the NO/NO2 partitioning being shied more toflards NO, as more
radiation is afiailable for photochemistry. On the other hand, ofier fiery
bright sffrfaces, the Bremen 3d CTMfloffld then, by assffming a groffnd
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Figffre 3.20: Relatifie di erence of VCDstrat NO2 from SCIAMACHY limb
measffrements, interpolated to the locations of the SCIAMACHY
nadir piffiels, ofier cloffd-free fis. cloffdy groffnd scenes. e plots
shofl the climatological afierage of the years 2003–2010.

re ectifiity of 0.3, ffnderestimate the ffpflelling radiance, leading to an
ofierestimation of the stratospheric NO2 amoffnt.

is hypothesis can be fffrther infiestigated by comparing the strato-
spheric NO2 content ofier cloffdy and cloffd-free groffnd scenes. If there
is signi cant in ffence of the ffpflelling radiance on stratospheric NO2
lefiels, this shoffld resfflt in lofler VCDstrat NO2 ofier cloffdy groffnd
scenes, dffe to the increased amoffnt of radiation in the atmosphere
abofie cloffds. Using the FRESCO+ cloffd algorithm (Wang et al., 2008),
the relatifie di erence of SCIAMACHY limb VCDstrat NO2 ofier cloffdy
and cloffd-free groffnd scenes is shofln in Fig. 3.20. e plots shofl a
clear indication for redffced stratospheric NO2 colffmns ofier cloffdy
groffnd scenes. e e ect fiaries flith the cloffd cofier selection crite-
rion; flhen comparing cloffd fractions < 20% flith those > 80%, the
relatifie di erence in VCDstrat NO2 lies betfleen 5% and 10%. When
comparing cloffd fractions < 50% and > 50%, signi cant di erences in
stratospheric NO2 colffmns are still fiisible aroffnd the globe, mostly be-
tfleen 1% and 5%. It shoffld be noted that almost in no places, VCDstrat

NO2 ofier cloffd-free groffnd is lofler than ofier cloffdy scenes.
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It shoffld be noted that these di erences betfleen cloffd-free and
cloffdy NO2 colffmns are approffiimately a factor of 2 smaller than effi-
pected from the obserfied spatial paerns ofier Greenland as shofln in
Fig. 3.19. ere, stratospheric NO2 colffmns of the same latitffde dif-
fer by approffiimately 10–20% betfleen Greenland and the open ocean.
Hoflefier, this section can only profiide a fiery rst glance at the inter-
esting issffe of the dependency of stratospheric NO2 on the ffpflelling
radiation. A thoroffgh infiestigation, inclffding appropriate model stffd-
ies, calcfflation of photochemical e ciencies (“j-fialffes”), and radiatifie
transfer simfflations, is offt of scope for this stffdy.

3.4.6 Comparison of the day-to-day variability*

Particfflar aention needs to be paid to the fiariability of the di er-
ent stratospheric datasets. e fiery sparse spatial cofierage of the limb
measffrements coffld lead to large fiariability of the interpolated data
prodffct. As this floffld sefierely interfere flith its ffsability for strato-
spheric correction, this issffe is infiestigated by comparing the fiariabil-
ity of the stratospheric fiertical colffmns.

For 2005, daily afierages of all data points (measffrement piffiel cen-
ters / model grid cell centers) flithin 2.5°×2.5° boffies, located at 180°
longitffde and nine di erent latitffdes, are calcfflated. Figffre 3.21 shofls
the daily time series. Both limb measffrements and modeled colffmns
are taken from the ‘rafl’ datasets, i.e. neither spatial interpolation nor
o set correction hafie been applied. e modeled fialffes at fiery high
latitffdes in flinter are ffnrepresentatifie since at SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrement time (to flhich the modeled data hafie been interpolated), the
sffn is still belofl the horizon, and the model state therefore represents
nighime chemistry. SCIAMACHY limbmeasffrements generally yield
higher VCDstrat NO2 than the other datasets at lofl and mid-latitffdes.
At fiery lofl solar zenith angles hoflefier, Oslo CTM2 simfflations shofl
considerably higher NO2 fialffes, especially in the Soffthern hemisphere.
is is most probably dffe to the di cfflt determination of the afierage

*is sffbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figffre 3.21: Daily time series for the year 2005 of VCDstrat NO2 from SCIA-
MACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blffe), B3dCTM (green), and of
VCDtot from SCIAMACHY nadir (stratospheric air mass factor
applied, black) for nine 2.5°×2.5° grid boffies. e centres of the
grid boffies are located at 180° longitffde and the latitffdes are gifien
in the plot titles (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

ofierpass time of onemodel grid cell at sffch high latitffdes, flhichmight
caffse signi cant errors flhen the ofierpass time can fiary considerably
flithin one model grid cell. A similar e ect can be seen in the B3dCTM
data, flhich are generally considerably lofler than the other datasets;
at high latitffdes, hoflefier, they tend to ofier-estimate the measffred
limb colffmns (see also the correlation analysis in Sect. 3.4.3).

As a measffre to compare the fiariabilities of the three data sets, the
coe cients of fiariation cv are compffted. Daily residffals are calcfflated
by sffbtracting a centered 31-day mofiing afierage from the daily time
series (see Fig.3.22), and cv is then de ned as the ratio of their standard
defiiation and sample mean (see Table 3.2).
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Figffre 3.22: Time series for the year 2005 of the relatifie residffals of VCDstrat

NO2 from SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blffe), B3dCTM
(green), and of VCDtot from SCIAMACHY nadir (stratospheric
air mass factor applied; black) for nine 2.5°×2.5° grid boffies. e
centres of the grid boffies are located at 180° longitffde and the
latitffdes are gifien in the plot titles. e residffals hafie been com-
pffted by sffbtracting a centred 31-day mofiing afierage from the
daily dataset (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

In most latitffde bands, the fiariability of limb measffrements and
modeled colffmns is qffite comparable. SCIAMACHY nadir measffre-
ments hafie a higher cv than the three pffrely stratospheric datasets at
lofl latitffdes, flhile at mid- and high latitffdes (flith the effiception of
Antarctica), the fiariability of the foffr datasets does not di er by more
than 20%. Still, the coe cient of fiariation cv of the nadir measffrements
is larger than that of the limbmeasffrements at almost all latitffdes, hint-
ing to higher random errors in the nadir retriefial as compared to the
limb retriefial. In conclffsion, one can say that themeasffrement noise in
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Table 3.2: Coe cients of fiariation cv = σ
µ (σ being the standard defiiation,

and µ being the sample mean) of daily VCDstrat NO2 for nine
2.5°×2.5° grid boffies located at 180° longitffde for the year 2005.

Latitffde SCIA limb Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM SCIA nadir

-80° 0.290 0.417 0.420 0.344
-60° 0.377 0.409 0.431 0.444
-40° 0.261 0.250 0.232 0.305
-20° 0.142 0.132 0.120 0.204
0° 0.083 0.040 0.079 0.113

20° 0.155 0.165 0.137 0.162
40° 0.253 0.232 0.213 0.237
60° 0.420 0.432 0.377 0.376
80° 0.271 0.262 0.249 0.284

the indifiidffal limb colffmns, flhile being signi cant, does not sefierely
impact the retriefial of tropospheric NO2 colffmns.

3.4.7 Sensitivity study: impact of stratospheric air mass factors*

As described in Sect. 3.3.3, the integrated and interpolated VCDstrat

need to be confierted to slant colffmns. e simplest approach is to ffse
an air mass factor based on a single atmospheric pro le, like, e. g., the
climatological stratospheric NO2 pro le from the U.S. Standard Atmo-
sphere 1976 (U.S. Gofiernment Printing O ce, 1976), and to assffme a
constant sffrface re ectifiity, e. g., 0.05. e in ffence of the sffrface re-
ectifiity on the stratospheric AMF is reported to be fiery lofl (Wenig

et al., 2004), flhich is flhy this e ect is not fffrther infiestigated flithin
this stffdy. Figffre 3.23 (boom le) shofls the relatifie change of the
stratospheric AMF introdffced by ffsing the actffal stratospheric NO2
pro le as measffred by SCIAMACHY. In fiirtffally all cases, the in ff-
ence of the assffmed NO2 pro le on the stratospheric air mass factors

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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is negligible. Only in polar latitffdes in flinter, assffming the strato-
spheric NO2 pro le from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere leads to an
ofierestimation of stratospheric AMFs by ffp to 4.5%.

Figffre 3.23: Monthly climatologies of the in ffence of stratospheric NO2 pro-
les and temperatffre correction on stratospheric air mass factors.

e plots shofl the in ffence of both pro les and temperatffre cor-
rection (top le), temperatffre correction alone (top right), and
fiertical pro les alone (boom le). e climatologies are calcff-
lated for the years 2003–2010, ffsing all retriefied limb pro les
from the descending part of the SCIAMACHY orbit.e in ffence
of the fiertical pro le is derified by comparing to AMFs calcfflated
ffsing the U.S. Standard Atmosphere’s NO2 pro le. Stratospheric
temperatffre pro les are taken from the ECMWF forecast (the
same pro les ffsed in the limb retriefial). e geometric line-of-
sight correction (the sffmmand 1

cos α − 1) has been ignored in this
comparison, and the relatifie di erence of tflo datasets is com-
pffted as 2·(a−b)

(a+b)
(aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

To assess the in ffence of the temperatffre-dependence of the NO2

absorption cross-section on the stratospheric NO2 correction (see Sect.
3.3.3), a sensitifiity stffdy on eight years of data from 2003 ffntil 2010
flas performed, based on the same ECMWF forecast temperatffre pro-
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les flhich flere ffsed in the limb retriefial. e resfflts shofl that the
temperatffre dependence of the NO2 absorption cross-section actffally
does hafie signi cant in ffence on stratospheric air mass factors. As it
can be seen in Fig. 3.23 (top right), the temperatffre dependence in ff-
ences the stratospheric air mass factors by betfleen 5% and 15%; ffsing
a ffied temperatffre of 243 K leads to an ffnderestimation of the AMF.
e in ffence is highest for the flinter months and can reach ffp to
15 % at polar latitffdes in the climatological mean. Combined, the tflo
e ects cancel offt to some degree. When comparing the most accffrate
AMFstrat (derified ffsing SCIAMACHY pro les and ECMWF temper-
atffres) flith the most simple one (ffsing a U.S. Standard Atmosphere
pro le and disregarding the temperatffre dependence), the simple AMF
ffnderestimates the accffrate one by ca. 2–14 % (Fig. 3.23, top le).

3.4.8 Improvements to the tropospheric data product*

When ffsing modeled or measffred NO2 elds as stratospheric correc-
tion scheme instead of the reference sector method, the data qffality of
the resfflting elds of tropospheric slant colffmns improfies consider-
ably. Figffre 3.24 shofls monthly mean SCDtrop NO2 for Febrffary 2005,
ffsing the reference sector method, SCIAMACHY limb measffrements,
and simfflations made flith the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM as strato-
spheric corrections. Compared to ffsing the reference sector method,
the other stratospheric corrections considerably redffce the nffmber of
negatifie tropospheric NO2 colffmns. On the other hand, it seems that
the Bremen 3d CTM ffnder-estimates the stratospheric NO2 content
ofier the northern Atlantic Ocean, leading to ffneffipectedly high tropo-
spheric slant colffmns in this region in flinter.

*Parts of this sffbsection hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013c).
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Figffre 3.24: Monthly afierage of SCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY for Febrff-
ary 2005, ffsing the reference sector method (top le), SCIAMA-
CHY limbmeasffrements (boom le), and Oslo CTM2 (top right)
and B3dCTM (boom right) simfflations as stratospheric correc-
tion (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).

Figffre 3.25: SCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY for 28 Jan 2006, ffsing SCIA-
MACHY limb measffrements as stratospheric correction (from
Hilboll et al., 2013c).

e SCD limb
trop for a single day (28 Jan 2006) are shofln in Fig. 3.25.

Compared to the data shofln by Beirle et al. (2010), the resfflts of this
Additional days are shofln in the Appendiffi in Sect. A.5. All days hafie been cho-
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stffdy appear to be slightly less noisy.ismight be becaffse this stffdy’s
approach accoffnts for possible small-scale fiariability in stratospheric
NO2 abffndances ffsing the interpolation scheme discffssed in Sect. 3.3.2.
e most striking di erence, hoflefier, is the almost complete lack of
signi cantly negatifie tropospheric NO2 colffmns in the nefl data prod-
ffct. is is mostly dffe to the fact that here, the NO2 content of the
Paci c troposphere is accoffnted for, contrary to the ‘relatifie limb cor-
rection’ of Beirle et al. (2010).

e improfied data qffality of the tropospheric NO2 elds is fffrther
illffstrated in Fig. 3.26, flhere themfflti-year flinter afierage of VCDtrop

NO2 is shofln for the foffr di erent correction methods. Compared to

Figffre 3.26: Mfflti-year afierages of the flinter months December, Janffary,
and Febrffary from Dec 2002–Feb 2007, of VCDtrop NO2 from
SCIAMACHY, ffsing the reference sector method (top le), SCIA-
MACHY limb measffrements (boom le), and Oslo CTM2 (top
right) and B3dCTM (boom right) simfflations as stratospheric
correction. Negatifie VCDtrop are shofln in gray, flhile missing
data (dffe to constant cloffd/snofl cofier) is marked in flhite.

the reference sectormethod, flhich leads to negatifieNO2 colffmns ofier
large part of the flestern U.S., the SCIAMACY limb measffrements as

sen to allofl easy comparison to the resfflts of Beirle et al. (2010).
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flell as the modeled stratospheric NO2 elds lead to a considerably im-
profied tropospheric data prodffct.

2003             2004             2005             2006             2007             2008             2009             2010             
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Figffre 3.27: Time series of monthly mean fialffes of SCDtrop NO2 for the re-
gions Northern Scandinafiia (60°N–75°N, 0°–40°E), Soffthern At-
lantic (50°S–30°S, 45°W–15°E),Western Paci c (25°N–50°N, 148°E–
178°E), and North America (40°N–60°N, 120°W–90°W). ree dif-
ferent stratospheric corrections hafie been ffsed: SCIAMACHY
limb measffrements (red), Oslo CTM2 simfflations (blffe, only ffn-
til 2007), and the reference sector method (black) (aer Hilboll
et al., 2013c).

Another flay to efialffate possible improfiements to the tropospheric
data prodffct is to analyze time series ofier regions flhere the reference
sector method leads to problematic resfflts. Figffre 3.27 shofls time se-
ries of SCDtrop for the period from October 2002 ffntil May 2011 ofier
foffr regions flith di erent characteristics. When ffsing the reference
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sector method as stratospheric correction, the Northern Scandinafiia
region shofls a fiery clear seasonal cycle, flith large negatifie fialffes in
flinter. While the large amplitffde of the oscillations is mostly dffe to
the fiarying measffrement geometry, the fact that the monthly mean
fialffes are consistently negatifie resfflts from the obserfiation already
made in Sect. 3.4.4, flhere it flas shofln that, especially in polar flin-
ter, stratospheric NO2 elds are far from being zonally homogeneoffs.
Most oen, stratospheric NO2 betfleen 60°N and 75°N seems to peak
ofier the reference sector—a resfflt flhich is backed by infiestigation of
the zonal fiariability of the stratospheric NO2 prodffcts (see Sect. 3.4.4).
When ffsing SCIAMACHY limb measffrements or CTM simfflations as
stratospheric correction, these issffes appear to be solfied.e retriefied
slant colffmns shofl a clear seasonal cycle flith large flinter maffiima,
as it is to be effipected from measffrement geometry and enhanced life-
time of tropospheric NO2 in flinter, dffe to photochemistry. e cffrfies
for SCIAMACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 qffalitatifiely agree fiery flell
throffghofft the year, and dffring sffmmer months, also flith the ref-
erence sector method. As already noted earlier, the B3dCTM leads to
higher flinter fialffes at high northern latitffdes, flhich points to either
an ffnderestimation of VCDstrat ofier the Paci c Ocean as compared to
the north Atlantic.

In the Soffthern Atlantic region, resfflts are similar. e large ampli-
tffdes of the reference sector time series in spring are gone flhen ffs-
ing limb measffrements or Oslo CTM2 / B3dCTM simfflations as strato-
spheric correction. Hoflefier, the SCIAMACHY limb and the modeled
datasets do not seem to agree as flell. is might be dffe to the fact
that the ofierall magnitffde of the tropospheric slant colffmns is consid-
erably smaller in this region, leading to a higher relatifie in ffence of
the ffncertainty in the stratospheric colffmns on the time series.

In the Western Paci c region, a clear seasonal cycle can be seen
independently of the ffsed stratospheric correction. Dffring the sffm-
mer months, all foffr datasets agree fiery flell. Dffring flinter, hofl-
efier, the tropospheric slant colffmns retriefied ffsing the reference sec-
tor method are considerably larger than the other three datasets, by
as mffch as 60 %. is interesting featffre might hint toflards higher
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stratospheric NO2 colffmns in this region compared to the reference
sector, flhich is directly neighboring to the East.While this obserfiation
is sffpported by the plots of zonal fiariability in Sect. 3.4.4, the reason
for this repeating paern is ffnclear.
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Figffre 3.28: Longitffdinal fiariation of SCDtrop NO2 betfleen 50° and 55° N
for December 2004 (top, see 3.17) and Febrffary 2005 (boom,
see 3.16). Vertical tropospheric efficess colffmns are calcfflated
flith SCIAMACHY limb measffrements (red), the reference sector
method (black), and the Oslo CTM2 (blffe) and B3dCTM (green)
models; these fiertical colffmns hafie been confierted to tropo-
spheric slant colffmns ffsing a climatological stratospheric air
mass factor, assffming a solar zenith angle ϑ = 79.77° (top, rep-
resentatifie for 52.5° N on 15 Dec 2004, 10:00 LT) and ϑ = 71.14°
(boom, representatifie for 52.5° N on 15 Dec 2004, 10:00 LT) (aer
Hilboll et al., 2013c).

Ofier North America, nally, the reference sector method leads to a
clear ffnderestimation of tropospheric pollfftion lefiels in flinter. When
either SCIAMACHY limbmeasffrements or model simfflations are ffsed
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as stratospheric correction, hoflefier, the seasonal cycle becomes a lot
more pronoffnced. e tropospheric colffmns in flinter more than doff-
ble in many years, flhile the sffmmer lofls remain almost ffnchanged.

Finally, the improfiements to the tropospheric data prodffct can be il-
lffstrated by shofling the zonal fiariation of tropospheric slant colffmns
derifiedflith the di erent stratospheric correction schemes. Figffre 3.28
shofls, analogoffsly to Figs. 3.16 and 3.17, the SCDtrop for the latitffde
band from 50°–55° N, for December 2004 and Febrffary 2005. It is clearly
fiisible that the reference sector method leads to ffnphysical negatifie
tropospheric NO2 fialffes ofier the Atlantic Ocean. SCIAMACHY limb
measffrements and the modeled NO2 elds mostly lead to qffite simi-
lar resfflts; only ofier the Atlantic Ocean in Febrffary, the modeled NO2
elds lead to considerably higher tropospheric NO2 abffndances. As it

seems ffnlikely that long-range transport of pollfftion can lead to sffch
high tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier the open ocean (A. Zien, pers.
comm.), one can conclffde that probably the SCIAMACHY limb mea-
sffrements lead to an efien beer tropospheric data prodffct than the
modeled stratospheric NO2 elds.

3.4.9 Error analysis*

Errors in the nadir measurements

Sefieral di erent soffrces contribffte to the total error in the slant col-
ffmns measffred by SCIAMACHY in nadir geometry. e ffncertainties
in the measffred radiances lead to a random error in the DOAS t-
ting procedffre. Systematic errors can be introdffced by the absorption
cross-sections ffsed in the DOAS t. Inaccffracies in the ing proce-
dffre, like e.g. errors in the estimation of flater leafiing radiance, lead
to retriefial errors. One issffe coffld be identi ed o the Chilean coast,
flhere nadir measffrements are lofler than limb measffrements by ap-
proffiimately 1014 molec cm−2. In total, the retriefial errors amoffnt to
approffiimately 4 × 1014 molec cm−2 for the retriefied slant colffmns,
flhich is less than 5 % (Richter et al., 1998; Boersma et al., 2004; Wenig

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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et al., 2004). Additionally, the nadir colffmns are sffbject to errors intro-
dffced by air mass factor calcfflations. For tropospheric colffmns ofier
pollffted regions, this is the dominating error soffrce, flhich has been
discffssed elseflhere (Boersma et al., 2004; Leitão et al., 2010; Heckel
et al., 2011). Here, only the ffncertainties introdffced into the strato-
spheric contribfftion of the signal are of interest. e fiertical NO2 pro-
les (taken from the limb measffrements) as flell as the temperatffres

from the ERA-Interim reanalysis both contribffte to these errors, bfft
are hard to qffantify. e sensitifiities of the resfflting air mass factors
to changes in the fiertical absorber pro le and to the temperatffre pro-
le are gifien in Fig. 3.23, shofling that ffncertainties in these tflo qffan-

tities do not contribffte signi cantly to the total error in most cases.

Errors in the limb measurements

Random errors in the measffred radiances and systematic errors dffe
to inaccffracies in the ffsed absorption cross-sections can in ffence the
limb retriefial as flell as the nadir retriefial. Instrffment pointing errors
can impact on the fiertical resolfftion and position of the measffred pro-
les, and the retriefial sensitifiity decreases at lofler altitffdes. ese

error soffrces are discffssed in detail in Baffer et al. (2012) and Roza-
nofi et al. (2005a), and are effipected to add ffp to less than 15 % of the
VCDstrat in most cases.

In those cases flhen the tropopaffse layer lies belofl the lofler boffnd-
ary of the limb pro les at 11 km, the measffred limb pro les are effi-
tended flith climatological pro les derified from Oslo CTM2 simffla-
tions (see Sect. 3.3.1). Errors in the climatological modeled fiertical pro-
les can thffs contribffte to the total error of the stratospheric colffmns.

Hoflefier, the comparison ofmodeled andmeasffred pro les shofls that
this e ect can generally be neglected, as NO2 nffmber concentrations
in the UT/LS region are fiery lofl (see Fig. 3.8).

One fffrther ffncertainty comes from the radiatifie transfer modeling.
Air masses from far aflay can contribffte to the limb signal reaching
the satellite, and spatial gradients can fffrther complicate the sitffation.
is e ect has been stffdied in great detail in Pffkite et al. (2010). De-
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pending on the tangent height, the errors introdffced to the retriefied
NO2 concentrations can be as large as 20 %. Pffkite et al. shofl that
these errors can be afioided by ffsing a tomographic 2-D approach in
the radiatifie transfer calcfflations. It is hoflefier not applicable in an
operational data prodffct, as it is only improfiing the pro le retriefial in
the case of redffced distance betfleen the indifiidffal SCIAMACHYmea-
sffrements (3.3°) obtained in dedicated limb-only orbits. Based on the
ndings of Pffkite et al., the ffpper boffnd of the error on the retriefied

stratospheric colffmns is estimated to be 30 % in some rare effitreme
cases of lofl absolffte fialffes, flhile in most sitffations, the associated
error shoffld not efficeed 10 % of the VCDstrat.

Errors in the resulting tropospheric slant columns

Uncertainties in the tropospheric slant colffmns derified by the limb/
nadir matching approach are determined by the ffncertainties in both
the nadir and limb obserfiations as flell as themodel backgroffnd added
ofier the Paci c Ocean. is stffdy sffggests that the random error in
the stratospheric colffmns retriefied from limb measffrements is of the
samemagnitffde as the one for nadirmeasffrements (see Table 3.2), lead-
ing to an increase of the random errors in the resfflting tropospheric
slant colffmns by a factor of approffi.

√
2. Assffming a 10 % random

ffncertainty in the limb colffmns, and maffiimffm stratospheric slant col-
ffmns of abofft 1× 1016 molec cm−2 at latitffdes belofl 60°, errors of ffp
to 1 × 1015 molec cm−2 can be introdffced. Systematic errors are to a
large effitent remofied by adjffsting the limb colffmns ofier the reference
sector, bfft longitffde-dependent o sets betfleen limb and nadir mea-
sffrements might still effiist. Also, it mffst be noted that in cases flhen
the fiisibility of tropospheric NO2 is redffced by cloffd cofierage in the
reference sector, the o set correction might lead to an ffnderestima-
tion of the stratospheric slant colffmns and thffs yield too high tropo-
spheric colffmns. e resfflting ffncertainty in the tropospheric slant
colffmns is boffnded by the NO2 content of the Paci c troposphere
and thffs on the order of 2 − 4 × 1014 molec cm−2 in most regions
and times; only in Northern hemisphere flinter, considerable amoffnts
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of NO2 are predicted by the Oslo CTM2 model, leading to possibly
larger errors. Hoflefier, it mffst be noted that cffrrently, accepting this
ffncertainty seems to be ffnafioidable. While efficlffding cloffdy piffiels
from the calcfflation of SCD nadir

tot floffld afioid the systematic ffnderes-
timation of stratospheric slant colffmns, the cloffd lter floffld remofie
a large amoffnt of all measffrements ofier the Paci c, considerably in-
creasing the in ffence of random errors and noise (flhich floffld cancel
offt to a large effitent flith a higher nffmber of measffrements) on the
data prodffct. On the other hand, effiplicitly accoffnting for cloffds in the
calcfflation of AMFtrop is almost impossible, becaffse both NO2 and
cloffds are mostly foffnd in the free troposphere and no measffrements
of their relatifie fiertical distribfftion effiist on a regfflar and global scale.

While it is di cfflt to qffantify sffch ffncertainties, a carefffl stffdy of
the climatological di erences betfleen measffred and modeled strato-
spheric colffmns can lead toflards a beer ffnderstanding of problem-
atic regions (see Fig. 3.12). In early boreal spring, the measffred fiertical
colffmns are signi cantly higher than the modeled colffmns in north-
ern high andmid-latitffdes by approffi. 3× 1014 molec cm−2. In Jffly, on
the other hand, themeasffred colffmns are lofler than themodeled ones
ofier almost all of the Effrasian continent by ffp to 2× 1014 molec cm−2

flhen ffsing the Oslo CTM2; the Bremen 3d CTM hoflefier predicts con-
siderably lofler stratospheric NO2 colffmns. Fffrthermore, the system-
atic di erences effihibit a stripe strffctffre in the sffbtropics and mid-
latitffdes betfleen Soffth America and Affstralia. Likeflise, in Jffly, mod-
eled stratospheric colffmns are signi cantly higher thanmeasffred ones
along the flestern coast of Greenland. is featffre can clearly be at-
tribffted to the limb measffrements, becaffse the systematic ffnderes-
timation of the limb-measffred colffmns is also fiisible in the climato-
logical di erence betfleen SCIAMACHY limb and nadir colffmns (see
the Sffpplement). In October, stratospheric colffmns modeled by Oslo
CTM2 and B3dCTM are considerably lofler in the soffthern polar re-
gion than SCIAMACHY’s limb colffmns. is is in accordance flith
Beirle et al. (2010) (Fig. S16), flho shofl that at the same time and re-
gion, their SCIAMACHY limb colffmns are considerably higher than
their nadir colffmns, ffsing their SCDtrop. is featffre is also present
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in offr data (not shofln) and points toflards an ofierestimation of strato-
spheric NO2 colffmns of the Antarctic coast in affstral spring. It is hard
to clearly aribffte these di erences to either of the datasets; hoflefier,
they mffst be considered in the estimation of the ffncertainties. Also
in October, a streaky paern similar to the one obserfied in Jffly can
be seen ofier the Indian Ocean; the sign of the di erences is hoflefier
refiersed, and their magnitffde amoffnts to ffp to 2 × 1014 molec cm−2.

e impact of these di erences on the tropospheric slant colffmns
depends on the corresponding stratospheric air mass factors, flhich
are typically of the order of 2–3 ofier lofl and mid-latitffdes, bfft can be
as large as 9 at 85° SZA (high latitffdes in flinter). e systematic dif-
ferences highlighted abofie therefore correspond to tropospheric slant
colffmn ffncertainties of ffsffally ffp to 5 × 1014 molec cm−2, bfft can
be as large as 2.5 × 1015 molec cm−2 at high latitffdes in flinter.

Ofier pollffted regions, the bfflk of tropospheric NO2 abffndances is
located in the boffndary layer, leading to a one-to-one translation of
these systematic errors in the slant colffmns to errors in the fiertical
colffmns, becaffse the tropospheric air mass factor is close to one. In
these cases, the ffncertainties in the fiertical colffmns only contribffte a
small relatifie fraction to the large measffred qffantities. In cleaner re-
gions, the tropospheric air mass factor is larger than one and approach-
ing the stratospheric AMF, leading to smaller absolffte contribfftions
of the stratospheric correction scheme to the total errors in the tropo-
spheric fiertical colffmns. In conclffsion, the relatifie importance of the
error introdffced by the limb stratospheric correction is rather small
in most pollffted cases, bfft care mffst be taken ofier clean regions and
those areas highlighted abofie, flhere model and measffrements shofl
larger defiiations.

3.5 *

is chapter presents the implementation of the direct limb/nadirmatch-
ing method to correct for the stratospheric contribfftion to total slant
colffmns of NO2 retriefied ffsing the DOAS techniqffe from SCIAMA-

*Parts of this section hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll
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CHYnadirmeasffrements.e ffse of SCIAMACHY limbmeasffrements
flas compared to the simple reference sectormethod and to ffsing strato-
spheric NO2 colffmns modeled flith the Oslo CTM2 and the Bremen 3d
CTM. In contrast to prefiioffs stffdies, one stratospheric NO2 fialffe for
efiery single nadir-mode measffrement made by SCIAMACHY is being
interpolated, ffsing only the limb measffrements from the same orbit.
is leads to a fiery accffrate representation of the zonal fiariability of
stratospheric NO2, afioiding the problems arising from spatio-temporal
afieraging. Hoflefier, this adfiantage comes at the cost of creating a
stratospheric correction method tailor-made for SCIAMACHY nadir
measffrements—the interpolation scheme described in this stffdy can-
not be applied to other satellite sensors like, e.g. GOME-2.

Both SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and CTM simfflations pro-
fiide a signi cant and important improfiement compared to the refer-
ence sector method. Hoflefier, none of the datasets can be applied as
an absolffte correction. ey all need to be corrected for a systematic
bias by shiing them to the lefiel of the nadir measffrements ofier a
clean region in the Paci c Ocean. Aer this o set correction, the mea-
sffred and modeled datasets are foffnd to agree sffrprisingly flell. For
SCIAMACHY limb measffrements, Beirle et al. (2010) also had to apply
an o set correction. In the case of the CTM simfflations, this o set is
in principle a fiery simplistic assimilation scheme. In contrast to the
TM4 assimilation ffsed in the retriefials at KNMI (Boersma et al., 2007),
the approach shofln here is di erent in that the ‘assimilation’ is not
performed online dffring the model calcfflations bfft rather aerflards.
On the other hand, both Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM featffre a fffll
chemistry scheme compared to the simpler mechanisms foffnd in TM4
(Dirksen et al., 2011). While measffrements of tropospheric NO2 ofier
the Paci c Ocean are sparse, tropospheric NO2 abffndances mffst be ac-
coffnted for in this bias correction. Resfflts from the Oslo CTM2 shofl
that tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier the reference sector are generally
fiery lofl, bfft can reach signi cant amoffnts in northern mid-latitffdes

et al. (2013c).
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in flinter. erefore, a climatology based on data from this model flas
ffsed to accoffnt for the tropospheric backgroffnd in the data.

e sensitifiity of stratospheric airmass factors to actffal atmospheric
conditions has been analyzed as flell as the importance of the tempera-
tffre dependence of the NO2 absorption cross-section. In most regions,
ffsing climatological fiertical pro les for the air mass factor calcfflations
does not introdffce signi cant errors. Only dffring the flinter months,
applying the U.S. Standard Atmosphere climatological NO2 pro les re-
sfflts in a slight ofierestimation of stratospheric AMFs, flhich can reach
ffp to 4 %. e in ffence of the temperatffre dependence of the NO2 ab-
sorption cross-section is more sffbstantial. Using a ffied temperatffre of
243 K in the DOAS t leads to an ofierestimation of stratospheric NO2
abffndances by 6.4 % on afierage. Dffring flinter months, the in ffence
can be as large as 15 % in the climatological means.

is present stffdy refieals many details on the interpretation of the
infiolfied datasets, flhich flere foffnd to be in fiery good agreement
flith each other. In sefieral cases, shortcomings of the reference sector
method can be made ffp for by applying either the limb or the model
correction, signi cantly improfiing the consistency of the resfflting tro-
pospheric colffmns. For effiample, dffring flinter, tropospheric colffmns
are ffnderestimated by a factor of 2 ofier the ffrban centers of North
America flhen ffsing the reference sector method.

While it is hard to gifie a qffanti cation of the error of the resfflting
tropospheric slant colffmns, one can conclffde that the discffssed strato-
spheric correction schemes, flhile leading to an increase of the random
error component by approffi.

√
2, minimize the error dffe to the zonal

fiariability of stratospheric NO2 elds. When accoffnting for a system-
atic bias betfleen the stratospheric datasets by forcing their di erence
to be zero ofier the Paci c Ocean, SCIAMACHY limb measffrements
and Oslo CTM2/B3dCTM simfflations effihibit fiery good agreement.
Climatological di erences betfleen the tflo fiertical colffmn datasets
are smaller than 2× 1014 molec cm−2 on an annffal basis, and in most
cases smaller than 3× 1014 molec cm−2 on a monthly basis. Hoflefier,
the lack of independent measffrements and thoroffgh fialidation makes
it impossible to say flhich of the datasets is more correct. In most cases,
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ffncertainties of the order of magnitffde dedffced from the obserfied dif-
ferences betfleen the stratospheric corrections resfflt in tropospheric
slant colffmn ffncertainties of less than 5 × 1014 molec cm−2, bfft in
some rare cases can be as large as 2.5 × 1015 molec cm−2. While ofier
pollffted regions, the stratospheric contribfftion to the ffncertainties
can ffsffally be neglected flhen applying the limb/nadir matching tech-
niqffe, it has to be considered ofier clean regions, in particfflar flhere
the agreement betfleen model and measffrement is foffnd to be less
good.

e limb/nadir matching techniqffe described in this chapter flill be
tested for implementation as operational SCIAMACHY NO2 prodffct
in the near ffftffre. is approach leads to a signi cant improfiement of
the stratospheric correction in the retriefial of tropospheric NO2 abffn-
dances from SCIAMACHY measffrements.

As modeled stratospheric NO2 colffmns from the Oslo CTM2 and
the Bremen 3d CTM agree fiery flell flith the measffred qffantities af-
ter correcting for a systematic bias, they profie to be a feasible strato-
spheric correction scheme in cases flhere limb/nadir matching cannot
be applied, e. g., flith other satellite sensors. is is especially impor-
tant for mfflti-sensor analysis (see Ch. 4), flhere it is indispensable that
all datasets are retriefied in a comparable flay. Also, it shoffld be noted
that the need for an o set correction flill introdffce di cfflties flhen
trying to apply model data for the ffpcoming geostationary satellite
missions flhich hafie only limited spatial cofierage.

Finally, this stffdy shofls the importance of measffring stratospheric
NO2 accffrately for both the interpretation of total colffmn NO2 and
the derifiation of tropospheric NO2 as proposed for SCIAMACHY, and
points offt limitations of the nadir-only obserfiations of GOME, GOME-
2, OMI, and related instrffments. Limb and occffltation measffrements
of NO2 are needed to complement the nadir obserfiations to generate
an adeqffate global obserfiing system.



4
THE TEMPORAL EVOLU T ION OF TROPOSPHER IC
NO2 OVER MEGAC I T I E S S INCE 1 9 9 6

4.1

As described in Sect. 2.6, an increasingly important percentage of the
Earth’s hffman popfflation is a ected by the air qffality in ffrban ag-
glomerations. While anthropogenic actifiity, especially from the com-
bffstion of fossil fffels, leads to the emission of a fiariety of pollfftants
(see Sect. 2.2), ozone takes ffp a key position dffe to its harmffflness for
hffman health and its role in smog formation.

In spite of its importance, the derifiation of tropospheric ozone abffn-
dances from space-borne instrffmentation is fiery challenging, since it
effiists in sffch large qffantities throffghofft the atmosphere that it can-
not be considered as optically thin in the main ozone absorption bands
flhich lie in the ffltrafiiolet spectral range, flhich, in combination flith
the strong Rayleigh scaering in these bands, leads to lofl sensitifiity
of the measffrements close to the sffrface (Valks et al., 2003). Hoflefier,
the nitrogen offiides are closely coffpled to O3, as discffssed in Sect. 2.4.2.
Of these, NO2 is especially sffited for space-borne retriefials becaffse
of its distinct absorption lines, flhich do not interfere flith any other
major atmospheric absorbers (see Sect. 2.7.2), and its relatifiely large
qffantities in the troposphere. NO2 is emied by fiarioffs di erent an-
thropogenic and natffrally occffrring processes (see Sect. 2.3.1) and, dffe
to its short lifetime, allofls the identi cation of soffrce regions from
space-borne measffrements. Remote sensing of tropospheric nitric offi-
ide (NO) from space is not feasible as its only absorption lines lie in the
short- and mid-flafielength infrared and sff er from interference from
mostly flater fiapor (Rothman et al., 2009). Also, emissions of NO2 are
strongly regfflated in most coffntries. All this makes NO2 a fiery sffit-
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able proffiy species to assess megacity air qffality from space on a global
scale.

For these reasons, a lot of scienti c e ort has been ffndertaken to de-
termine tropospheric abffndances of nitrogen dioffiide from space.With
the laffnch of the GOME instrffment in 1995, the rst satellite-based
instrffment became afiailable to retriefie tropospheric NO2 lefiels at a
global scale (Bffrrofls et al., 1999). e rst scienti c data prodffcts of
tropospheric NO2 flere defieloped by Leffe et al. (2001), Richter and
Bffrrofls (2002), and Martin et al. (2002).

Since the beginning of theGOMEmeasffrements, more than a decade
has passed, and thffs the analysis of the measffred time series becomes
a promising target for scienti c infiestigation.

4.1.1 Previous studies of VCDtrop NO2 trends*

Richter et al. (2005) and Irie et al. (2005) reported
on the increase of tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier China since 1996
already in 2005. ey analyzed measffrements from the GOME (and, in
Richter et al., SCIAMACHY) instrffment, afieraged ofier large regions,
e. g., eastern China, and reported a strong annffal groflth rate of 4 to 20
% and 7% annffally ofier the coffnty’s indffstrialized central East (Richter
et al., 2005 and Irie et al., 2005, respectifiely).

e ffltimate goal of the obserfiation of the
tropospheric NO2 bffrden is ffsffally the inference of NOx emissions
from the measffrments. Konofialofi et al. (2006) ffndertook one of the
rst aempts to infer NOx emissions from satellite measffrements on

a continental scale, ffsing the CTMChimere and EMEP emission data in
an infierse modelling approach. ey flere able to signi cantly redffce
the ffncertainties in the a-priori emission data ffsing their approach,
and coffld identify sefieral regions in Western Effrope flhere EMEP
emissions seem to be persistently biased.

*Parts of this sffbsection hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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Fffrther infierse modeling stffdies hafie been carried offt, e. g., by Sta-
firakoff et al. (2008). ey ffsed measffrements from GOME and SCIA-
MACHY to infer anthropogenic NOx emissions on a global scale, grid-
ding the measffrements to the coarse resolfftion of the ffsed IMAGES
model (5°×5°). Stafirakoff et al. (2008) flere able to estimate annffal
changes in NOx emissions for the 1997–2006 period, flith strongly in-
creasing fialffes of +7.3% in China, flhile emissions in all indffstrialized
coffntries of North America and Western Effrope flere declining.

e NO2 obserfiations of indifiidffal megacities came
into focffs shortly thereaer. fian der A et al. (2008) ed a seasonal
trend model to ten years of GOME and SCIAMACHY data. ey ana-
lyzedmeasffrements globally on a 1°×1° grid, profiiding trend estimates
for the 22 largest megacities. e seasonal fiariation of tropospheric
NO2 colffmnsflasmodeled by ffsing one sinffs component. Ofier China,
fian der A et al. (2008) retriefie trend estimates ffp to 50% higher than
Richter et al. (2005). fian der A et al. aribffte this di erence to possible
effiponential groflth of NO2 emissions in the highly pollffted Chinese
East, proposing that “[t]he effitra years (2003–2006) in [their] t flill
therefore increase the trend foffnd in China.”

Recently, Nine years of SCIAMACHY measffrements flere analyzed
by Schneider and fian der A (2012), focffsing on China and Effrope on
a coffntry lefiel. Using global SCIAMACHY measffrements gridded to
0.25°×0.25°, they flere able to nd positifie tropospheric NO2 trends
ofier China of 7.3±3.1% annffally on afierage, flith the strongest rel-
atifie increases of 15% to 19% annffally in a flide-spread area close
to Hffolin Gol in Inner Mongolia. Schneider and fian der A aribffte
these strong relatifie increases to the constrffction of coal- red pofler
stations. Fffrthermore, they flere able to identify the Bangladesh cap-
ital Dhaka as the megacity flith the strongest groflth rates globally,
namely +9.50±1.66% annffally.

In addition to these global stffdies, a nffmber of fffrther stffdies flith
a regional focffs hafie been pffblished for sefieral regions of the florld
like China (He et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009a, 2007b), India (Ghffde
et al., 2008), the megacity Moscofl (Sitnofi, 2010), and coal pofler sta-
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Table 4.1: Relatifie trend estimates for selected megacities, in % per year, com-
piled from the afiailable literatffre (He et al., 2007; Ghffde et al., 2008;
Rffssell et al., 2012; fian der A et al., 2008; Schneider and fian der
A, 2012). e strongly di erent relatifie trends for the indifiidffal
stffdies are to a large effitent caffsed by the di erent reference years.
Hoflefier, absolffte trend estimates are not afiailable for all stffdies.
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He et al.
+10.5 +5

(1996–2000)
He et al.

+23.1 +27.5
(2000–2005)
Ghffde et al.

+2.1 +2.4
(1996–2006)
Rffssell et al.

-6.72 -7.91
(2005–2011)

fian der A et al.
+11 +1.4 -0.9 +2.1 +3 +7.4 -0.3 +29

(1996–2006)
Schneider and fian der A

+2.48 +9.5 -5.07 -1.7 +2.72 +2.72 -5.31 +3.26
(2002–2011)

tions in the United States (Kim et al., 2006); additionally, the NO2 col-
ffmns present ofier international shipping lines hafie been stffdied by
Richter et al. (2004) and Franke et al. (2009). Recent stffdies hafie been
focffsing on the impact of NOx emission redffctions dffe to the global
economic crisis and air qffality legislation in the United States (Rffssell
et al., 2012), Effrope (Castellanos and Boersma, 2012), Greece (Vrekoffs-
sis et al., 2013), China (Lin and McElroy, 2011), and for shipping emis-
sions (de Rffyter de Wildt et al., 2012).

A sffmmary of these ndings for some selected megacities is pre-
sented in Table 4.1.

Sefieral stffdies tried to improfie the ffn-
derlying methodology of these trend stffdies, to be able to, e. g., infiesti-
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gate the importance of di erent factors for tropospheric NO2 colffmns
(Zhoff et al., 2012; Hayn et al., 2009; Vofflgarakis et al., 2010), or to assess
the potentially non-linear natffre of tropospheric NO2 colffmn changes
(Konofialofi et al., 2010). Hayn et al. (2009) and Zhoff et al. (2012) per-
formed an effitensifie stffdy on the impact of annffal and fleekly cycles
on obserfied NO2 colffmns ofier Effrope, ffsing a generalized additifie
regression model.ey flere able to reprodffce the fleekday-e ect rst
reported by Beirle et al. (2003) (later, also Kim et al., 2009 stffdied this ef-
fect), shofling clear minima in VCDtrop NO2 dffring fleekend inWest-
ern Effrope. Additionally, the stffdies reprodffced the typical seasonal
cycle flith high fialffes inflinter and lofl fialffes in sffmmer, and shofled
that, e. g., ofier the North Sea, NO2 colffmns are highest flhen the flind
blofls from Sofftherly directions (Hayn et al., 2009).

Vofflgarakis et al. (2010) stffdied the importance of meteorological
fiariability for tropospheric NO2 colffmn changes. eir stffdy shofled
that on timescales of approffi. 5 years, meteorological fiariability is the
key factor drifiing changes in tropospheric NO2 colffmns. While this is
especially trffe for the oceans, Vofflgarakis et al. (2010) claim that also
most areas on land are stronger in ffenced by meteorological changes
than by fiarying NOx emissions. Hoflefier, one has to keep in mind
that they focffsed on a global assessment of the importance of mete-
orological fiariability, and did not focffs on regions dominated by an-
thropogenic emissions, like megacities. While in these regions, the in-
ffence of fiarying NOx emissions is most probably stronger, the stffdy

by Vofflgarakis et al. still shofls that meteorological fiariability is a key
drifier of fiarying VCDtrop NO2, notably that 86% of the inter-annffal
NO2 fiariability ofier Effrope betfleen 1996-2000 flas caffsed by mete-
orology.

As the afiailable time series of tropospheric NO2 colffmns from satel-
lite measffrements becomes longer, the assffmption of linearly fiarying
VCDtrop NO2 becomes more and more qffestionable. One method to
ofiercome this issffe is non-linear trend analysis. Konofialofi et al. (2010)
applied non-linear trend analysis to 13 years of sffmmer measffrements
from GOME and SCIAMACHY of Effropean ffrban centers, nding in-
dication of non-linear NO2 changes in the cities Baghdad, Madrid, Mi-
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Figffre 4.1: Schematic fiiefl of the e ect of the instrffment’s groffnd piffiel size
on the measffred VCDtrop NO2 (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

lan, Moscofl, and Paris. Non-linear approaches flill be discffssed later
in Section 4.8 on page 156.

4.2 2 

Whilst ofier large areas of relatifiely homogeneoffs NO2 signals coin-
cident GOME and SCIAMACHY obserfiations agree fiery flell (Rich-
ter et al., 2005), they shofl considerable di erences for groffnd scenes
flith steep gradients in the tropospheric NO2 colffmns. is is the
resfflt of spatial smoothing, flhich di ers depending on the groffnd
resolfftion of the instrffments. A schematic diagram illffstrating this
resolfftion e ect is shofln in Fig. 4.1, and Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b shofl
mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME and SCIAMACHY measffrements
as an effiample. SCIAMACHY measffrements shofl considerably more
spatial detail and yield higher NO2 colffmns ofier pollfftion hot-spots
than GOME measffrements. As effiample, Fig. 4.3 shofls the GOME and
SCIAMACHY time series of monthly NO2 colffmns from 1996–2011.
Measffrements by SCIAMACHY are considerably higher than those by
GOME; the tflo time series di er by a factor of betfleen 2 in sffmmer
and 4 in flinter. Clearly, the inherent spatial heterogeneity of the NO2

elds mffst be considered flhen infiestigating their temporal efiolfftion
ofier small, localized areas.
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Figffre 4.2: Tropospheric NO2 colffmns from GOME (top le), SCIAMACHY
(top right), dofln-sampled SCIAMACHY (boom le; see Sect.
4.5.1), and resolfftion-corrected GOME (boom right; see Sect.
4.5.1) measffrements for May 2003, gridded to 1/16° × 1/16°. e ef-
fect of spatial smoothing can be seen in the original GOME and
the dofln-sampled SCIAMACHY measffrements for all point-like
soffrces like cities, as the signal becomes smeared offt (from Hilboll
et al., 2013a).
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4.2.1 Impact of the instrument’s spatial resolution on retrieved NO2

To infiestigate the impact of the instrffment’s spatial resolfftion on the
retriefied NO2 colffmns, one can sample a synthetic pollfftion signal
ffsing the di erent piffiel sizes. In this stffdy, the pollfftion signal flas
chosen to hafie Gaffssian shape flith siffi di erent fffll flidth at half maffi-
imffm (FWHM) fialffes betfleen 15 km and 300 km, to cofier the range
from point soffrces (like indifiidffal coal pofler stations) to large cities.
ese synthetic pollfftion signals flere then sampled flith the spatial
resolfftions of the foffr satellite instrffments (see Sect. 2.10).

Figffre 4.4: Synthetic pollfftion soffrces of fiarying size, sampled at GOME,
SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 spatial resolfftions.
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Table 4.2: Fraction of a pollfftion signal flith strength 1.0 and di erent spatial
effitent (gifien by its FWHM), as obserfied flhen sampled flith the
footprint of the GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 instrff-
ments.

FWHM [ km] VCD GOME VCD SCIA VCD OMI VCD GOME−2

15 0.020 0.139 0.520 0.080
30 0.070 0.423 0.828 0.281
50 0.145 0.690 0.932 0.544
60 0.181 0.766 0.952 0.639
100 0.321 0.904 0.983 0.839
200 0.652 0.985 1.000 0.969
300 0.878 1.000 1.000 1.000

e resfflts of the simfflated measffrements are shofln in Figffre 4.4.
Table 4.2 sffmmarizes the pollfftion signals sampled by the indifiidffal
instrffments. It is clearly fiisible that only the OMI instrffment is able
to properly resolfie the spatial pollfftion paerns of typical megacities.
SCIAMACHY can captffre signals from areas larger than 100km, flhile
for GOME-2, the soffrce region shoffld be rather 150km large in order
to be properly resolfied.

It shoffld be noted, hoflefier, that flhen considering monthly afier-
aged NO2 colffmnmeasffrements, the e ectifie groffnd piffiel size of the
instrffments slightly increases dffe to spatial sampling e ects: ofier the
coffrse of one month, each location gets measffred sefieral times, and
the effiact effitents of the measffrements fiary dffe to the orbit repeat cy-
cle of the satellite. It is hoflefier di cfflt to qffantify this e ect becaffse
in practice it is not possible to clearly aribffte di erent NO2 signals
to either spatial sampling or temporal changes, or both.
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4.2.2 How previous trend studies approached the challenge of di erent
spatial instrument resolution

While early stffdies had data from only one instrffment afiailable (Rich-
ter et al., 2005; Irie et al., 2005), the indifiidffal instrffments’ datasets
are becoming long enoffgh to facilitate their sole analysis (Zhoff et al.,
2012; Schneider and fian der A, 2012). ose stffdies infiestigating data
from more than one instrffment hafie ffsffally either ignored the di er-
ent groffnd piffiel sizes of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrffments, or
they arti cially redffced the spatial resolfftion of SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrements. While this laer approach potentially solfies the problems
arising from the di ering piffiel sizes, it discards the considerably beer
spatial resolfftion of the SCIAMACHY instrffment.

fian der A et al. (2008) dofln-graded the SCIAMACHY resolfftion by
confiolfiing ofier three horizontally adjacent 1°×1° grid cells (abofft 300
km). Similarly, Konofialofi et al. (2010) confiolfied SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrements to the spatial resolfftion of GOME. Konofialofi et al. (2006)
confiolffted SCIAMACHY measffrements, gridded to 1°×1°, to calcff-
late correction factors by flhich GOMEmeasffrements flere mffltiplied,
yielding a consistent combined GOME/SCIAMACHY dataset.

Other stffdies, sffch as Stafirakoff et al. (2008), ffsed sffch a coarse
resolfftion (5°×5°) that they did not see the need to especially consider
the di erent piffiels sizes. For a discffssion of this assffmption, see Sect.
4.5.6 on page 129.

4.3 2 *

e retriefial of tropospheric NO2 flith the DOAS techniqffe is based
on measffring spectra of effitraterrestrial solar irradiance and the ffp-
flelling earthshine radiance at the top of the atmosphere. Within this
stffdy, spectra from theGOME, SCIAMACHY, andGOME-2 instrffments
are sffbseqffently analyzed ffsing di erential optical absorption spec-

*Parts of this section hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll
et al. (2013a).
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troscopy (Pla and Stfftz, 2008) in the 425–450 nm flafielength flin-
dofl (Richter and Bffrrofls, 2002). Absorption cross-sections for O3,
NO2 (both Bogffmil et al., 2003), O4 (Greenbla et al., 1990), and H2O

(Rothman et al., 1992) are inclffded in the ing process, as flell as
the in lling of Fraffnhofer lines and molecfflar absorption knofln as
the Ring E ect (Voffntas et al., 1998), an ffnder-sampling correction
(Chance, 1998), and, for GOME and SCIAMACHY, a calibration fffnc-
tion accoffnting for the polarization dependency of the instrffment’s
spectral response (Richter and Bffrrofls, 2002). For the determination
of the tropospheric NO2 colffmn amoffnt from the measffrements of
the OMI instrffment, slant colffmns from NASA’s OMI/Aura Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) Total & Tropospheric Column1-orbit L2 Swath 13x24 km
(Version 3) dataset are ffsed.

e stratospheric contribfftion to the measffred total slant colffmns
SCDtot has been accoffnted for ffsing simfflated stratosphericNO2 elds
from the Bremen 3d CTM (B3dCTM; see Sect. 3.2.4). e algorithm for
separating tropospheric and stratospheric NO2 loads is described in
Sect. 3.3.

Tropospheric AMFs hafie been calcfflated flith the radiatifie trans-
fer model SCIATRAN (Rozanofi et al., 2005b). e fiertical distribfftion
of tropospheric NO2 has been taken from a climatology of NO2 miffi-
ing ratios from the MOZART2 model (Horoflitz et al., 2003), and sffr-
face spectral re ectance fromGOMEmeasffrements (Koelemeijer et al.,
2003). Both aspects are effiplained in detail in Nüß (2005). e AMFs
hafie then been spatially interpolated to a 0.125° grid, ffsing cffbic splines.
Measffrements flith a cloffd cofierage efficeeding 20% hafie been ltered
offt ffsing the FRESCO+ algorithm (fiersion 6; Wang et al., 2008). Addi-
tionally, an intensity lter has been applied to discard scenes flith fiery
large sffrface re ectifiity.is is necessary as the ffsed albedo or sffrface
spectral re ectance climatology (Koelemeijer et al., 2003) does not ac-
coffnt for short-term changes in re ectifiity for effiample from snofl; in
addition, the FRESCO+ cloffd fractions hafie large ffncertainties ofier
bright sffrfaces.
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4.4

4.4.1 Changes in tropospheric NO2 columns as observed by GOME and
SCIAMACHY*

When concatenating annffal mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME (1996–
2002) and SCIAMACHY (2003–2011) measffrements into one 16-year
time series, many areas of the World shofl persistent changes. Figffre
4.5 shofls this for sefien selected regions, the time series all normalized
to the 1996 fialffe to make relatifie changes comparable. is gffre effi-
tends the approach ffsed to determine Fig. 1 in Richter et al. (2005), bfft
ffses a slightly ffpdated data analysis (e.g. FRESCO+ fi6 cloffd screen-
ing for both instrffments, a more recent fiersion of the stratospheric
correction model, and a higher spatial resolfftion of the gridding). All
the selected spatial regions shofl persistent trends, flhich are dofln-
flard in case ofWestern indffstrialized coffntries (United States, Effrope,
and Japan), and ffpflards for coffntries flith defieloping economies like
Chi-na, India, and in the Middle East. East Central China, for effiample,
has seen a triplication of tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier the flhole
time period, flhile NO2 fialffes ofier the central East coast of the United
States hafie receded by more than 40%. ese changes are effiplained by
tflo behafiiors, flhich hafie opposite impacts: continffing sffccess in the
redffction of NOx emissions, in particfflar from cars and pofler plants,
and increasing emissions from intensi ed ffse of the combffstion of fos-
sil fffels for energy. In rapidly defieloping regions sffch as China, any
redffctions in speci c emissions are ofierflhelmed by the absolffte in-
crease of energy ffse. In the case of east central China, Fig. 4.5 clearly
profies that NO2 colffmns do indeed shofl signs of effiponential groflth,

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).

e North Central Indian indffstrial region effitending betfleen the cities of Nefl
Delhi and Lahore lies partly flithin an area for flhich GOME measffrements are not
afiailable becaffse of platform calibration made by ERS-2 in this region. erefore, this
region had to be selected qffite small.
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Figffre 4.5: Mean annffal VCDtrop NO2 normalized to 1996, for the regions
Central East coast U.S., Western Effrope, U.S., East Central China,
Japan, Middle East, and North Central India. Valffes for 1996–2002
are from GOME, fialffes from 2003–2011 from SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrements. e rst fie regions are de ned as in Richter et al.
(2005). e y-affiis has been modi ed to make relatifie changes
abofie and belofl 1 more comparable (fialffes larger than one hafie
been scaled to y 7→ 2 − 1

y ) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

at least ffntil 2005.is is in agreement flith the conclffsions by fian der
A et al. (2008) (see Sect. 4.1.1).

It is important to note, hoflefier, that efien thoffgh the selected areas
are all qffite large, some of them appear to shofl small discontinffities
in 2003 flhere the tflo time series are connected.

e regional trends in satellite obserfied NO2 colffmns are compared
to EDGAR NOx emission data (Effropean Commission, Joint Research
Centre and Netherlands Enfiironmental Assessment Agency, 2011) in-
tegrated ofier the same regions (Fig. 4.6). First comparison shofls that
the sign of direction of changes is the same for all regions in EDGAR
and satellite obserfiations. While generally, the trend obserfied in the
measffred NO2 colffmns is more pronoffnced than in the EDGAR emis-

As the pffblished fiersion 4.2 of the EDGAR database contains erroneoffs emission
data for the year 2008 in Iran, this plot ffses an ffpdated, so far ffnpffblished fiersion (G.
Maenhofft, personal commffnication, 2012) for the Middle East
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Figffre 4.6: NOx emissions from the EDGAR fi4.2 database, normalized to
1996.e regions and y-affiis scaling are de ned as in Fig. 4.5 (from
Hilboll et al., 2013a).

sion infientory, this is not the case for the Middle East and North Cen-
tral India, flhich shofl smaller trends in the data than in the infientory.
For East Central China, it is interesting to note that ffntil 2002, the
infientory does not signi cantly increase. Only from 2003 onflard, it
shofls a strong positifie trend. is is in contrast to the satellite obser-
fiations, flhich shofl increasing NO2 fialffes ofier East Central China
from the start of the obserfiation period onflards. It mffst be noted,
hoflefier, that this failffre to reprodffce the satellite obserfiations be-
fore 2003 might be inherent to the EDGAR infientory. While it is offt
of the scope of this stffdy to compile information abofft all afiailable
emission infientories, at least Zhang et al. (2007a) present an emission
infientory flhich is fiery consistent flith GOME/SCIAMACHY satellite
measffrements. is is especially trffe in sffmmer, bfft also in flinter,
their infientory is only abofft 20% lofler than the obserfiations.

A fffrther point comparing EDGAR emission flith measffrements is
the temporal fiariability of the NOx emissions, flhich is considerably
lofler than that of the obserfied NO2 colffmns. is coffld either be
the resfflt of measffrement ffncertainties, mostly related to year-to-year
changes in spatial and temporal sampling of the obserfiations, or indi-
cate inappropriate or inadeqffate assffmptions in the boom-ffp infien-
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tory. One possible issffe in the direct comparison of emission infiento-
ries and satellite measffrements might be foffnd in the flay emission
infientories are compiled. Oen, coffntry-lefiel emission estimates are
spatially redistribffted based on actifiity data. In regions flhere only
limited actifiity data are afiailable, this might lead to inaccffracies in
the spatial distribfftion of the emissions. On the other hand, changes
in NO2 colffmns and NOx emissions are not necessarily related to
each other in a linear flay, particfflarly if changes are large (Stafirakoff
et al., 2008; Lamsal et al., 2011; Konofialofi et al., 2010). One also needs
to keep in mind that the inter-annffal fiariability of obserfied colffmns
stems to a large part frommeteorological fiariability (Vofflgarakis et al.,
2010; Hayn et al., 2009). In spite of the qffalitatifie agreement betfleen
emission infientory and satellite obserfiations, the ffnffsffal behafiioffr
of boom-ffp emissions in China before 2003 and the discrepancy be-
tfleen the onset of the conseqffences of the defielopment in China and
India apparent in the measffrements bfft not the infientory need fffrther
infiestigation to identify ffnambigffoffsly their origin.

In many regions, NO2 pollfftion remains a local problem, as is appar-
ent from ploing histograms of VCDtrop. Figffre 4.7 shofls the tempo-
ral efiolfftion of the histograms for some selected regions for the SCIA-
MACHY time series (2003–2011). For all regions flith the effiception of
East Central China, a large part of the area is characterized by lofl and
moderate NO2 lefiels, and only relatifiely small areas are a ected by
intense pollfftion. Comparing the distribfftions in di erent years, it is
clearly fiisible that economic groflth and emission control measffres
and the resfflting increases and decreases in the obserfied VCDtrop im-
pact not only on pollfftion hotspots, bfft on regional scales as a flhole.
Ofier East Central China, for effiample, the fraction of areas flith efficep-
tionally high NO2 lefiels has been signi cantly increasing dffring the
obserfiing period, leading to a shrinking area flhich can be considered
as being pollffted at lofler lefiels. Ofier the same period, the Central
Eastern U.S. hafie seen systematic increases in the fraction of lofl or
moderately pollffted areas.
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(a) Central East U.S.
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(c) Japan
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(d) Middle East
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(e) East Central China
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Figffre 4.7: Histogram of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ofier the regions
from Fig. 4.5 for the years 2003-2011. e plot shofls the relatifie
coffnts of backgroffnd (blffe), moderately pollffted (green), pollffted
(yellofl), fiery pollffted (red), and effitremely pollffted (black) 1◦ ×
1◦ grid cells per region (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

4.4.2 Investigating the seasonal cycle of troposphericNO2columns from
GOME and SCIAMACHY

Tropospheric NO2 concentrations generally ffndergo a strong seasonal
fiariation, flhich is ffnder natffral conditions determined by the afiail-
ability of sffnlight for photochemical reactions (see Reaction R 2.5) and
by the temperatffre, flhich both in ffence the NO2 lifetime. In areas
dominated by anthropogenic pollfftion, this seasonal cycle is enhanced
by the intra-annffal fiariation of the NO2 emissions, mainly dffe to in-
creased heating in flinter. Feedbacks flith the hydroffiyl radical OH

can increase the amplitffde of the seasonal cycle; in cases of effitremely
strong NOx pollfftion, as in East China in flinter, the fiery high NO2

concentrations lead to a decrease of OH, flhich in tffrn slofls dofln
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Figffre 4.8: Seasonal fiariation (de ned as
VCDtrop−<VCDtrop>

<VCDtrop>
) of VCDtrop

NO2 from the SCIAMACHY instrffment in foffr selected megaci-
ties. NO2 colffmns from the standard data prodffct, ffsing a geomet-
ric AMF approffiimation of 1 + 1

cos(ϑ)
(ϑ being the solar zenith an-

gle), and ffsing a constant AMF of 1 (e ectifiely yielding SCDtrop)
are shofln in red, blffe, and green, respectifiely.

NO2 decomposition and increases the lifetime of the NO2 molecffle
(Stafirakoff et al., 2008).

e seasonal cycle of the retriefied tropospheric NO2 colffmns thffs
also depends on the assffmed seasonality in the a-priori data, namely
the air mass factor climatology. In order to check if the retriefied sea-
sonal cycle is mainly drifien by actffal NO2 concentrations or is rather
a conseqffence of the ffsed AMFs, Fig. 4.8 compares the tropospheric
fiertical colffmns retriefied ffsing three di erent air mass factors: the
regfflar AMF, a geometric approffiimation of 1 + 1

cos(ϑ)
(ϑ being the

solar zenith angle), and 1 (e ectifiely yielding tropospheric slant col-
ffmns).

In this conteffit, the standard or regfflar AMF refers to the tropospheric air mass
factor described in Sect. 4.3.
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Inmost cases, the choice of air mass factor has only lile e ect on the
retriefied fiertical colffmns. Figffre 4.8 shofls the effiamples of Tehran,
flhere the agreement is almost perfect, and Beijing, flhere ffsing the
standard AMF intensi es the seasonal cycle, bfft does not a ect if qffal-
itatifiely. Here, the seasonal cycle is ampli ed by the local meteorology:
in sffmmer, prefiailing flinds transport oceanic air masses to the Bei-
jing area, dilffting the tropospheric NO2. Fffrthermore, precipitation
in Beijing has a fiery strong peak in the sffmmer months, leading to an
increased scoffring of the troposphere (Hffang et al., in preparation).

In some cases, hoflefier, the direct comparison shofls discrepancies
betfleen the NO2 colffmns, indicating areas in need of fffrther infiesti-
gation. In Barcelona, for effiample, the NO2 colffmns from the standard
data prodffct shofl a fiery pronoffnced seasonality, flith high flinter
peaks in Febrffary each year. e AMFs flithofft a-priori information
shofl a di erent pictffre; the flinter peaks are considerably lofler than
ffsingMOZARTAMFs, and also the annffal maffiima are not in Febrffary
bfft some months later, betfleen Febrffary and May, depending on year.
As the geometric AMF approffiimation consistently yields higher NO2

colffmns in spring as compared to flinter, it seems that NOx emissions
in Barcelona then might be higher than assffmed for the MOZART rffn;
an alternatifie caffse might be that the seasonal cycle in aerosol opti-
cal properties (see, e. g., Kosmopofflos et al., 2008 and fion Hoyningen-
Hffene et al., 2011) is not accoffnted for in the standard AMF climatol-
ogy.

A fffrther city flhere the seasonal cycles of tropospheric NO2 do
not agree betfleen the three di erent air mass factors is the Syrian
capital Dimashq. ere, both the geometric approffiimation and a con-
stant AMF of 1 resfflt in a second peak in the intra-annffal cycle in
sffmmer. Oen, this sffmmer peak is efien higher than the flinter peak.
is is in clear contrast to the standard AMF, flhich leads to a clear min-
imffm in tropospheric NO2 colffmns in sffmmer. Possible effiplanations
for the sffmmer peaks inclffde hffgely increased electricity consffmp-
tion dffe to air conditioning ffse and largely increased tra c emissions
dffe to toffrism, or a considerable ffnder-estimation of sffrface spectral
re ectance. Hoflefier, flithofft hafiing reliable groffnd measffrements
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from the city, interpretation of the in ffence of the di erent air mass
factors remains specfflatifie.

ese ndings clearly shofl that the choice of tropospheric air mass
factor strongly in ffences the retriefied NO2 colffmns (flhich has al-
ready been discffssed in great detail, e. g., in Leitão et al., 2010 and Nüß,
2005). While the climatological AMFs from the standard data prodffct
lead to reasonable resfflts in many cases, there are cities flhere compar-
ison flith a-priori-free AMFs gifies some indication of inconsistencies
in the seasonal cycle. If these di erences flere caffsed by inacffrracies
in the climatological AMFs, this might be dffe to, e. g., local meteoro-
logical conditions, the spatial afieraging, or inaccffrate NOx emissions
in the MOZART model. While the shape of the seasonal fiariation can
di er betfleen the ffsed AMFs, in fiirtffally all cases the year-to-year
fiariability of the seasonal cycle seems to be qffite lofl. is shofls that
ffsing a climatological air mass factor database per se does not intro-
dffce strong biases, and means that efialffation of temporal changes is
most probably not strongly in ffenced by this issffe. Hoflefier, in the
ffftffre, the spatial resolfftion of the AMF database shoffld be improfied.
While factors as terrain height and albedo do play a role (see, e. g.,
Heckel et al., 2011 and Zhoff et al., 2009), the most crffcial point seems
to be the intra-annffal fiariability of NOx emissions. Unfortffnately, this
point is also the hardest to improfie on, becaffse in many cases, espe-
cially offtside the flestern indffstrialized florld, detailed information on
NOx emission data is not afiailable at high spatial and temporal reso-
lfftion. erefore, it flill remain imperatifie to alflays remember that
the choice of AMF greatly in ffences the resfflting tropospheric NO2

colffmns.

4.4.3 Tropospheric NO2 columns over megacities observed by GOME,
SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2*

e ‘rafl’ NO2 measffrements from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and
GOME-2 are shofln for selected megacity regions in Fig. 4.9. Sefieral

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.9: Time series of monthly mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME (blffe),
SCIAMACHY (red), OMI (green), and GOME-2 (cyan) (from
Hilboll et al., 2013a).

interesting featffres can be obserfied from these plots. In Athens, for effi-
ample, NO2 colffmns seem to be increasing ffntil abofft 2004, follofled
by some years of stagnation, flhich tffrn into a rapid doflnflard trend
2008/2009 Vrekoffssis et al. (2013). is can be aribffted to the deep
economic crisis a ecting Greece since that time. Similarly, Chicago and
Los Angeles both see doflnflard trends, starting from stagnating and
efien increasing NO2 colffmns before 2000, and leading to signi cant
NO2 decreases in follofling years, flith the most recent years shofl-
ing some sign of slofldofln of the decreases. Reasons for this inclffde
increasingly e cient emission control measffres and a slofldofln of
economic actifiity, as has been reported by Rffssell et al. (2012).
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In Beijing, sffmmer minima in 2008 are clearly lofler than in the pre-
ceding and follofling years. is e ect has been linked to the pollfftion
control measffres taken for the 2008 sffmmer Olympic Games and has
been stffdied e.g. by Mijling et al. (2009). Ofier Jeddah and Meffiico City,
the NO2 colffmns derified from the OMI instrffment are signi cantly
lofler than those from SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, especially dffring
the sffmmer minima. is might be an e ect of the di erent measffre-
ment time, as OMI measffres in the early aernoon as opposed to the
morning for all other instrffments (Boersma et al., 2007). For Meffiico
City, Zhang et al. (2009b) stffdied the diffrnal cycle of NO2 sffrface con-
centrations, and shofled that 10:00 LTmorning fialffesflere abofft three
times higher than 13:45 LT fialffes.

It is clearly fiisible from Fig. 4.9 that the foffr instrffments yield con-
siderably di erentNO2 measffrements ofier localizedmegacity regions,
and that these di erences also strongly depend on the megacity. ere-
fore, methods hafie to be defieloped to allofl for qffantitatifie analysis
of the di erent time series by taking into accoffnt the di erences of the
foffr instrffments.

4.5
*

In order to create a consistent data set of NO2 measffrements at high
spatial resolfftion, the di erence in the area of the groffnd scene or
spatial footprint of the measffrements made by the GOME and SCIA-
MACHY instrffments needs to be accoffnted for. Prefiioffs stffdies hafie
either degraded the resolfftion of both data sets to a lefiel flhere dif-
ferences can be ignored or applied an ad hoc deconfiolfftion of gridded
GOME data (Konofialofi et al., 2006). Bffilding on this idea, in this stffdy,
high spatial resolfftion SCIAMACHY spectra hafie been afieraged to
cofier a similar area as indifiidffal GOME obserfiations. Comparison of
the high and lofl resolfftion analysis then profiides an empirical correc-

*is section has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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tion fffnction or factor, flhich can be applied to GOME data. For this, it
is assffmed that the di erence betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrements of VCDtrop only depends on the size di erence betfleen the
tflo instrffments’ groffnd piffiels and on season. is allofls the simffla-
tion of measffrements flith GOME’s spatial resolfftion ffsing SCIAMA-
CHY measffrements by afieraging ofier fie adjacent spectra. A similar
approach has prefiioffsly been introdffced by Beirle et al. (2004a), flho
applied this methodology to GOME measffrements, ffsing the instrff-
ment’s narrofl sflath mode.

4.5.1 Method*

Based on these assffmptions, a monthly climatology of correction fac-
tors, flhich describe the di erence betfleen the tflo instrffments, is cal-
cfflated. To approffiimately match the GOME piffiel size of 320× 40 km2,
the measffred spectra are afieraged from fie adjacent SCIAMACHY
forflard scan groffnd piffiels flith an e ectifie size of 300 × 30 km2,
flhich yields three enlarged groffnd piffiels per forflard scan. On these
enlarged groffnd piffiels, a regfflar DOAS ing procedffreflas performed
flith the same seings as ffsed for the regfflar retriefial to obtain a
dataset of SCDtot from redffced resolfftion. is dataset flas fffrther
processed in a fashion identical to that ffsed for the original SCDtot,
flhich in the end yields a set of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHYmea-
sffrements flith redffced resolfftion.

is approach has the adfiantage of profiiding an appropriate end-
to-end simfflation of the e ects of spatial resolfftion change, inclffding
the impact of change in cloffd statistics on the t, the speci c orienta-
tion of the satellite groffnd piffiels and the details of the a priori data
bases ffsed. e only issffe flhich coffld not ffflly be simfflated is the
change in FRESCO+ cloffd fraction flhich flas approffiimated by ffsing
the afierage of the indifiidffal cloffd fraction fialffes. As this fialffe is only
ffsed for screening of cloffdy scenes, the impact of this approffiimation
is assffmed to be small.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Both datasets (regfflar and redffced resolfftion) of VCDtrop are then
gridded globally to a 1

16
◦ × 1

16
◦ grid and compiled into monthly afi-

erages for the months t′ from Janffary 2003 to December 2011. From
these tflo monthly datasets, the climatological means VCDSCIA(t, ϑ, ϕ)

and VCDSCIA
red.res.(t, ϑ, ϕ) flere calcfflated, flhere t = 1, . . . , 12 are the

months from Janffary to December, and ϑ and ϕ are latitffdes and lon-
gitffdes, respectifiely. From these monthly climatologies, the climato-
logical correction factors (ratios) flere derified:

Γ(t, ϑ, ϕ) =
VCDSCIA(t, ϑ, ϕ)

VCDSCIA
red.res.(t, ϑ, ϕ)

. (E 4.1)

e gridded monthly afierages of the GOME measffrements are sffbse-
qffently mffltiplied flith the appropriate ratio grid of correction factors
to yield the resolfftion-corrected GOME VCDtrop NO2:

VCDGOME
corr. (t′, ϑ, ϕ) = Γ(t(t′), ϑ, ϕ)× VCDGOME(t′, ϑ, ϕ) (E 4.2)

It shoffld be noted that in principle, this correction for groffnd piffiel
size coffld also be applied to measffrements from other satellite instrff-
ments. is floffld hoflefier only be of limited ffse in the analysis of
long-term time series: Firstly, correcting GOMEmeasffrements to hafie
the spatial resolfftion of the GOME-2 instrffment floffld leafie a gap of
3.5 years (from 2003–2006) in the combined timeseries. Fffrthermore,
flith larger temporal gaps betfleen the indifiidffal instrffments’ mea-
sffrement periods, the in ffence of temporal changes to the spatial dis-
tribfftion of tropospheric NO2 floffld increase the ffncertainties of the
resfflting, resolfftion-corrected colffmns. Fffrthermore, in the case of
OMI, the groffnd piffiel size is not ffniform for all measffrements; as
OMI is an imaging instrffment, the piffiels are considerably larger to-
flards the edges of the scan. Moreofier, the in ffence of the di erence
in local measffrement time floffld blend flith the e ects of the di erent
spatial resolfftions.
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Table 4.3: Spatial sampling by original and corrected GOME measffrements.
Fraction of a pollfftion signal flith strength 1.0 and di erent spatial
effitent (gifien by its FWHM), as obserfied flhen sampled flith the
footprint of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrffments, and flith
the redffced SCIAMACHY resolfftion.

FWHM [ km] VCD GOME VCD SCIA VCD SCIA
red.res.

15 0.020 0.139 0.028
30 0.070 0.423 0.086
50 0.145 0.690 0.164
60 0.181 0.766 0.201
100 0.321 0.904 0.347
200 0.620 0.975 0.652
300 0.793 0.989 0.814

4.5.2 Expected goodness of Γ*

Efien aer afieraging ofier fie adjacent SCIAMACHY nadir piffiels, the
aained spatial effitents do not perfectly match the larger piffiels of the
GOME instrffment. erefore, one cannot effipect the proposed resolff-
tion correction to accoffnt for all obserfied di erences betfleen GOME
and SCIAMACHY measffrements. is is illffstrated by repeating the
synthetic stffdy presented in Section 4.2.1 for the footprint of fie afier-
aged SCIAMACHY piffiels. Figffre 4.10 compares synthetic same pollff-
tion signals, sampled at the spatial resolfftions of GOME, dofln-scaled
SCIAMACHY, and SCIAMACHY measffrements (40 × 320 km2, 5 ×
30 × 60 km2, and 30 × 60 km2).

e fraction of the actffal pollfftion signal flhich is obserfied at the
three di erent resolfftions is gifien in Table 4.3. It is apparent that for
pollfftion signals smaller than 100 km, all three measffrements signi -
cantly ffnderestimate the pollfftion peak, flhile they considerably ofier-
estimate the signal in sffrroffnding areas (see Fig. 4.10). Only flhen
the instrffment resolfftion gets as lofl as 50% of the spatial effitents of

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.10: Illffstration of the instrffments’ spatial resolfftion on the retriefied
pollfftion signals. A gifien pollfftion distribfftion (top le), as-
sffmed to be Gaffssian flith di erent FWHM, is sampled flith the
spatial resolfftions of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrffments,
and flith the resolfftion of the arti cially dofln-graded SCIAMA-
CHY resolfftion.
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Table 4.4: Ratios of the measffred pollfftion signals as gifien in Table 4.3

FWHM [ km] VCD SCIA

VCD GOME
VCD SCIA

VCD SCIA
red.res.

VCD SCIA
red.res.

VCD GOME

15 6.992 5.000 1.398
30 6.011 4.907 1.225
50 4.765 4.212 1.131
60 4.233 3.805 1.113
100 2.819 2.602 1.083
200 1.571 1.496 1.051
300 1.248 1.215 1.027

the pollfftion signal, the instrffments start to flell represent the actffal
NO2 distribfftion.ese resfflts are in good agreement flith Beirle et al.
(2004a), flho stffdied the di erence betfleen GOME narrofl sflath and
standard measffring mode.

Table 4.4 nally sffmmarizes the ratios of the di erentmeasffrements
to each other. e colffmn VCD SCIA

trop /VCD GOME
trop shofls the actffal rela-

tion of the tflo instrffments’ measffrements and is an indicator for the
o set one shoffld effipect to see in the GOME and SCIAMACHY time
series. VCD SCIA/VCD SCIA

red.res. is the resolfftion correction factor Γ, the-
oretically derified for the di erent pollfftion signals. Finally, the di er-
ence flhich has to be effipected to remain fiisible in the combined time
series of resolfftion-corrected GOME and original SCIAMACHY mea-
sffrements is labeled VCD SCIA

red.res./VCD GOME.
e resfflts shofl that the proposed resolfftion correctionflorks accff-

rate to flithin a fefl percent only for large, spread offt pollfftion soffrces.
In the case of isolated point soffrces, like indifiidffal large coal pofler
plants, the application of the resolfftion correction factor Γ flill bring
a signi cant improfiement in the agreement of the tflo time series, bfft
still a remaining ffnder-correction of ffp to 40% has to be effipected.
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Figffre 4.11: Annffal mean Γ̄ of the resolfftion correction factor climatology
(2003–2011). Piffiels flith a mean VCD SCIA

red.res. signi cantly lofler
than the instrffment precision (estimated to be 1014 molec cm−2)
hafie been efficlffded from the plot (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

4.5.3 Spatial variation of Γ*

e resolfftion correction factor Γ is a measffre for the spatial hetero-
geneity of the obserfied NO2 signal. Valffes of Γ larger than 1 indicate
that typically obserfied NO2 colffmns at a location are higher than in
the sffrroffnding area. Figffre 4.11 shofls the global distribfftion of the
annffal mean Γ̄(ϑ, ϕ) = 1

12 ∑t Γ(t, ϑ, ϕ) of the resolfftion correction
factor climatology. Ofier the open oceans, the signal of Γ̄ is noisy. is
is related to the large relatifie errors of the fiery loflmeasffred VCDtrop

NO2 ofier the oceans, flhich are close to or belofl the instrffment’s de-
tection limit. Ofier land, hoflefier, and especially in regions flith high
spatial gradients in NO2 emissions, sffch as the United States and Eff-
rope, the maffiima in the gridded fialffes for Γ̄ clearly coincide flith ffr-
ban agglomerations or conffrbations (see Fig. 4.12). While noisy, a line
of enhanced fialffes of Γ̄ can be distingffished ofier the Atlantic Ocean,
rffnning from the tip of North-Western France to North-Western Spain.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.12: Annffalmean Γ̄ of the resolfftion correction factor ofier the United
States (right) and Effrope (le) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

is coincides flith a major shipping line, flhose NO2 emissions hafie
prefiioffsly been discofiered in satellite imagery (Richter et al., 2004;
Franke et al., 2009; de Rffyter de Wildt et al., 2012).

Γ . . Especially in
the Western U.S., flhere NOx emissions tend to be fiery sparsely dis-
tribffted, local maffiima in Γ̄ can be aribffted to indifiidffal soffrces like
coal pofler stations. As it is to be effipected, local minima of the cor-
rection factor are fiisible longitffdinally adjacent to these peaks (see
Fig. 4.12), flhich is in good agreement flith the ndings by Beirle et al.
(2004a).

e spatial distribfftion of the resolfftion correction factor Γ̄ can re-
fieal rich strffctffres, most of flhich can be readily effiplained. Figffre 4.13
shofls the flestern part of the United States, flhere the lofl popfflation
density and sffbseqffently lofl NOx backgroffnd signal in most parts of
the coffntry allofl for easy identi cation of localized soffrces.

All major ffrban selements clearly shofl Γ̄ fialffes larger than 1. Fffr-
thermore, along almost all major highflays in the Western U.S., en-
hanced fialffes of Γ̄ can be obserfied, indicating that road tra c signi -
cantly contribfftes to measffred NO2 colffmns in most areas. Addition-
ally, many local maffiima in Γ̄ coincide flith the locations of large coal
pofler stations, flhich are knofln to considerably contribffte to anthro-
pogenic NOx pollfftion (Kim et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009a). In some
cases, hoflefier, clearly fiisible local Γ̄ maffiima do not correspond to
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pofler plants. Some of these coffld be identi ed as places of open-pit
coal mining.
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Figffre 4.13: Resolfftion correction factor Γ̄ (le) and NOx emissions (right)
ofier the flestern United States. On the le, major cities are des-
ignated by black stars. Primary roads are marked as grey lines
(U.S. Censffs Bffreaff, 2012). e pffrple line marks the 1900m ele-
fiation isoline (data from the GTOPO30 dataset, see U.S. Geolog-
ical Sffrfiey, 2004). e locations of the strongest pollffting coal
pofler stations are marked as green stars (data from the CARMA
project, see Wheeler and Ummel, 2008 and Ummel, 2012). Red
stars mark the locations of major open-pit coal mines (see In-
foMine Inc., 2012). NOxemissions for the year 2008 (right g-
ffre) are taken from the EDGAR database (Effropean Commission,
Joint Research Centre and Netherlands Enfiironmental Assess-
ment Agency, 2011).

As already obserfied by Beirle et al. (2004a), the topography also
heafiily in ffences localNO2 distribfftions. From Figffre 4.13 it is clearly
fiisible that regions flith high sffrface altitffdes correspond to Γ̄ fialffes
of less than 1 in most cases. e fefl efficeptions to this rffle are caffsed
by the high NO2 emissions from pofler plants, as in the case of the
North Valmy and Jim Bridger pofler stations, located at 117.1542°W,
40.8831° N and 108.8°W, 41.75° N, respectifiely. In some places, locally
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high Γ̄ fialffes in absence of effitended pollfftion soffrces can also be at-
tribffted to the topography, flhen NO2 emied from e.g. a coal pofler
station stays con ned to fialleys, as is the case ofier the Painted Desert
betfleen the Springerfiille and Nafiajo pofler stations, flhich are lo-
cated at 109.1636°W, 34.3186° N and 111.3917°W, 36.9125° N, respec-
tifiely.

In sffmmary, themapped resolfftion correction factor profiides a fiery
detailed fiiefl of the spatial strffctffre of tropospheric NO2 colffmns.
Since Γ̄ is a relatifie measffre, it is able to pick ffp and enhance efien
strffctffres flhich floffld normally be lost in retriefial noise. Together,
cities, pofler stations, mines, topography, and roads accoffnt for ba-
sically all fiisible featffres in the mapped resolfftion correction factor;
these fiisible featffres are all in efficellent agreement flith NOx emission
data from the EDGAR database (Effropean Commission, Joint Research
Centre and Netherlands Enfiironmental Assessment Agency, 2011).

4.5.4 Temporal variation of Γ

As the resolfftion correction factor Γ is a measffre of the relatifie NO2

abffndance compared to a location’s sffrroffndings, increasing NO2 col-
ffmns at a point soffrce shoffld in principle lead to decreasing Γ at the
same location, gifien that NO2 colffmns in the sffrroffnding areas re-
main constant. is claim can be tested by performing a simple linear
regression of the annffal means of the resolfftion correction factors Γ.
As the signal of Γ is relatifiely noisy, signi cant resfflts can only be
obtained for fefl selected cities. Figffre 4.14 shofls the signi cant tem-
poral changes of both Γ and VCDtrop NO2 for the sffrroffndings of the
tflo megacities Tehran and Beijing.

For Beijing, positifie trends in VCDtrop NO2 in regions sffrroffnding
the city clearly coincide flith negatifie trends in Γ ofier the city itself.
As the NO2 load in sffrroffnding areas increases faster than ofier the
city itself, the ratio of NO2 in and aroffnd the city decreases, flhich
shofls in negatifie trends in Γ. While at rst sight it might be sffrpris-
ing that the center of Beijing does not shofl signi cant NO2 trends,
this is in agreement flith Schneider and fian der A (2012), flho also
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do not see signi cant NO2 trends in Beijing itself for the 2003–2011
time period. Hoflefier, it shoffld be effipected that the bfflk of the fiis-
ible NO2 increases comes from groflth of the emiing area, and not
of the emissions in the city center. Fffrther possible reasons inclffde
the sefiere emission control measffres dffring the 2008 Olympic Games,
flhich lead to a decrease in NO2 concentrations of ffp to 60% (Mijling
et al., 2009). Efien thoffgh NO2 colffmns ofier Beijing hafie qffickly re-
gained their original high fialffes, this ‘dent’ can in ffence the signi -
cance lefiel of the trend calcfflations. While MAXDOAS measffrements
hafie shofln increasing NO2 colffmns ofier Beijing aer 2008 (Ma et al.,
2013), it is possible that progress in emission control technology has
lead to a slofldofln of emission increases, leading to a signifance lefiel
belofl 95%. Also, it mffst be considered that Beijing sff ers sefierely
from fiery high aerosol lefiels. ese strongly scaering and absorbing
aerosol layers can be mistaken for cloffds by the FRESCO algorithm,
flhich in tffrn leads to the measffrements being mistakenly agged as
cloffdy. As the nffmber of afiailable measffrements from SCIAMACHY
is already qffite lofl (only ffp to siffi measffrements per month), this can
hafie signi cant impact on the random error of the monthly mean NO2

colffmns, increasing the trend ffncertainty.
In the case of Tehran, the increasing NO2 colffmns ofier the city

and its sister tofln Karaj are accompanied by signi cantly decreasing
Γ ofier the neighboring Alborz moffntains. As the NO2 pollfftion ofier
the ffrban areas increases, the ratio of NO2 aroffnd and in the city de-
creases.

ese tflo effiamples shofl that in principle, the spatial distribfftion
of the temporal changes of Γ is consistent flith the retriefied VCDtrop

NO2 themselfies. Hoflefier, as the time series is relatifiely short, most
places do not shofl statistically signi cant temporal changes.

4.5.5 Validation of the resolution correction*

In many cases, the resolfftion correction florks effitremely flell. is
can be efialffated ffsing data from the period of ofierlapping measffre-

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.14: Temporal changes of resolfftion correction factor Γ andNO2 mea-
sffrements, for the Beijing and Tehran areas, gridded to 0.125°. All
trends hafie been calcfflated from SCIAMACHY measffrements
in the 2003–2011 period. NO2 trends are calcfflated flith the
trend model from Eq. 4.3 (flithofft the lefielshi terms δU(t) and
(γ − 1)U(t)), and the changes in Γ are estimated ffsing a linear
regression of the annffal means. Only trends signi cant at the
5% lefiel are ploed. e backgroffnd shofls LANDSAT imagery
(U.S. Geological Sffrfiey). Urban areas, as classi ed by the GLOB-
COVER database (Effropean Space Agency, 2009) , are enclosed
in yellofl.

ments of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrffments (Affgffst 2002–Jffne
2003). To redffce the impact of temporal sampling, only data points for
flhich both instrffments hafie measffrements on the same day are in-
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clffded in the fialidation. For Effrope, Fig. 4.2 compares original GOME
and SCIAMACHY measffrements to spatially dofln-sampled SCIAMA-
CHY and resolfftion-corrected GOME measffrements. e spatial dis-
tribfftion of GOME measffrements is flell approffiimated by the dofln-
sampled SCIAMACHYmeasffrements. Fffrthermore, the greater spatial
detail inherent to the gridded SCIAMACHYmeasffrements is obfiioffsly
flell transferred to the resolfftion-corrected GOME measffrements.

A more detailed comparison ofier pollfftion hot spots is profiided in
Figffre 4.15, flhich shofls the monthly mean fialffes of VCDtrop NO2

for the foffr cities Mffmbai, Seoffl, Meffiico City, and Rome.While in the
direct comparison, there are di erences of ffp to a factor of tflo, most
of the corrected GOME data agree flith SCIAMACHY data flithin 10%,
independent of season. ite oen, hoflefier, the correction method
actffally ofiershoots, flhich leads to ffnreasonably high VCDtrop NO2

for the corrected GOME measffrements, especially ofier ffrban areas.
As an effiample, the foffr cities Hoffston, Baghdad, Cairo, and Karachi
are shofln in Figffre 4.16. When performed ofier larger areas, a small
ofier-correction is also obserfiable in some months (see Figffre 4.17).

4.5.6 Discussion*

e apparent ofiercorrection in some sitffations is initially at least ffneffi-
pected, as from the approffiimations made, one floffld effipect the correc-
tion to ffnderestimate the resolfftion e ect, becaffse the SCIAMACHY
piffiels flith redffced resolfftion still only cofier abofft 70% of the groffnd
area of a GOME measffrement. ere are sefieral possible reasons for
the obserfied di erences: A problem flith the approach ffsed for reso-
lfftion correction, a bias in one or both of the data sets, or real NO2

di erences, for effiample from the di erent ofierpass times of the tflo
satellites, flhich coffld lead to systematically di erent NO2 colffmns.

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).

Depending on the effitent of the ffrban sprafll, the indifiidffal city regions hafie
been de ned as rectangles flith edge lengths betfleen 0.5°and 1.0°.
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Figffre 4.15: Monthly afierages of VCDtrop NO2 ofier foffr effiemplary areas
shofling fiery good agreement betfleen corrected GOME and
original SCIAMACHYmeasffrements, for the time period Affgffst
2002 - Jffne 2003. Only those days for flhich both GOME and
SCIAMACHY measffrements for a city are afiailable are taken
into accoffnt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

For most infiestigated areas, dofln-sampled SCIAMACHY measffre-
ments agree effitremely flell flith original GOME measffrements (see
Figs. 4.15–4.17), shofling that the derified resolfftion correction factor
Γ shoffld in principle flell captffre the di erences betfleen the tflo in-
strffments flhich are dffe to their respectifie spatial resolfftions.

Possible biases betfleen the tflo instrffments coffld in principle be
efialffated ffsing GOME’s narrofl-sflath mode. Hoflefier, as this mode
flas operating only efiery 12 days, temporal cofierage is effitremely
sparse. While this does not prefient the analysis of spatial paerns
(see, e. g., Beirle et al. (2004a)), time series of VCDtrop from the narrofl-
sflath mode are sffbject to large in ffence of measffrement fiariability
(see Fig. 4.17).

As a neffit check, it flas infiestigated flhether DOAS analysis of the
spatially afieraged SCIAMACHY spectra actffally yields the samemean
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Figffre 4.16: Monthly afierages of VCDtrop NO2 ofier foffr effiemplary areas
shofling a signi cant ofier-correction, for the time period Affgffst
2002 – Jffne 2003. Only those days for flhich both GOME and
SCIAMACHYmeasffrements for a city are afiailable are taken into
accoffnt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

SCDtot NO2 as from the regfflar measffrements. e resfflts for 4 effi-
emplary orbits from the year 2011 are shofln in Tab. 4.5. e open
Paci c Ocean flas chosen for this rst test becaffse in this pristine re-
gion, spatially homogeneoffs NO2 measffrements can be effipected. As
the measffred slant colffmns agree almost perfectly in most cases, one
can conclffde that for homogeneoffs scenes, the spatial afieraging of
the measffred spectra does not in ffence the magnitffde of the retriefied
VCDtrop.

When repeating the same test for regions a ected by the ofier-correc-
tion, e.g. the relatifiely isolated pollfftion hot spot formed by the city of
Cairo in Northern Egypt, original SCIAMACHYmeasffrements gifie an
ffp to 10% higher afierage than those flith dofln-sampled spatial reso-
lfftion, efien flhen considering an area as large as 4°×5°. is sffggests
that for heterogeneoffs groffnd scenes, an afieraging of the measffred
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Table 4.5: Relatifie di erence of original SCIAMACHY measffrements
SCDSCIA(ϑ, ϕ) and redffced-resolfftion SCIAMACHY measffre-
ments SCDSCIA

red.res.(ϑ, ϕ) for foffr effiemplary orbits from the year
2011.

relatifie di erence SCDSCIA(ϑ,ϕ)
SCDSCIA

red.res.(ϑ,ϕ)
− 1 [%]

orbit nffmber 46222 47514 48821 50143
Latitffde range 01 Jan 2011 01 Apr 2011 01 Jffl 2011 01 Oct 2011

90°S - 80°S -0.15 +0.00 n/a +0.75
80°S - 70°S +4.1 -16. n/a +2.6
70°S - 60°S +1.0 +2.7 -6.1 +0.68
60°S - 50°S +0.90 +0.87 +2.3 +0.44
50°S - 40°S +0.75 +2.2 +1.7 +0.49
40°S - 30°S +0.12 +0.59 +0.92 +2.3
30°S - 20°S -0.32 +0.23 +1.2 +0.59
20°S - 10°S -0.34 +0.29 -0.54 +0.51
10°S - 0° +0.28 -0.29 -0.051 +0.35
0° - 10°N +0.75 +1.1 +0.054 +0.062

10°N - 20°N +0.47 +0.056 +0.063 +0.62
20°N - 30°N +0.12 +0.086 -0.11 +0.36
30°N - 40°N +0.51 +0.11 +0.080 +0.62
40°N - 50°N +0.61 -0.014 +0.38 +0.25
50°N - 60°N +0.29 +0.33 +0.66 +0.64
60°N - 70°N -16. +1.2 +0.90 +0.22
70°N - 80°N +3.8 -1.0 +2.3 -6.3
80°N - 90°N n/a -2.4 +0.83 -17.
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Figffre 4.17: Monthly afierages of VCDtrop NO2 ofier foffr coffntry to conti-
nental scale areas, for the time period Affgffst 2002 – Jffne 2003.
e regions are the same as ffsed in Richter et al. (2005). Only
those days for flhich both GOME and SCIAMACHY measffre-
ments for a city are afiailable are taken into accoffnt (from Hilboll
et al., 2013a).

spectra is not alflays eqffifialent to an afieraging of the actffal NO2

colffmns, and hints toflards possible non-linearities in the approach.
As this e ect is most oen obserfied for cities in desert-like areas,

one coffld also specfflate that the spectral signatffre of bare soil, flhich
flas shofln to in ffence NO2 DOAS retriefials by Richter et al. (2011), is
di erently captffred by the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrffments and
thffs leads to the obserfied ofier-correction. One reason for this coffld
be the di erent local ofierpass times of the tflo instrffments: as GOME
measffres approffi. 30 minfftes later than SCIAMACHY, the measffre-
ments are at lofler solar zenith angle, flhich leads to di erences in the
ffpflelling radiance, possibly in ffencing the soil signal.

Since the resolfftion correction factors are calcfflated from the NO2

colffmns measffred by SCIAMACHY dffring the years 2003–2011, they
represent the afierage spatial distribfftion of this time period. For cities
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flith large temporal NO2 changes, this can potentially lead to inaccffra-
cies flhen the afierage spatial strffctffre of 2003–2011 is sffperimposed
on measffrements from 2002/2003 and before. Rapid changes, sffch as
constrffction of nefl pofler plants, groflth of cities, or implementation
of NOx redffction technologies may change the spatial paern of NO2

on the scales resolfied by SCIAMACHY (see Sect. 4.5.4), leading to bi-
ases in the GOME resolfftion correction. Hoflefier, analysis of annffal
(instead of climatologically afieraged) resolfftion correction factors did
not yield rm efiidence for sffch systematic e ects, at least not flithin
the ffncertainty of the fialffes.

e potential in ffence of the di erence in measffrement times coffld
in principle be infiestigated ffsing GOME measffrements from the in-
strffment’s narrofl sflath mode. In practice, the small nffmber of sffch
measffrements and the di erent temporal sampling compared to nor-
mal instrffment operation make an interpretation of the resfflts fiery
challenging.

Formost infiestigated cities, the resolfftion correction factor is a fialff-
able tool to combine NO2 measffrements from GOME and SCIAMA-
CHY consistently, as it is able to captffre the impact of the di erent in-
strffmental resolfftions fiery flell. Aer applying it to GOME measffre-
ments, combined time series of troposphericNO2 colffmns do not shofl
instrffmental di erences any more in many cases (Fig. 4.18), allofling
for the rst time the efialffation of long-term NO2 trends ofier local hot-
spots. Hoflefier, it has to be noted that especially ofier small, localized
regions, the resolfftion correction does not flork perfectly flell; espe-
cially for qffantitatifie trend analysis flith corresponding error analysis,
a di erent approach shoffld be defieloped.
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Figffre 4.18: Time series of original GOME (blffe), resolfftion-corrected GOME
(green), and SCIAMACHY (red) measffrements of tropospheric
NO2 for the three selected megacities Mffmbai, Seoffl, and Meffi-
ico City (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

4.6 

4.6.1 Method*

An alternatifie approach to efialffate the combined time series for tem-
poral changes is to ffse a trend model flhich inclffdes a parameter al-
lofling for adjffstments betfleen the tflo data sets. Sffch an analysis is
not based on modelling the physical process of spatial afieraging bfft
has the adfiantage of accoffnting also for other di erences betfleen the
datasets and of profiiding a more rigoroffs error assessment. In order

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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to accoffnt for the systematic di erence betfleen GOME and SCIAMA-
CHYmeasffrements, the approach proposed byMierffch et al. (2008) for
the analysis of global flater fiapoffr trends flas follofled. e method
is based on the flork of Weatherhead et al. (1998) and Tiao et al. (1990),
and effiplicitly accoffnts for the instrffmental di erence flith a lefielshi
parameter in the ing procedffre.

In addition to a linear change and an annffal cycle in the obserfied
NO2 colffmns, the trend model effiplicitly accoffnts for a) a lefielshi
betfleen the tflo instrffments and b) for a change in the amplitffde of
the seasonal fiariation. In brief, the time series of monthly afierages of
NO2 measffrements Y(t) is described by the eqffation

Y(t) = µ + ωt + δU(t) + S(t) + N(t) (E 4.3)

flhere µ is the VCDtrop measffrement at time t = 0, ω is the monthly
trend component, and t is the time in months since Janffary 1996. δ is
the lefielshi betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY measffrements occffr-
ring at time t = T0 (flhich flas set to Janffary 2003), and U(t) is the
step fffnction

U(t) =

{

0 t < T0

1 t ≥ T0
(E 4.4)

e seasonal component S(t) has the same shape (represented by har-
monic fffnctions) and fiarying amplitffde for the tflo instrffments, and
is modelled by

S(t) = (1 + (γ − 1)U(t))
4

∑
j=1

(

β1,j sin

(

2π jt

12

)

+ β2,j cos

(

2π jt

12

))

(E 4.5)
flhere the term (γ − 1)U(t) describes the amplitffde change of the
seasonality component at the change betfleen the instrffments. N(t),
nally, is the noise component, i.e. the part of the time series flhich

cannot be effiplained by the ffnderlying model.
e trend estimator ω̂ is calcfflated in a tflo-step procedffre: First,

the noise components N(t) are derified by solfiing Eq. 4.3 for those es-
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Figffre 4.19: Afftocorrelation coe cient of the noise process N(t) (blffe)
flith 1σ-fiariability (red) for all global timeseries, gridded to
0.25°×0.25°.

timators µ̂, ω̂, δ̂, and γ̂ flhich lead to minimal N(t). Aer sffbtracting
the seasonal component S(t), flhich ffsffally has negligible e ect on
the estimation of the other trend parameters (Weatherhead et al., 1998),
the afftocorrelations are accoffnted for ffsing a linear matriffi transfor-
mation. Finally, linear regression is applied to derifie the estimators µ̂,
ω̂, δ̂, and γ̂ (Mierffch et al., 2008).

For the estimation of the trend error, it is assffmed that the noise
process N(t) is AR(1), i. e., afftoregressifie flith lag 1, an assffmption
flhich is clearly fialid in the present case (see Fig. 4.19). e afftocorre-
lation in the noise is accoffnted for in the error calcfflation as detailed
in Mierffch et al. (2008). e trend is assffmed to be signi cant if and
only if

PH0 (|ω̂| > 2σω̂) = erf
(

ˆ|ω|
σω̂

√
2

)

> 95% (E 4.6)

flith
erf(x) =

2√
π

∫ x

0
e−t2

dt (E 4.7)

being the Gaffss error fffnction.
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Figffre 4.20: Comparison of resolfftion correction factor and lefielshi o set
(from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

4.6.2 Comparison of resolution correction factor Γ and levelshi param-
eter δ*

As both the resolfftion correction factor Γ and the lefielshi param-
eter δ are measffres for hofl large the tropospheric NO2 content at
a gifien point is compared to its sffrroffnding area, the tflo datasets
shoffld shofl large similarities. Indeed, as shofln in Fig. 4.20, the maps
of the respectifie impacts of Γ and δ are in fiery good agreement. For effi-
ample, large ffrban agglomerations, sffch asMadrid, Paris, Moscofl, and
Istanbffl, are clearly fiisible in both datasets. As the tflo methods are
ffnconnected and only depend on the satellite measffrements, one can
conclffde that both techniqffes are legitimate approaches to ofiercome
the issffe of fiarying piffiel sizes flhen combining measffrements from
GOME and SCIAMACHY. Hoflefier, the lefielshi can also accoffnt for
other, not resolfftion related di erences betfleen the tflo datasets.

If the resolfftion correction method described in Sect. 4.5 florked
perfectly flell, the application of the lefielshi trend model (Eq. 4.3)
to resolfftion-corrected GOME measffrements VCD GOME

corr and SCIA-
MACHY measffrements VCD SCIA

trop shoffld yield a lefielshi δ eqffifia-
lent to the instrffmental bias betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY mea-

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.21: Comparison of lefielshi o set δ betfleen the original (le) and
resolfftion-corrected (right) GOME measffrements and the SCIA-
MACHY dataset (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

sffrements, flhich is assffmed to be negligibly small. In practice, the
resolfftion correction only prodffces fialid resfflts flhen the actffal tro-
pospheric NO2 colffmn is considerably larger than the instrffment’s
detection limit, as pointed offt in Sect. 4.5.3. Figffre 4.21 compares the
spatial distribfftion of the lefielshi o set δ calcfflated for the original
and the resolfftion-corrected GOME datasets. As effipected, the original
data shofl a characteristic paern of positifie and negatifie lefielshis
δ ofier and adjacent to pollfftion hot spots, respectifiely, along the East
and Soffth coasts of the Japanese main island Honshū and ofier Soffth
Korea. ese paerns dissolfie flhen the lefielshi model is applied
to resolfftion-corrected GOME measffrements. Hoflefier, the lefielshi
does not totally fianish. While ofier Japan and the Korean peninsffla,
δ is redffced signi cantly and close to zero in the resolfftion-corrected
dataset, the area aroffnd Shanghai in Eastern China still shofls enhanced
lefielshis of 10 − 14 × 1015 molec cm−2 , flhich is abofft 40% lofler
than in the original dataset. One possible effiplanation is the temporal
changes in the spatial NO2 paerns, flhich cannot be accoffnted for
ffsing the resolfftion correction factor (see Sect. 4.5.6). As it can be seen
from Fig. 4.24, the largest changes in tropospheric NO2 colffmns in
the Shanghai area do not happen in the city itself, bfft rather North-
West of Shanghai. Most of these changes are dffe to a steep increase
in the years 2002–2005. is resfflts in a decrease of the spatial NO2

gradient ofier time, and conseqffently, the resolfftion correction factor
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calcfflated from the 2003–2011 climatology is too lofl for the stronger
spatial gradients of the 1996–2002 period. As a resfflt, a clearly fiisible
gap betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY measffrements remains in the
time series for Shanghai, flhich resfflts in the large lefielshi flhich can
be obserfied.

4.6.3 Global distribution of tropospheric NO2 changes*

e lefielshimodel has been applied to the combined dataset of GOME
(Jan 1996 –Dec 2002) and SCIAMACHY (Jan 2003 –Dec 2011) measffre-
ments.e resfflts shofl strong and signi cant changes in tropospheric
NO2 colffmns for large areas in North America, Effrope, the Middle
East, China, Japan, and India (see Fig. 4.22). While Western coffntries
hafie effiperienced strongly decreasing VCDtrop NO2 dffring the past 16
years, defieloping coffntries like India, China, and in the Middle East,
shofl strongly increasing NO2 colffmns. Ofier the United States, large
decreases can be obserfied for the Los Angeles metropolitan area and
for large parts of the Eastern U.S. ere, the areas flith the largest re-
dffctions coincide flith those areas already shofln to be strongly af-
fected by pofler plant emission redffctions (see Kim et al., 2006). In the
Middle East, the large increases are limited to large ffrban agglomer-
ations, like the cities of Dimashq, Baghdad, Kffflait, Tehran, Isfahan,
Riyadh, Jeddah, Cairo, Doha, and Dffbai. For the regions de ned in Fig.
4.5, the resfflts are sffmmarised in Tab. 4.6. All these obserfiations are
in good agreement flith the general ndings presented in Sect. 4.4, and
are backed byGranier et al. (2011), flho report according trends in NOx

emissions in all major emission infientories.
e resfflts from the combined GOME/SCIAMACHY dataset can be

compared to trends flhich are derified from GOME or SCIAMACHY
measffrements alone, as shofln in Fig. 4.23. Obfiioffs di erences can be
identi ed for North America, Effrope, and China. Ofier the East coast
of the U.S., the largest annffal decreases in tropospheric NO2 colffmns
can be obserfied in the SCIAMACHY time series. In Effrope, the GOME

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figffre 4.22: Slope ω of the linear trend component of the lefielshi trend
model (Eq. 4.3), applied to monthly afierages of GOME and SCIA-
MACHY measffrements from 1996–2011, gridded to 0.25°. ose
grid cells flhere the tflo-sided p-fialffe for a hypothesis test flhose
nffll hypothesis is that the slope is zero is larger than 0.05 are effi-
clffded from the plot (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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Figffre 4.23: Slope ω of the seasonality model (Eq. 4.3 flithofft the lefielshi
terms δU(t) and (γ − 1)U(t)), applied to monthly afierages of
GOME (top) and SCIAMACHY (boom) measffrements alone. All
data hafie been gridded to 0.25° before performing the model t.
Contrary to Fig. 4.22, insigni cant trends hafie not been masked
offt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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(a) absolffte changes (b) relatifie changes (base year 1996)

Figffre 4.24: Annffal change in VCDtrop NO2 ofier China derified from the
lefielshi trend model for the years 1996–2011. e maps shofl
the signi cant fialffes of the linear trend component ω from the
lefielshi model (Eq. 4.3) in absolffte fialffes (le) and relatifie
changes (right) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

time series shofls considerably larger decreases in VCDtrop NO2 than
both the SCIAMACHY and the combined time series. At the Chinese
East coast, nally, the area shofling large annffal increases is consider-
ably larger in the SCIAMACHY period than in the GOME time series.
is obserfiation is consistentflith the obserfied increase in the fraction
of highly pollffted areas in China (see Fig. 4.7), and is backed by a com-
parison of absolffte to relatifie changes, as shofln in Fig. 4.24. While
in the absolffte changes, the flell knofln area of East Central China
shofls the largest ffpflard trend, the spatial distribfftion of the relatifie
changes is more homogeneoffs, and the largest relatifie increases are
actffally seen at the margins of the area flith highest NO2 colffmns.
Large annffal increases of 10% and more can be obserfied in effitended
areas. Apart from the Chinese coastal area, flhich hosts the bfflk of the
nation’s economic actifiities and is knofln for its high lefiels of air pol-
lfftion, other regions shofl large relatifie trends as flell. Especially in
Inner Mongolia and Xingjiang, and in the Ningffiia, Shaanffii, and Gansff
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regions of central China, large relatifie groflth rates in tropospheric
NO2 colffmns can be obserfied. As these areas still shofl relatifiely lofl
VCDtrop NO2, they do not stand offt in the absolffte annffal increases.
It shoffld hoflefier be noted that especially in these regions of large
economic groflth, nefl point soffrces (like e.g. pofler plants) can be
constrffcted, and their nefl emissions flill shofl ffp as large non-linear
relatifie groflth rates. Another interesting aspect in Fig. 4.24 is the large
increase of NO2 ofier the ocean betfleen China and Korea. is NO2

is aribffted to transport of air from the pollffted regions on land and
gifies an idea of the impact of transport on the NO2 elds obserfied in
coffntries doflnflind of China. Any increases in emissions from ship-
ping also need to be considered. It is noteflorthy to also point offt that
the e ect of transport of air pollfftion also limits the spatial resolfftion
of the satellite NO2 maps, in particfflar in flinter.

e di erences betfleen the trends in the GOME and SCIAMACHY
time periods indicates an ofierall problem flith the assffmption of lin-
ear trends in NOx emissions and NO2 colffmns. As emissions are con-
trolled by technological, political, and economic factors, rapid, non-
linear changes hafie to be effipected. is issffe has already been raised
by Konofialofi et al. (2010), bfft for most regions, the length of the time
series in combination flith the ffncertainties of the indifiidffal fialffes
does not yet allofl for reliable detection of the non-linear component
of the obserfied changes. Hoflefier, for indifiidffal time series ofier se-
lected regions (i.e. Los Angeles and Athens), the non-linearity is obfii-
offs and has to be taken into accoffnt flhen interpreting the data.

4.6.4 VCDtrop NO2 over megacities*

e lefielshi trend model enables the defielopment of indifiidffal pol-
lfftion hot spots’ NO2 abffndances to be infiestigated. As it does not
reqffire the spatial dofln-sampling applied in prefiioffs stffdies (fian der
A et al., 2008; Konofialofi et al., 2010), accffrate estimation of the tem-

*Parts of this sffbsection hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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Table 4.6: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) and the mfflti-instrffment t (Eq. 4.8) for the regions shofln in
Fig. 4.5.e relatifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996
annffal mean.

Region Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Mfflti-instrffment t
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Continental U.S. -0.82± 0.14 -1.72± 0.30 -0.78± 0.20 -1.66± 0.42
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.94± 0.38 -2.96± 0.38 -2.65± 0.47 -2.69± 0.48
Western Effrope -2.94± 0.63 -2.61± 0.56 -2.63± 0.85 -2.35± 0.76

Japan -0.49± 0.13 -1.24± 0.33 -0.49± 0.17 -1.24± 0.42
Middle East +0.779± 0.082 +4.00± 0.42 +0.727± 0.093 +3.70± 0.47

East Central China +10.1± 1.1 +20.5± 2.2 +8.7± 1.2 +16.3± 2.2
North Central India +1.30± 0.27 +4.05± 0.84 +1.05± 0.32 +3.23± 0.98

poral efiolfftion of NO2 pollfftion of localized soffrces becomes feasible.
e trend estimates for a fiariety of megacities are sffmmarized in Tab.
4.7. e strongest relatifie ffpflard trends are fiisible ofier the cities of
Dhaka in Bangladesh and Baghdad in Iraq, at and, respectifiely, flhich
is in agreement flith Schneider and fian der A (2012). e apparent dif-
ference betfleen offr trend estimates and those pffblished in Schneider
and fian der A (2012) can be effiplained flith the di erent reference year
(1996 fis. 2002).

e retriefiedNO2 trend is comparable ffsing original and resolfftion-
correctedGOMEmeasffrements in the lefielshi t; in fiirtffally all cases
the absolffte groflth rates betfleen the tflo datasets agree flithin the
assffmed ffncertainty (see Tab. 4.7). e respectifie relatifie trends, hofl-
efier, di er considerably, mainly becaffse the data in the reference year
1996 are systematically higher in the resolfftion-corrected GOME than
in the original dataset. Effiemplary, time series for Nefl York, Tehran,
Mffmbai, and Beijing are shofln in Figffre 4.25.

For all foffr cities, the gridded VCDtrop NO2 (on a 1
16 °× 1

16 ° grid)
hafie been afieraged ofier an area of 1.0°×0.5° (1.0°×0.75° in the case
of Mffmbai). In all cases, it is clearly fiisible that a) there are signi cant
di erences betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY measffrements flhich
mffst not be ignored, and that b) these di erences are being addressed
by the lefielshi method fiery flell. Nefl York shofls a strongly decreas-
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Table 4.7: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) and the mfflti-instrffment t (Eq. 4.8) for a list of megacities.
e relatifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal
mean. Non-signi cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shofln in italics.

City Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Mfflti-instrffment t
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Algiers +0.74± 0.14 +3.64±0.69 +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.88
Athens -2.33± 0.70 -4.1±1.2 -2.09± 0.83 -3.7± 1.5
Baghdad +3.54± 0.33 +20.7±1.9 +3.24± 0.37 +18.0± 2.1
Beijing +8.8± 2.5 +6.7±1.9 +9.5± 2.9 +7.3± 2.2

Bffenos Aires +1.14± 0.48 +3.9±1.6 +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6
Cairo +1.91± 0.25 +7.21±0.93 +1.73± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0

Chicago -6.7± 1.8 -4.1±1.1 -6.2± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4
Dhaka +3.66± 0.52 +27.2±3.9 +3.41± 0.54 +24.0± 3.8

Dimashq +3.44± 0.54 +10.2±1.6 +2.62± 0.53 +7.2± 1.4
Gffangzhoff +1.2± 2.0 1.3±2.0 +0.2± 2.6 +0.2± 2.6
Hong Kong -2.6± 1.8 -2.3±1.6 -1.1± 2.3 -1.0± 2.1
Istanbffl -0.5± 1.1 -0.7±1.5 -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5
Jakarta -1.45± 0.42 -3.9±1.1 -1.19± 0.41 3.3± 1.1
Jeddah +1.30± 0.29 +4.07±0.92 +1.4 2± 0.36 +4.5± 1.2
Karachi +0.94± 0.22 +6.8±1.6 +0.85± 0.25 +6.0± 1.8
Kolkata +0.75± 0.22 +2.98±0.89 +0.80± 0.26 +3.2± 1.0
Lagos +0.41± 0.10 +3.41±0.83 +0.33± 0.12 +2.68± 0.95
Lima +0.99± 0.40 +7.1±2.9 +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7

London -4.4± 1.3 -2.40±0.71 -3.0± 1.6 -1.66± 0.91
Los Angeles -13.7± 1.7 -6.00±0.72 -13.2± 2.6 -5.8± 1.2

Manila -1.13± 0.18 -5.32±0.85 -1.03± 0.20 -4.93± 0.95
Meffiico City -0.65± 0.83 -1.2±1.5 +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6
Moscofl -0.2± 1.5 -0.3±1.9 -1.4± 1.6 -1.6± 1.9
Mffmbai +0.82± 0.17 4.31±0.91 +0.70± 0.21 +3.6± 1.1

Nefl Delhi +3.07± 0.53 +9.3±1.6 +2.57± 0.60 +7.4± 1.7
Nefl York -5.3± 1.7 -2.45±0.80 -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0
Osaka -1.94± 0.98 -1.74±0.88 -2.54± 0.98 -2.23± 0.86
Paris -4.6± 2.0 -3.0±1.3 -5.2± 2.5 -3.3± 1.6
Riyadh +2.01± 0.39 +6.7±1.3 +2.05± 0.38 +6.9± 1.3

São Paolo +0.52± 0.46 -1.3±1.2 +0.37± 0.52 +0.9± 1.3
Seoffl +0.6±1.7 0.4±1.1 +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2

Shanghai +11.9± 3.1 +12.8±3.3 +9.4± 3.0 +9.2± 2.9
Shenzhen -2.4± 1.6 -1.9±1.3 -2.2± 1.7 -1.8± 1.3
Tehran +2.08± 0.68 +5.7±1.9 +2.68± 0.93 +7.8± 2.7
Tokyo -5.2± 1.1 -3.61±0.79 -5.4± 1.4 -3.77± 0.97
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(a) Nefl York
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(b) Tehran
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(c) Mffmbai
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(d) Beijing

Figffre 4.25: Time series of monthly VCDtrop NO2 (dots), ed lefielshi
trend model (thick line), and linear component of the t (straight
line) for the time periods 1996–2002 (GOME, blffe) and 2003–2011
(SCIAMACHY, red) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

ing trend of −5.3 ± 1.7 × 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1. is is considerably
stronger than the−0.3± 1.7× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1 reported for the
1996–2006 time period by fian der A et al. (2008). Hoflefier, one has to
note the di erences, namely that offr stffdy period is fie years longer,
and that fian der A et al. did not accoffnt for instrffmental di erences
betfleen GOME and SCIAMACHY measffrements. Figffre 4.25 shofls
that VCDtrop measffred by SCIAMACHY are signi cantly higher than
those retriefied from GOME measffrements, flhich leads to an ffnder-
estimation of a doflnflard trend if not accoffnted for. Tehran, Mffmbai,
and Beijing all shofl fiery pronoffnced ffpflard trends of+2.1± 0.68×
1014, +8.2 ± 1.7 × 1014, and +8.8 ± 2.5 × 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1, re-
spectifiely. ese resfflts compare flell to those reported by fian der
A et al. (2008), flho qffote +2.6 ± 0.5 × 1014, +7 ± 3 × 1013, and
+12± 2.9× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1. When repeated for the 1996–2006
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period, the resfflts of the trend calcfflation become similar to those by
fian der A et al. (2008) both in magnitffde an in ffncertainty (see Table
B.5). Here, I derifie trends of+1.9± 0.82× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1 and
+8.8 ± 3.6 × 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1, for Tehran and Beijing, respec-
tifiely. e larger trends by fian der A et al. might partly be caffsed
by them not accoffnting for the o set betfleen GOME and SCIAMA-
CHY measffrements, as the jffmp in NO2 fialffes betfleen the tflo in-
strffments biases a standard trend model toflards higher groflth rates.
Generally, one can obserfie a confiincing redffction of the trend ffncer-
tainties by ffsing offr lefielshi model, as compared to the estimates
presented in fian der A et al. (2008), flhich leads to signi cant trends in
most of the regions considered in this stffdy. Hoflefier, this redffction
in ffncertainty is mostly dffe to the longer stffdy period.

Comparing the trend resfflts from the tflo stffdy periods 1996–2006
and 1996–2011 fffrther illffstrates that, e. g., the North Americanmegac-
ities NeflYork City and Los Angeles shofl fiery pronoffnced doflnflard
NO2 trends in the longer period, flhile the trend analysis does not yield
any signi cant trends for 1996-2006 alone. is is dffe to an interplay
betfleen changes in economic actifiity, emission control measffres, and
nonlinear chemistry, flhich can lead to non-linear NO2 changes, as al-
ready obserfied by Rffssell et al. (2012).

In China, it is interesting to note that the cities in the Pearl Rifier
Delta (Gffangzhoff, Shenzhen, and Hong Kong) do not shofl signi cant
trends. While this might be effipected in Hong Kong, flhich indffstri-
alised earlier and has an adfianced lefiel of economic defielopment, it
seems sffrprising that NO2 pollfftion in Shenzhen, flhose popfflation
has more than doffbled since 1995 (O’Donnell, 2011), has not increased.
Hoflefier, the regional gofiernment of Hong Kong has established ef-
fectifie fiehicle emission control measffres dffring the 2000s, leading
to a signi cant decrease of 28% in roadside NOx concentrations be-
tfleen 1999 and 2011, flith concentrations sloflly starting to increase
again since 2009 (Air Science Groffp, Enfiironmental Protection Depart-
ment, e Gofiernment of Hong Kong Special Administratifie Region,
2012). Fffrthermore, the regional gofiernments of Hong Kong and the
Gffangdong profiince hafie in 2003 agreed on the Pearl Rifier Delta Re-
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gional Air ality Management Plan (Enfiironmental Protection De-
partment, e Gofiernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratifie
Region‘, 2004), flhich seems to hafie considerably slofled the increase
of air pollfftant emissions (Enfiironmental Protection Department, e
Gofiernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratifie Region‘, 2012),
e ectifiely coffnteracting the hffge increase in popfflation and indffs-
trial actifiity.

4.7 
*

As measffrements of tropospheric NO2 from di erent satellite instrff-
ments are becoming afiailable, it is necessary to nd flays to analyse
these data in an integrated consistent and consolidated manner. e
lefielshi model presented in Sect. 4.6 has the limitation that it can only
accoffnt for onemeasffrement per time step.erefore, the method flas
efiolfied to be able to ffse measffrements from all foffr afiailable instrff-
ments by defieloping a non-linear trend model accoffnting for the dif-
ferences in the measffred VCDtrop from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI,
and GOME-2 (Hilboll et al., 2013b).

4.7.1 Method description**

e time series Y(t, i) of afierage NO2 measffrements made by instrff-
ment i in month t is modeled as

Y(t, i) = µi + ωt + ηi × S(t) + N(t, i) (E 4.8)

S(t) =
4

∑
j=1

(

β1,j sin

(

2π jt

12

)

+ β2,j cos

(

2π jt

12

))

.

ω is the linear trend component, flhich is assffmed to be common
among all foffr instrffments. µi are the o sets of the linear trend per

*is section has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).

**is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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instrffment, and ηi gifies the relatifie amplitffde of the seasonality com-
ponent (flith η1 ≡ 1). e optimal trend estimators (ω̂, . . .) are then
calcfflated by minimizing the sffm of the sqffared noise components
N(t, i), applying fleights to the indifiidffal monthly afierages Y(t, i) to
accoffnt for the fiarying nffmber of instrffments profiiding VCDtrop at
time t.

4.7.2 Error analysis*

As the mfflti-instrffment trend model allofls more than one measffre-
ment at each point in time, an analytical derifiation of the resfflting
ffncertainties is not easily possible. erefore, the ffncertainties of the
trend estimators hafie been calcfflated ffsing the bootstrap techniqffe
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). e main idea of the bootstrap is to ran-
domly reorder the random parts of the data (the flhole right-hand
side of Eq. 4.8 apart from the term N(t, i)) and repeat the model t
flith these resampled data to yield a replication of the trend estimators
(ω̂, . . .). is process is repeated a large nffmber of times, and then the
standard error of the trend estimators can be derified from the distribff-
tions of the replications.

To apply the bootstrap techniqffe to Eq. 4.8, the trend model is rst
solfied for the set of optimal estimators (ω̂, . . .). en it is necessary
to create a timeseries of the total residffals,

{

Ñ(t)
}n

t=1
=

{

∑
i

1

m(t)
N(t, i)

}n

t=1

,

flhere m(t) is the nffmber of measffrements at time t. Since the NO2

timeseries shofl a seasonal cycle, the resampling mffst try to preserfie
this temporal afftocorrelation. Here, the nonparametric mofiing block
bootstrap (MBB) algorithm is ffsed (Mffdelsee, 2010): e timeseries of
residffals

{

Ñ(t)
}n

t=1
is cfft into n − l + 1 consecfftifie blocks of length

l, flhich are allofled to ofierlap. e block length l has been calcfflated

*Parts of this sffbsection hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al.
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ffsing the algorithm by Bühlmann and Künsch (1999), flhich is drifien
pffrely by the data. e MBB algorithm randomly drafls (flith replace-
ment) ⌈ n

l ⌉ blocks and concatenates them to form a nefl resampled time-
series

{

Ñ(t∗b)n
t∗=1

}

. From these resampled total residffals, a nefl series
of residffals Ñ(t∗b, i) is constrffcted by drafling m(t) random nffmbers
from a normal distribfftion flith mean Ñ(t∗) and standard fiariation Σ,
flhere Σ is the standard defiiation of all N(t, i).

A nefl timeseries of measffrements Ỹ(t, i) is then calcfflated from
the trend estimators (ω̂, . . .) and the resampled residffals Ñ(t∗, i). e
trend model is then ed to these resampled timeseries Ỹ(t, i) to yield
a replication of the trend estimators θ̂∗b = (ω̂∗b, . . .).

ese steps (the resampling of the residffals and the calcfflation of
the resfflting replications of the trend estimators) is repeated B times.
In this stffdy, B = 2000 flas ffsed as this nffmber of replications has
shofln to be large enoffgh yield reasonably consistent resfflts (Efron
and Tibshirani, 1993; Mffdelsee and Alkio, 2007; Mffdelsee, 2010). e
bootstrap standard error of the trend estimators is then calcfflated, fol-
lofling Mffdelsee (2010), by

ŝeθ̂∗ =

√

√

√

√

√

B

∑
b=1

(

ˆθ∗b−
⟨

θ̂∗b
⟩

)2

B − 1
. (E 4.9)

For determining the signi cance of the retriefied trends, con dence
interfials for the trend estimators θ̂ hafie been calcfflated. To take into
accoffnt possible biases and scale e ects, bootstrap bias-corrected and
accelerated (BCa) con dence interfials at the 95% are ffsed (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993; Mffdelsee, 2010). ey are de ned as

CIθ̂,1−2α =
[

θ̂∗(α1); θ̂∗(α2)
]

, (E 4.10)

flhere the notation θ̂∗(x) signi es the fialffe of the θ̂∗ distribfftion at the
percentile x. e percentiles α1 and α2 are de ned, ffsing the standard
normal distribfftion fffnction

F(x) =
∫ x

−∞
f (x′)dx′,

(2013a).
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by

α1 = F

(

ẑ0 +
ẑ0 + z(α)

1 − â(ẑ0 + z(α)

)

and
α2 = F

(

ẑ0 +
ẑ0 + z(1 − α)

1 − â(ẑ0 + z(1 − α)

)

.

With ẑ0 = â = 0, this de nition yields α1 = α and α2 = 1 − α and
leads to the ffsffal con dence interfial. e correction for the median
estimation bias, ẑ0, is de ned by

ẑ0 = F−1

(

#
(

θ̂∗b
< θ̂

)

B

)

.

e acceleration â measffres the rate of change of the standard error of
θ̂ flith respect to the trffe parameter fialffe θ, and takes possible scale
e ects into accoffnt. It is de ned as

â =
∑

n
j=1

(⟨

θ̂(j)

⟩

− θ̂(j)

)3

6

√

∑
n
j=1

(⟨

θ̂(j)

⟩

− θ̂(j)

)2
3

.

θ̂(j), the jackknife fialffe of θ̂, is de ned as the estimator θ̂ flhich is
compffted from a sample of redffced size flhere the jth fialffe has been
remofied . A trend estimator θ̂ is then considered signi cant if and only
if the fialffe 0 lies offtside the BCa con dence interfial CIθ̂,1−2α. As an
effiample, the distribfftion of the replications ω̂ for the NO2 measffre-
ments ofier Istanbffl, Tehran, and Tokyo are shofln in Fig. 4.26. It is
clearly fiisible that efien in cases flhen the di erent methods of trend
analysis do not yield signi cant resfflts, the trend estimator ω̂ almost
perfectly coincides flith the mean of the bootstrap distribfftion, indicat-
ing that the chosen method to estimate the ffncertainties is flell sffited
to the task.
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Figffre 4.26: Distribfftion of the B = 2000 replications of the estimator for the
linear trend component, ω̂, for Istanbffl, Tehran, and Tokyo. e
‘trffe’ trend estimator ω̂ is marked in red. en mean of the repli-
cations is marked in orange, and the edges of the BCa con dence
interfial are marked in green.

4.7.3 Results and discussion*

As is apparent from Tabs. 4.6 and 4.7, the linear trend estimates ω̂ from
the mfflti-instrffment t generally agree fiery flell flith those derified
from the lefielshi model.

Many regions do not shofl large di erences betfleen the instrffments
(e.g. Nefl Delhi), flhile in other regions, these di erences are strongly
pronoffnced, as in Tehran (see Fig. 4.27). Reasons for this inclffde dif-
fering spatial distribfftions of both the NO2 colffmns themselfies and
other factors in ffencing the NO2 retriefial, as e.g. aerosol load, sffrface
altitffde, and sffrface spectral re ectance. All these qffantities in ffence
the retriefied NO2 colffmns, as the di ering spatial resolfftions of the
satellite measffrements lead to instrffment-dependent spatial sampling,
flhich in tffrn has a signi cant e ect on the obserfied NO2 amoffnts or
lefiels and their seasonality. A fffrther issffe is the di erent local times
of the satellite measffrements. As OMI measffres in the early aernoon,
diffrnal cycles of NO2 (flhich can lead to large di erences betfleen
morning and noon, see, e. g., Hffijnen et al., 2010) and aerosols, as flell
as the di erent angfflar sampling of spectral sffrface re ectance, can
lead to o sets betfleen the instrffments.

is can resfflt in fiarying groffnd amoffnts of retriefied NO2 col-
ffmns and fiarying seasonal cycles betfleen the foffr instrffments. For

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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(a) Nefl Delhi (b) Nefl York

(c) Seoffl (d) Tehran

Figffre 4.27: Measffred monthly afierage VCDtrop NO2 (dots) and ed trend
fffnction from the mfflti-instrffment trend model (lines) for the
foffr instrffments GOME (blffe), SCIAMACHY (red), OMI (green),
and GOME-2 (cyan) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).

large groffnd scenes, the NO2 colffmns flill be more inhomogeneoffs
than in small ones, leading to a stronger smearing of the high pollff-
tion peaks of e.g. megacities. is is shofln effiemplarily for the three
cities Nefl Delhi, Nefl York, and Tehran, ffsing topography (Hastings
et al., 1998), popfflation density (Center for International Earth Sci-
ence Information Netflork, Colffmbia Unifiersity et al., 2011), and NOffi
emission (Effropean Commission, Joint Research Centre and Nether-
lands Enfiironmental Assessment Agency, 2011) data (see Fig. 4.28). In
Nefl Delhi, flhich lies in a topographically at region flith homoge-
neoffsly high popfflation density and NOx emissions, fiirtffally no dif-
ference betfleen the foffr instrffments can be obserfied. Under these
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Figffre 4.28: Topography, popfflation density, and NOx emissions for the
three selected megacity regions Nefl Delhi (India), Nefl York
(United States), and Tehran (Iran). Topographic data is from the
GLOBE project (Hastings et al., 1998), popfflation density data
from the GRUMP dataset (Center for International Earth Science
Information Netflork, Colffmbia Unifiersity et al., 2011), and NOx

emission fialffes are from the EDGAR database (Effropean Com-
mission, Joint Research Centre and Netherlands Enfiironmental
Assessment Agency, 2011) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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conditions, NO2 can spread flithofft barriers. e area aroffnd Nefl
York City is also topographically at, bfft the NOx emissions aremostly
constrained to land, flith the effiception of shipping rofftes and aircra
corridors, land being only 2

3 of the flhole area. is leads to inhomo-
geneities in the obserfied region, as emissions only happen in part of
the area, flhile the rest only shofls the e ect of transported NOx. is
NO2 gradient betfleen megacity and open ocean leads to the notice-
able impact of the instrffments’ piffiel size on retriefied VCDtrop fial-
ffes. In the case of Tehran, emissions are mostly con ned to the city’s
boffndaries. Moreofier, the emied NO2 cannot spread efienly throffgh-
offt the area, becaffse Tehran is bordered by the Alborz moffntain range
toflards the North and East, leading to inhomogeneoffs NO2 pollfftion
in the obserfied area and thffs to lofler NO2 colffmns in the case of
large piffiel sizes. erefore, the NO2 time series ofier Tehran shofl a
fiery strong dependence on the instrffment’s spatial resolfftion.

e mfflti-instrffment trend model presented in this section has the
adfiantage of being sffitable for the later inclffsion of measffrements
from ffftffre satellite instrffments. Under the assffmption that the groflth
rate of the linear trend component is constant among all instrffments,
the model is therefore an efficellent tool to assess the temporal efiolff-
tion of the measffred qffantity. In the trend calcfflation, each month has
the same fleight, flhile at the same time a maffiimffm of the afiailable
measffrement data is inclffded in the ing procedffre, and instrffmen-
tal di erences are accoffnted for to some effitent.

4.7.4 Extensions to the multi-instrument trend model*

As a resfflt of the mffltitffde of factors contribffting to the magnitffde
and changes in tropospheric NO2 colffmn densities, it is flell possible
that change rates are not constant throffghofft the seasons. An effiample
are changes in the relatifie importance of emission soffrces flith large
seasonality (heating) and others flhich are rather constant (transporta-
tion). One flay to accoffnt for this is to link temporal changes to the

*is sffbsection has been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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amplitffde of the seasonality component of Eq. 4.8. e e ect of sffch a
model effitension reqffires the introdffction of a parameter ξ represent-
ing the rate of change of the seasonality component:

Yi(t, i) = µi + ωt + (1 + ξt)× ηi × S(t) + N(t, i) (E 4.11)

S(t) =
4

∑
j=1

(

β1,j sin

(

2π jt

12

)

+ β2,j cos

(

2π jt

12

))

e resfflting trend estimators are shofln in Tables B.3 and B.6. e
trend estimator ω̂ is foffnd to be of smaller magnitffde than flhen the
seasonality is kept at a ffied amplitffde. e increasing (decreasing)
NO2 fialffes are partly absorbed by a changing amplitffde of the sea-
sonality signal, flhich in tffrn leads to lofler linear trend estimators ω̂

.
In fiirtffally all cases the signs of the linear and harmonic trend esti-

mators ω̂ and ξ̂ coincide. e obserfied magnitffde of ξ̂ hoflefier fiaries
flidely, depending on the region of interest.While formany regions the
tflo estimators are similar in (relatifie) magnitffde (e.g. Beijing, Hong
Kong, Nefl York, Po Valley), oen the harmonic component ξ̂ is sig-
ni cantly larger than ω̂, as e.g., in Athens, Baghdad, Barcelona, and
Cairo. As sffmmer NO2 fialffes oen shofl slofler rates of change than
flinter fialffes, this is afieraged offt flhen assessing the linear groflth
rates. e seasonal cycle hoflefier is strengthened by this e ect, as the
di erence betfleen sffmmer and flinter fialffes becomes larger. Both
methods, treating the increase in the amplitffde of the seasonal cycle
separately from the general NO2 colffmn increase and inclffding both
into one change rate, flork flell; the choice flhich trend model to ffse
thffs depends on the research qffestion to be asked.

In a fffrther step, the trend model shoffld be effitended to accoffnt for
the di erent noise lefiels of the indifiidffal instrffments’ time series.is
is common in climate time series analysis (see Mffdelsee (2010) and
assffres that instrffments flith more stable measffrements hafie more
fleight in the ing process. Usffally, this is achiefied by minimizing
the fiariability-fleighted sqffared noise components N(t,i)

S(i)
flhere S(i)
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denotes the standard defiiation of all measffrements of instrffment i. In
practice, this common correction leads to a slight redffction of the re-
triefied linear trend estimates for many regions. As a resfflt of the rela-
tifiely high fiariability of SCIAMACHYmeasffrements (flhen compared
to OMI and GOME-2, mostly caffsed by the signi cantly lofler spatial
and temporal cofierage), the instrffment has lofler relatifie fleight in
the trend calcfflation. Since most regions shofl the strongest relatifie
NO2 changes for SCIAMACHY obserfiations (see e.g. Fig. 4.9), the in-
strffment’s lofler relatifie fleight thffs leads to a slight redffction of the
calcfflated trend estimates. For the resfflts shofln in Tabs. 4.6 and 4.7,
this correction flas not applied so as to make the resfflts more com-
parable to those retriefied from the resolfftion correction factor and
lefielshi methods.

4.8  2

Tropospheric NO2 concentrations depend mainly on anthropogenic
ffse of fossil fffels, on meteorological conditions, and on the afiailabil-
ity of sffnlight for photochemical reactions. While this generally leads
to a clear seasonal cycle, the rst tflo soffrces can fiary independently,
flhich can lead to irregfflarities in the obserfied annffal cycle. In a stffdy
of megacity NO2 pollfftion, anthropogenic emissions obfiioffsly play
the dominant role. For time series as short as the afiailable time span of
satellite measffrements of tropospheric NO2, linearly ing the data
most commonly yields a reasonable pictffre of the ffnderlying inter-
annffal changes. Hoflefier, as anthropogenic emissions are strongly
dependent on economic defielopment and also on meteorological con-
ditions (e. g., heating emissions for a speci c region are almost ffflly
determined by flinter temperatffres), the actffal NO2 concentrations
might not be strictly follofling a linear paern. Moreofier, Vofflgarakis
et al. (2010) hafie pointed offt that meteorological fiariability also plays
a major role for tropospheric NO2 year-to-year fiariability, possibly
throffgh one or more of the factors lightning actifiity, hffmidity, cloffd
optical depth, and transport processes. is fffrther redffces the proba-
bility of a strictly linear efiolfftion of tropospheric colffmns, especially
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as the afiailable time series become efien longer. An additional point
is that economic groflth, flhich at least in defieloping economies can
be considered as a good approffiimation of the changes in air pollfftant
emissions, is oen effiponential; e. g., China has seen an afierage GDP in-
crease of 9.7% annffally from 1996–2012 (International Monetary Fffnd,
2012).
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Figffre 4.29: STL decomposition of NO2 time series ofier Athens, Beijing,
Jakarta, and Los Angeles, as retriefied from the OMI instrffment.
e actffal measffrements of VCDtrop NO2 are shofln as black
lines. A seasonal trend decomposition has been performed, ffsing
the seasonality and smoothing parameters s = 13 and t = 51,
respectifiely (see Clefieland et al., 1990). e trend, seasonality,
and residffal components is marked in red, brofln, and orange,
respectifiely.

Unfortffnately, there is no common, general standard methodology
for the analysis of non-linear changes in time series. e choice of
non-linear regression method strongly depends on the obserfied and
effipected paerns in the ffnderlying data. It is thffs helpfffl to infiesti-
gate the data by the naked eye. In the case of tropospheric NO2 time
series, this is complicated by an oen strong seasonal cycle, flhich can
conceal non-linear changes. Non-parametric decomposition of the time
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series can be one method to ofiercome this issffe. One sffch method
is the ‘Seasonal-Trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL)’ (Clefie-
land et al., 1990), flhich is a local regression method being applied to
smoothed sffbsets of the time series. Effiemplary, the decompositions is
shofln for foffr megacities in Fig. 4.29. e clearly non-linear natffre of
the trend component shofls the shortcomings of assffming a linearly
changing NO2 colffmn ofier the fffll stffdy period.

Among the easiest non-linear regressionmodels are pieceflise linear
models, like a ‘ramp’ or ‘break-point’ (Mffdelsee, 2010; Reinsel et al.,
2005; Vyffshin et al., 2007). Spectral analysis profiides a more elaborate
analysis of non-linear changes (Moore et al., 2005; Mffdelsee, 2010, and
references therein); hoflefier, spectral methods cannot be applied in the
conteffit of this stffdy, as the afiailable time series of tropospheric NO2

colffmns is too short (Konofialofi et al., 2010). As an effiample for non-
linear regression analysis, Fig. 4.30 shofls break-point regressions for
siffi megacity regions, derified from SCIAMACHY measffrements. e
measffred NO2 colffmns are ed against the trend model de ned by

Ybreak(T) =

{

x1 + (t − t1) (y2 − y) / (t2 − t1) t ≤ t2

x2 + (t − t2) (y3 − y2) / (t3 − t2) t > t2

(E 4.12)

Here, y1, y2, and y3 mean the NO2 colffmns at times t1, t2, and t3, re-
spectifiely. t1 and t3 are the beginning and the end of the NO2 time se-
ries, and t2 is the break-point. e time steps hafie been fleighted flith
the fiariability of the measffrements S(t), flhich is de ned as S(t) =

σ
(

Y(t′)
∣

∣

∣m(t′)=m(t)

)

, flhere σ denotes the standard defiiation, and
m(t)means themonth of time step t.efleighting someflhat redffces
the in ffence of the seasonal cycle on the regression resfflts. Consid-
ering the seasonality in the break-point regression has not yet been
established in the statistical literatffre. e parameters y1, y2, y3, and
t2 hafie been calcfflated by minimizing the fleighted sffm of sqffared

Reinsel et al. (2002) hafie effiplicitly accoffnted for the seasonal cycle ffsing a similar
methodology asWeatherhead et al. (1998); hoflefier, Reinsel et al. (2002) did not inclffde
the time t2 of the break-point in the model bfft instead de ned t2 a-priori.
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residffals ffsing the L-BFGS-B algorithm (Byrd et al., 1995, in the imple-
mentation from Zhff et al., 1997, ffsed fiia Jones et al., 2001).
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Figffre 4.30: Break-point regression of NO2 time series ofier Athens, Baghdad,
Los Angeles, Madrid, Moscofl, and Shenzhen, derified from SCIA-
MACHY measffrements. e actffal measffrements of VCDtrop
NO2 are shofln as black dots. e pieceflise linear ts are shofln
in red lines, flhereas the break-point is marked as red star.

Athens shofls increasing NO2 colffmns ffntil the beginning of 2007,
re ecting the considerable economic groflth seen inmost East-Mediter-
ranean cities. In more recent years, hoflefier, the e ects of the eco-
nomic crisis shofl clearly (see Vrekoffssis et al., 2013). e sitffation is
similar in the case of Madrid, flhere a slight decrease in NO2 colffmns
ffntil the beginning of 2008, ofled mostly to emission redffction mea-
sffres, strongly intensi es aer that, also caffsed by the economic crisis.
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In Baghdad, flhere NO2 colffmns hafie more than doffbled in the past
10 years, the rate of change has increased; the break-point has been de-
tected by the regression in Spring 2008. e cities Shenzhen and Hong
Kong (not shofln), both located in the Pearl Rifier Delta of Soffth-East
China, shofl a break-point in the flinter 2006/2007, flhen NO2 trends
become more negatifie. is is in line flith the air qffality measffres in-
trodffced by local affthorities since the year 2000, as discffssed in Sect.
4.6.4. In Moscofl, the regression nds a breakpoint in late 2005, flhen
the NO2 trend changes from positifie to negatifie. is is in line flith
Sitnofi (2010), flho report a trend change in spring 2006. Los Angeles,
nally, shofls a continffoffs decrease in NO2 colffmns, bfft the decrease

slofled dofln aer mid-2007. is can probably be aribffted to a less-
ening in ffence of air qffality legislation as the implemented emission
redffction technology becomes more and more e cient (Rffssell et al.,
2012).

e only qffantitatifie stffdy of non-linear changes in tropospheric
NO2 colffmns has been performed by Konofialofi et al. (2010) and Rffs-
sell et al. (2012). Konofialofi et al. (2010) infiestigated GOME and SCIA-
MACHYmeasffrements of the 1996–2008 time period.ey based their
analysis on ffsing an arti cial neffral netflork for approffiimating non-
linear changes, employing a probabilistic Bayesian approach for con-
straining the optimal t and estimating the random ffctffations in
the measffred data (Konofialofi et al., 2010). In spite of the compleffiity
of their methodology, the algorithm flas only able to detect signi -
cant non-linear trends in fie of the 12 infiestigated megacity regions,
namely in Baghdad, Madrid, Milan, Moscofl, and Paris—efien thoffgh
they ffsed gridded data at 1°×1° resolfftion and smoothed SCIAMACHY
measffrements to simfflate the spatial sampling of the GOME instrff-
ment (Konofialofi et al., 2010). Rffssell et al. (2012), on the other hand,
condffcted pieceflise linear regression of NO2 colffmns derified from
OMI measffrements, considering the time periods 2005–2007, 2007–
2009, and 2009-2011 separately, approffiimately captffring the afiailable
OMI measffrements before, dffring, and aer the economic recession
in the United States. ey generally nd continffoffsly decreasing NO2

fialffes, flith the strongest decrease occffrring dffring the recession.e
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resfflts by Rffssell et al. (2012) are consistent and according to effipecta-
tions, bfft the ffied break-points 2007 and 2009, as flell as the fiery short
indifiidffal segments of 3 years each, hinder the detection of possible dif-
ferences in the onset of the stronger NO2 decrease dffe to the recession,
and lead to statistically signi cant resfflts only in some cases (Rffssell
et al., 2012). Hoflefier, flhen adapting the breakpoint regression model
(Eq. 4.8) to allofl for tflo breakpoints in the time series, the breakpoints
are foffnd in late 2007 and mid-2010 (not shofln), and the qffalitatifie
trends dffring the indifiidffal periods agree flell flith those reported by
Rffssell et al. (2012) (not shofln).

Conclffding, one can establish that cffrrently, the afiailable time se-
ries of tropospheric NO2 measffrements is still too short to condffct
meaningfffl analyses of non-linear changes at high spatial resolfftion.
While for larger regions, innofiatifie methods can in principle yield in-
teresting resfflts, preserfiing the relatifiely high spatial resolfftion of
modern satellite spectrometers flhen analysing data from mffltiple in-
strffments and signi cant non-linear trend analysis seems to be mfftff-
ally efficlffsifie.

4.9  2

It can be potentially interesting to compare the temporal efiolfftions
of tropospheric NO2 colffmns to measffrements of other air pollfftants.
Ofier ffrban and indffstrialized regions, fossil fffel bffrning caffsed by
anthropogenic actifiity is the main NO2 emission soffrce; this is also
trffe for other atmospheric pollfftants to some effitent. Hoflefier, the in-
difiidffal emissions strongly depend on fffel type, and therefore di er-
ing temporal changes can possibly point toflards a changing fffel par-
titioning, making it possible to aribffte emissions to di erent soffrces.
is analysis is hoflefier made more challenging becaffse most other
air pollfftants flhich can be measffred from space hafie either signif-
icant emission soffrces not linked to anthropogenic actifiity, or long
tropospheric lifetimes, leading to high backgroffnd concentrations and
therefore lofl temporal fiariability, or both. Fffrthermore, the retriefial
of tropospheric NO2 colffmns from satellite measffrement is compara-
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tifiely easy as compared to other components, so that not alflays the
retriefied concentrations hafie a lofl enoffgh ffncertainty to yield mean-
ingfffl resfflts.

4.9.1 Correlations with aerosol optical depth

For a nffmber of reasons, the retriefial of aerosol optical depth (AOD)
from space is fiery challenging; especially the analysis of temporal chan-
ges is made di cfflt by the fiery fiariable nffmber of measffrements per
month (see, e. g., Yoon et al., 2013). Also, it is important to note that the
AOD trends are qffite inconsistent betfleen the afiailable instrffments
MISR, MODIS (on board the Aqffa and Terra satellites), and SeaWifs
(Alpert et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2013). Here, MISR AOD measffrements
flere ffsed becaffse they hafie the largest temporal ofierlap flith SCIA-
MACHY measffrements, and becaffse MODIS data might be inaccffrate
ofier land (Lefiy et al., 2010; Zhang and Reid, 2010).

An additional challenge for sffch a comparison of NO2 colffmns and
AODs, especially in the Middle East and in China, comes from the high
importance of desert dffst aerosols for the retriefied AOD fialffes. ere,
it mffst be remembered that a considerable fraction of the obserfied
AODs might originate from desert dffst and be ffnrelated to anthro-
pogenic emissions.

Monthly mean aerosol optical depth (AOD) from the Mfflti-angle
Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR; Diner et al., 1998) flere ffsed for
a qffick comparison to SCIAMACHY tropospheric NO2 colffmns. In
this conteffit, the MISR Lfi3 AOD prodffct flas ffsed. Both datasets flere
compiled into annffal means and horizonzally gridded to 1°×1°.

Only fefl of the infiestigated megacity regions shofl continffoffs be-
hafiior in both NO2 and AOD fialffes. Figffre 4.31 shofls the temporal
co-efiolfftion of tropospheric NO2 colffmns and aerosol optical depth,
for the years 2003–2011, for fie effiemplary cities.

e MISR data prodffct is afiailable at https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/
misr/mil3mae_table
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Figffre 4.31: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against aerosol optical
depth from MISR, for the years 2003–2011. Each data point rep-
resents the annffal mean of the monthly means of the indifiidffal
measffrements, gridded to 1°×1°.

It is important to note that the fiisible di erences betfleen the NO2

colffmns shofln here and the trend estimates derified in Sections 4.6
and 4.7 are dffe to the coarse horizontal gridding of 1°×1°.

4.9.2 Formaldehyde (HCHO)

Formaldehyde (HCHO) is an air pollfftant flith sefiere impacts on hff-
man health. It is mainly prodffced from natffral soffrces by the offiida-
tion of isoprene and monoterpenes, flhich are emied into the tropo-
sphere by fiegetation in large qffantities. In regions dominated by an-
thropogenic pollfftion, signi cant qffantities of HCHO originate from
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the bffrning of fossil fffels and biomass; in the effitreme, formaldehyde
concentrations in these seings (e. g., Meffiico City and Los Angeles)
can reach signi cant and harmfffl lefiels (Wirock, 2006, and refer-
ences therein). e fiery short lifetime of HCHO of abofft 5 hoffrs
(Arlander et al., 1995) makes it possible to obserfie the tropospheric
HCHO bffrden close to its soffrces, enabling the estimation of emis-
sion rates.

is short tropospheric lifetime of formaldehyde implies the assffmp-
tion that any HCHO obserfied in anthropogenic regions is actffally
caffsed by the bffrning of fossil fffels. erefore, a comparison of NO2

flith HCHO colffmns ofier megacity regions can be hoped to lead to
interesting resfflts.

Figffre 4.32 compares annffal afierageNO2 andHCHO colffmns from
the GOME-2 instrffment for some selected megacities. As qffantitatifie
consistency flith other space-borne NO2 measffrements is not as im-
portant here compared to trend calcfflations in chapter 4.7, I ffse the
improfied GOME-2 NO2 retriefial, as described in Richter et al. (2011).
e HCHO colffmns hafie been derified at the Belgian Institffte for
Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB; De Smedt et al., 2012).

Hong Kong and Singapore both shofl strongly increasing formalde-
hyde dffring the obserfied period 2007–2012, flhile the NO2 signals in
both cities are difierging: decreasing and increasing for Hong Kong and
Singapore, respectifiely. In Baghdad and Madrid, hoflefier, a strong in-
crease/decrease inNO2 colffmns is accompanied by a stagnatingHCHO

signal. Formaldehyde colffmns ofier Los Angeles, nally, shofl large
scaer. So obfiioffsly, it is not easy to drafl any conclffsions abofft possi-
ble co-efiolfftion paerns of NO2 and HCHO. One probable reason for
this is that formaldehyde can hafie strong natffral soffrces from the bio-
sphere, flhich cannot be distingffished from a possible anthropogenic
signal in a straightforflard flay.

4.9.3 Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Anaifie comparison of tropospheric NO2 colffmns to dry-colffmn-afier-
aged carbon dioffiide measffrements does not yield meaningfffl resfflts.
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Figffre 4.32: VCDtrop NO2 from GOME-2 ploed against VCDtot HCHO
from GOME-2, retriefied at the Belgian Institffte for Space Aeron-
omy (BIRA-IASB), for the years 2007–2012. Each data point rep-
resents the afierage of the monthly means of the indifiidffal mea-
sffrements, gridded to 1°×1°.

As an effiample, Fig. 4.33 shofls a comparison of the sffmmer months
Jffne/Jffly/Affgffst, betfleen VCDtrop NO2 and XCO2 (ffsing the BESD
algorithm; Reffter et al., 2011) from SCIAMACHY measffrements. e
sffmmermonths hafie been chosen becaffse XCO2 concentrations shofl
a strong seasonal fiariation, flhich is signi cantly larger than the an-
thropogenic signal flhich can be effipected to be seen in the measffre-
ments. Since the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2 leads to high atmo-
spheric backgroffnd lefiels, it is fiery challenging to retriefie a possible
signal from megacities in the colffmn afierages.

Fig. 4.33 re ects the continffoffs increase in atmospheric CO2 con-
centrations; the indifiidffal time series do not shofl signi cant signs of
defiiation from this general backgroffnd increase.

One flay to handle this challenge floffld be to consider each indi-
fiidffal megacity as soffrce region and de ne a backgroffnd region for it,
approffiimately of the same size, at the same latitffde, and opposite to the
predominant flind direction. On the basis of monthly means, one coffld
compffte the time series of ∆XCO2 = XCO source

2 − XCO
background
2 ,
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Figffre 4.33: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against XCO2 from
SCIAMACHY, retriefied flith the BESD algorithm, for the years
2003–2011. Each data point represents the afierage of themonthly
means of the indifiidffal measffrements for the sffmmer months
JJA, gridded to 1°×1°.

flhich shoffld in principle contain the anthropogenic XCO2 signal for
the megacity. is coffld then be compared to the obserfied NO2 col-
ffmns, is hoflefier offt of scope for this stffdy.

4.9.4 Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoffiide (CO) can be measffred from satellite in the near and
thermal infrared spectral regions. e best long-term dataset cffrrently
afiailable comes from theMOPITT instrffment on board the Terra satel-
lite. While the combined near infrared / thermal infrared retriefial has
the greatest sensitifiity to lofler tropospheric CO, this retriefial shofls
relatifiely large random errors and bias dri (Deeter et al., 2013). ere-
fore, here I compare CO total colffmns measffred in the thermal infra-
red range (dataset MOP03TM, fiersion 5), to tropospheric NO2 from
the GOME-2 instrffment. As the retriefial of CO colffmns is performed

see https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/mopitt/mop03tm_table
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Figffre 4.34: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against VCDtot CO
from MOPITT, for the years 2003–2011. Each data point repre-
sents the afierage of the sffmmer (JJA) monthly mean fialffes for
one year, gridded to 1°×1°.

in the thermal infrared spectral region, it is most reliable ofier flarm
sffrfaces. Figffre 4.34 shofls the comparison of the seasonal sffmmer
(JJA) afierages for the years 2003–2011. Vofflgarakis et al. (2010) re-
port that “emissions fiariability makes the largest contribfftions [to the
inter-annffal fiariability] for CO, both in the tropics and in the effitra-
tropics”. erefore, in principle, it shoffld be possible to analyze the
co-efiolfftion flith NO2. On the other hand, the tropospheric lifetime
of the CO molecffle is approffi. 2 months (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p.
205), so that transported CO can be effipected to signi cantly in ffence
the CO colffmns measffred at any location. Fffrthermore, the detection
of possible linkages betfleen the NO2 and CO bffrden is especially dif-
cfflt becaffse satellite obserfiations hafie shofln that the atmospheric

CO bffrden seems to decline by approffi. 1% per year since more than
a decade (Yffrganofi et al., 2010; Worden et al., 2013). is change is
partly aribffted to decreasing emissions from biomass bffrning, bfft
not yet ffflly ffnderstood. erefore, it is challenging to detect any pos-
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sible co-efiolfftion e ect on top of the general doflnflard trend in CO

colffmns.
As effipected, all megacity time series shofln in Fig. 4.34 shofl con-

tinffoffsly declining CO colffmns ofier the fffll 2003–2011 period, inde-
pendently of the obserfied NO2 trend. e sitffation is similar to the
comparison of NO2 and CO2, so in principle a similar strategy as pro-
posed in Sect. 4.9.3 (comparing soffrce and backgroffnd regions to effi-
tract a possible anthropogenic signal) coffld lead to interesting resfflts.

4.9.5 Ozone (O3)

e retriefial of tropospheric ozone (O3) from satellite measffrements
is challenging, mainly becaffse its main absorption bands lie in the ffl-
trafiiolet spectrffm, flhich means that Rayleigh scaering in the lofler
atmosphere considerably interferes flith the effitraction of an absorp-
tion signal from the Earthshine scpectrffm. erefore, the sensitifiity
to lofler-troposheric ozone is ffsffally lofl in satellite retriefials, and
the estimation of the stratospheric O3 content is fiery important. Here,
I compare VCDtrop O3 from the OMI and MLS instrffments (Ziemke
et al., 2006) to VCDtrop NO2 from OMI (see Sect. 4.7). As ozone pollff-
tion is efficeptionally important in sffmmer months, Figffre 4.35 shofls
seasonal afierages (JJA).

It is clearly fiisible that the scaer in the seasonal ozone afierages
is qffite large in most cases. Only Cairo and Mffmbai shofl compara-
tifiely clear ffpflard trends for the 2005–2012 time period. While the
data for Cairo sffggest that indeed it is possible to see the effipected pos-
itifie correlation of O3 and NO2 colffmns, the data for Mffmbai shoffld
not be trffsted too mffch dffe to the monsoon season in ffencing meteo-
rology and the nffmber of afiailable measffrements in an ffnpredictable
flay. Los Angeles has slightly increasing trop. ozone colffmns, flhile
the afiailable data do not shofl any clear trends in the other cities.
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Figffre 4.35: VCDtrop NO2 from OMI ploed against VCDtrop O3 from
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4.10 *

is present stffdy infiestigates the temporal efiolfftion of tropospheric
NO2 colffmns retriefied from satellite obserfiations dffring the 1996–
2011 time period. For the rst time, instrffmental di erences in groffnd
piffiel size betfleen the ffsed satellite sensors has been effiplicitly ac-
coffnted for. To assess the robffstness of this approach and the relia-
bility of the linear changes or trends derified, tflo additional comple-
mentary strategies for the derifiation of instrffmental and mffltiple in-
strffmental trends in tropospheric NO2 flere introdffced.

Firstly, SCIAMACHY spectra flere spatially afieraged to be compara-
ble in groffnd piffiel size to GOME measffrements. en, regfflar DOAS
ts flere performed on these spectra, and a resolfftion correction fac-

tor from the dofln-scaled and the regfflar SCIAMACHYmeasffrements

*Parts of this section hafie been prefiioffsly pffblished as part of Hilboll
et al. (2013a).
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flas calcfflated. ese correction factors flere shofln to represent the
spatial distribfftion of the NO2 signal measffred at a gifien point on the
Earth, as they fiery flell repeat the paerns obserfied in NO2 emissions.
e GOME measffrements flere then mffltiplied flith these correction
factors. While this can lead to an ofier-correction in some cases, gen-
erally, the corrected NO2 time series from GOME measffrements ofier
indifiidffal city regions are shofln to be broffght into fiery good agree-
ment flith SCIAMACHY fialffes dffring the time period of parallel mea-
sffrements, facilitating trend analyses on a spatial resolfftion appropri-
ate for SCIAMACHY obserfiations.

Secondly, a trend model similar to that defieloped by Mierffch et al.
(2008) for the stffdy ofH2O trendsflas applied to the combinedGOME/S-
CIAMACHY time series, effiplicitly accoffnting for a spatially fiarying
additifie o set betfleen the tflo instrffments. e spatial paern of
these o sets flas shofln to be fiery similar to that of the resolfftion
correction.

Annffal change rates of tropospheric NO2 colffmns flere calcfflated
for a nffmber of large ffrban agglomerations (see Tab. 4.7). Compared to
prefiioffs stffdies, the resfflts shofl considerably lofler ffncertainties of
the retriefied trend estimates, most probably dffe to the longer stffdy pe-
riod 1996-2011. e trend model flas then efiolfied to be able to inclffde
measffrements from GOME-2 and OMI, and to accoffnt for a trend in
the amplitffde of the seasonal cycle.

e resfflts shofl for the period of obserfiation that NO2 colffmns
ofier the indffstrialized coffntries (U.S., Effrope, Japan, Affstralia) hafie
been steadily decreasing, flith signi cant trends of ffp to −6% yr−1.
On the other hand, Chinese and Indian megacities, as flell as many ffr-
ban centers in the Middle East, shofl fiery strong ffpflard trends of ffp
to +20% yr−1. Trends calcfflated flith data from all foffr instrffments
agree flell flith those derified from GOME and SCIAMACHY measffre-
ments alone, highlighting the consistency of the satellite obserfiations
in spite of di erences in sampling, spatial resolfftion, and ofierpass time.
On the other hand, trends derified from the GOME and SCIAMACHY
time series independently shofl systematic di erences. ese are at-
tribffted to changes in emission trends betfleen the tflo time periods,
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e.g. the accelerated defielopment in China or the recent emission redffc-
tions in the U.S. dffe to improfied technology and economic crises.

ese strong and signi cant changes in tropospheric NO2 colffmns
ofier megacities shofl the ongoing need for fffrther instrffments, flhich
are able to continffe appropriate measffrements. When assessing the
temporal efiolfftion, it is imperatifie that instrffmental di erences are
being considered. is is especially trffe for the ffpcoming Sentinel-5
Precffrsor mission, as the proposed TROPOMI instrffment flill hafie a
fiery high spatial resolfftion of 7 × 7 km2 (Veeind et al., 2012; see
Sect. 2.10.5). With the increasing length of the NO2 time series afiail-
able for analysis, the potential to ffnderstand the relationship betfleen
NO2 emissions and their atmospheric abffndances becomes beer than
efier. Hoflefier, as the afiailable time series become longer, the the as-
sffmption of ffniform linear changes ofier the flhole period gets more
ffnrealistic. erefore, non-linear trend analysis shoffld be improfied
in ffftffre stffdies. Likeflise, possible co-efiolfftion e ects of NO2 and
other air pollfftants shoffld be stffdied in more detail. Hoflefier, as each
trace gas has di erent emission, efiolfftion, and retriefial characteristics,
these stffdies necessitate carefffl setffp and reqffire deep knoflledge of
all infiolfied species.





5
CONCLUS IONS AND OUTLOOK

is present thesis dealt flith the improfiement and the interpretation
of space-bornemeasffrements of tropospheric nitrogen dioffiide colffmns
ffsing the DOAS techniqffe. As one of the key anthropogenic air pollff-
tants, NO2 is an important species to be monitored, and this thesis
flas focffsed on combining all afiailable satellite measffrements of tro-
pospheric NO2 into one consistent dataset.

Satellites profiide a great opportffnity to apply consistent measffrement
conditions aroffnd the globe. Hoflefier, measffrements performed in
nadir geometry hafie to be corrected for the in ffence of stratospheric
NO2, flhich dominates the total colffmn in cases flithofft signi cant
tropospheric pollfftion.

Using the ffniqffe limb-mode measffrements of stratospheric NO2

profiided by the SCIAMACHY instrffment, the stratospheric correction
of the total colffmn measffrements performed in nadir geometry coffld
be signi cantly improfied compared to the commonly ffsed reference
sector method. is improfiement flas made possible by the chosen in-
terpolation scheme for matching limb and nadir measffrements; one
stratospheric NO2 colffmn is calcfflated for each piffiel measffred in
nadir geometry, ffsing all limb measffrements from the same orbit and
the measffrement geometry.

e stratospheric NO2 elds measffred by SCIAMACHY flere fiali-
dated against resfflts from the Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM chem-
istry transport models. Aer accoffnting for a systematic bias betfleen
the tflo datasets, measffred andmodeled NO2 elds aremostly in efficel-
lent agreement.is o set flas shofln depend on both latitffde and sea-
son.e stratospheric correction scheme has been fffrther improfied by
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calcfflating accffrate stratospheric air mass factors from the measffred
NO2 pro les and by accoffnting for the temperatffre dependence of the
NO2 absorption cross-section. Together, these tflo e ects can caffse an
error of more than 10% in the climatological mean stratospheric NO2

elds flhen not accoffnted for.
Altogether, the qffality of the resfflting troposphericNO2 elds coffld

be considerably improfied. e reference sector method oen lead to
both ffnphysical negatifie tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier remote re-
gions and signi cantly redffced NO2 ofier ffrban centers, especially
in North America. Using SCIAMACHY limb measffrements for strato-
spheric correction yields signi cantly beer troposphericNO2. It coffld
be shofln that the thffs retriefied tropospheric colffmns are almost nefier
signi cantly lofler than zero, and that artifacts, flhich the reference
sector method introdffced into the data ofier many regions, coffld be
remofied. As a resfflt, the stratospheric correction scheme defieloped
in this thesis leads to the argffably most accffrate representation of tro-
pospheric NO2 slant colffmns measffred from satellite to date.


2

When simffltaneoffsly analyzing measffrements of tropospheric NO2

colffmns by the GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 satellite sen-
sors, the di erences betfleen the indifiidffal instrffments pose consid-
erable challenges in arrifiing at a consistent dataset. Especially the dif-
fering groffnd piffiel size leads to inconsistent spatial sampling betfleen
the instrffments, resfflting in considerable di erences in the retriefied
NO2 colffmns, particfflarly ofier small, localized soffrces sffch as megac-
ities.e in ffence of the instrffment spatial resolfftion on the retriefied
NO2 colffmns flas shofln to strongly depend on the geographic condi-
tions of the infiestigated region. In places flhere the pollfftion cannot
spread ffnhindered and is con ned to a small region sffch as, e. g., in
moffntain regions, the actffal NO2 elds shofl strong spatial gradients,
leading to a strong dependence of the retriefied signal on the instrff-
ment’s groffnd piffiel size.
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In this thesis, the climatological ne-scale strffctffre of tropospheric
NO2 colffmns flas retriefied from SCIAMACHY measffrements and
sffbseqffently sffperimposed on the coarsermeasffrements by theGOME
instrffment. is flas achiefied ffsing spatially afieraged SCIAMACHY
spectra and the compfftation of a ‘resolfftion correction factor’. e
‘resolfftion-corrected’ GOME measffrements flere compared to origi-
nal SCIAMACHY measffrements dffring the 11 month ofierlap period
in 2002/2003. While in some cases, especially ofier cities located in arid,
desert-like areas, the defieloped resolfftion correction yields too high
NO2 colffmns, the method generally profies to flork fiery flell on con-
tinental, regional, and megacity scales. is for the rst time allofls to
infiestigate the temporal changes of small, localized tropospheric NO2

signals ofier the 1996–2012 time period ffsing GOME and SCIAMACHY
measffrements.

 2

is thesis analyzed temporal changes of tropospheric NO2 colffmns
ofier megacities ffsing space-borne measffrements from the 1996–2011
period. ree methods to accoffnt for the di erences betfleen the in-
difiidffal instrffments hafie been applied, based on (a) the resolfftion
correction factor defieloped in this thesis, and (b) the effiplicit inclffsion
of instrffmental di erences, called ‘lefielshis’, into a trend model ac-
coffnting for the seasonally fiarying NO2 amoffnts measffred by GOME
and SCIAMACHY, and (c) by GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-
2. e spatial paerns of the resolfftion correction factor and the lefi-
elshis flere shofln to agree fiery flell.

For the period of obserfiation, tropospheric NO2 colffmns ofier the
indffstrialized coffntries (U.S., Effrope, Japan, Affstralia) flere shofln to
be strongly decreasing, flith statistically signi cant trends of ffp to -6
% yr−1. On the other hand, most megacities in the defieloping florld,
especially in China, India, and the Middle East, flere shofln to effihibit
strongly increasing, statistically signi cant trends of ffp to +20 % yr−1.
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e trends derified from GOME and SCIAMACHY alone flere shofln
to agree fiery flell flith those derified from all foffr instrffments, high-
lighting the consistency of the satellite obserfiations in spite of di er-
ences in sampling, spatial resolfftion, and ofierpass time. On the other
hand, the trends derified fromGOME and SCIAMACHYmeasffrements
alone shofl signi cant di erences in sefieral regions, pointing toflards
changes in NO2 emissions dffring the coffrse of the fffll obserfiation
period, and shofling the need for non-linear trend analysis. In sffm-
mary, this thesis for the rst time analyzed the temporal change of tro-
pospheric NO2 abffndances by consistently combining measffrements
from di erent satellite platforms. e proposed method allofls for the
inclffsion of an arbitrary nffmber of ffftffre sensors into the analysis
and leads to a high-qffality dataset of tropospheric NO2 time series
ofier megacities.

Starting from the flork presented in this thesis, nffmeroffs stffdies shofl
potential for interesting resfflts.

Investigation of non-linear changes in tropospheric NO2

As the afiailable time series of tropospheric NO2 becomes longer, the
assffmption of linear changes ofier the flhole afiailable period becomes
stronger.erefore, non-linear changes shoffld be infiestigated. By com-
bining themfflti-instrffment trendmodel presented in Sect. 4.7 flith the
breakpoint regression techniqffe (see Sect. 4.8), it shoffld in principle be
possible to determine both (a) change rates and (b) potential changes of
these change rates by the same trend model, flhile still accoffnting for
the instrffmental di erences and the seasonality of the obserfied NO2

colffmns.
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Co-evolution with other air pollutants

In Section 4.9, the possibility of infiestigating the temporal co-efiolfftion
of tropospheric NO2 flith other air pollfftants flas introdffced. Sffch an
analysis needs carefffl consideration of many factors, and a thoroffgh
treatment flas offt of scope for this thesis. For the co-efiolfftion flith
CO2, for effiample, one shoffld compare tropospheric NO2 colffmns to
CO2 colffmn anomalies, by considering the di erence of CO2 ofier a
soffrce region and CO2 ofier an ffpflind backgroffnd region. Using this
techniqffe, it shoffld in principle be possible to detect changes in the
relatifie contribfftion of di erent emission soffrces, profiiding a means
to fialidate emission infientories.

Temporal changes in the driving factors for troposphericNO2 abundances

Zhoff et al. (2012) ffsed a general additifie model (GAM) to infiestigate
the relatifie in ffence of fiarioffs factors (e. g., meteorological condi-
tions, seasonal, and fleekly cycles) on tropospheric NO2 colffmns.is
frameflork coffld be considerably effipanded in fiarioffs flays. As an effi-
ample, one coffld introdffce an instrffment-dependent factor into this
GAM to accoffnt for the di erences betfleen the di erent datasets. Fol-
lofling this approach, it floffld become possible to qffantify the biases
betfleen the di erent instrffments on a regional basis, flhich floffld
open ffp possibilities for efien beer ffnderstanding of the chemical
processes determining the tropospheric NO2 load. A fffrther possibility
floffld be to rffn the GAMon seasonal sffbsets of the fffll time series (i. e.,
only on those measffrements from a speci c season or efien month) to
derifie the seasonal fiariability of the relatifie importance of the fiarioffs
factors.

Correlations with socio-economic data

While it is hard to get reliable economic data at high temporal reso-
lfftion (i. e., annffal or efien monthly) for indifiidffal megacity regions,
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this might be possible for certain cities, especially in the defieloped
florld and in India. Correlation analysis of these economic data (e. g.,
gross regional prodffct, indffstrial prodffction, energy consffmption, to
name a fefl) flith measffrements of tropospheric NO2 (or efien also
flith other air pollfftants, see abofie) coffld yield fialffable insight in the
processes ffnderlying the emissions of air pollfftants and their relatifie
importance for megacity air qffality.

As shofln by this thesis, satellite measffrements are an infialffable tool
to obserfie the tropospheric NO2 bffrden ofier megacities. e nffmer-
offs approffiimations and a-priori assffmptions made in the retriefial still
profiide manifold possibilities to improfie the already high qffality of
the datasets. Especially, ongoing e ort has to be infiested into derifi-
ing a high-qffality stratospheric correction scheme flhich does not rely
on any relatifie o sets, as ffftffre geostationary missions (e. g., the Eff-
ropean Sentinel-4 mission) do not profiide measffrements ofier clean
backgroffnd regions at a global scale. In this respect, the concept of
limb/nadir matching as implemented by the SCIAMACHY instrffment
and carried offt flithin this thesis flas the optimffm, as it profiided inde-
pendent measffrements of the stratosphere flith the same instrffment.

e methods presented in this thesis open ffp the path for mean-
ingfffl interpretation of the afiailable long-term, high-qffality, mfflti-
instrffment dataset. e possibility to inclffde measffrements from fff-
tffre missions (GOME-2 / Metop-B, TROPOMI) into the analysis in a
consistent manner assffres that the analysis of cffrrent and ffftffre data
can pro t from and effitend the heritage laid offt by GOME and SCIA-
MACHY.
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A
STRATOSPHER IC CORRECT ION

.1 / 2

Effipanding on Figffres 3.12 and 3.13, the climatological comparison be-
tfleen SCIAMACHY limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2 and Bremen
3d CTM simfflations for the years 2003–2007 and 2003–2010, respec-
tifiely, for all months, is shofln in Figs. A.1 and A.2. To be able to
compare to SCIAMACHY nadir measffrements, the climatological dif-
ferences betfleen VCD nadir

′ strat and the stratospheric colffmns from SCIA-
MACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 are shofln in Figs. A.3 and A.4, respec-
tifiely. e large positifie fialffes in these tflo Figffres can be associated
flith tropospheric pollfftion.

.2

Effipanding on Fig. 3.25, global maps of daily SCDtrop NO2 for the ad-
ditional days already shofln by Beirle et al. (2010) are presented in Fig.
A.5.

.3

Effipanding on Figs. 3.7 and 3.15–3.18, the zonal fiariation of strato-
spheric NO2 for all global 5° latitffde bands for Jan and Affg 2006 is
shofln in Figs. A.6 and A.7, respectifiely. As in themainmanffscript, the
plots shofl the actffal stratospheic NO2 load, i.e. limb measffrements
and model simfflations are adjffsted to the lefiel of the nadir measffre-
ments ofier the Paci c Ocean, and all three datasets are sffbseqffently
corrected for a tropospheric in ffence on the nadir measffrements in
that meridional band. Details can be foffnd in Sect. 3.4.4.
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Figffre A.1: Climatological di erences ∆VCDstrat NO2 betfleen SCIAMA-
CHY limb measffrements and Oslo CTM2 simfflations, for the
years 2003-2007, o set to fianish ofier the Paci c Ocean (from
Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figffre A.2: Climatological di erences ∆VCDstrat NO2 betfleen SCIAMA-
CHY limb measffrements and Bremen 3d CTM simfflations, for
the years 2003-2010, o set to fianish ofier the Paci c Ocean.
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Figffre A.3: Climatological di erences ∆VCDstrat NO2 betfleen stratospheric
NO2 colffmns from SCIAMACHY nadir and limb measffrements,
for the years 2003–2007 (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figffre A.4: Climatological di erences ∆VCDstrat betfleen stratospheric NO2
colffmns from SCIAMACHY nadir measffrements and Oslo CTM2
simfflations, for the years 2003–2007 (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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24 Oct 2005

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5

SCDtrop NO2 [1015 molec cm−2]

20 Jul 2005

02 Apr 2005

Figffre A.5: SCDtrop NO2 ffsing SCIAMACHY limb measffrements as strato-
spheric correction, for the three days 02 Apr 2005 (top), 20 Jffl 2005
(center), and 24 Oct 2005 (boom). ese are the days flhich are
shofln in Beirle et al. (2010) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figffre A.6: Zonal fiariation of stratospheric NO2 colffmns from SCIAMACHY
nadir (black), SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blffe), and Bre-
men 3d CTM (green) for Janffary 2006 (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figffre A.7: Zonal fiariation of stratospheric NO2 colffmns from SCIAMACHY
nadir (black), SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blffe), and Bre-
men 3d CTM (green) for Affgffst 2006 (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).



B
TROPOSPHER IC NO2 TRENDS

is chapter contains resfflts of trend calcfflations for the lefielshi
method applied to resolfftion-correctd GOME and regfflar SCIAMA-
CHY measffrements (Tables B.1 and B.4), the lefielshi method for the
redffced time period 1996–2006, to allofl beer comparison to the re-
sfflts of fian der A et al. (2008) (Tables B.2 and B.5), and of the mfflti-
instrffment t flith linearly changing seasonality component (Eq. 4.11,
Tables B.3 and B.6).

Table B.1: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) applied to original and resolfftion-correctedGOMEdata, for the
time period 1996–2011, for the regions shofln in Fig. 4.5. e rela-
tifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean.
Valffes for original GOME data are reprodffced from Table 4.6 and
gifien here for beer comparison.

Region Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Lefielshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Continental U.S. -0.82± 0.14 -1.72± 0.30 -0.81± 0.15 -1.62± 0.30
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.94± 0.38 -2.96± 0.38 -2.94± 0.39 -2.92± 0.39
Western Effrope -2.94± 0.63 -2.61± 0.56 -2.96± 0.65 -2.56± 0.56

Japan -0.49± 0.13 -1.24± 0.33 -0.49± 0.14 -1.17± 0.33
Middle East +0.779± 0.082 +4.00± 0.42 +0.785± 0.081 +4.01± 0.42

East Central China +10.1± 1.1 +20.5± 2.2 +10.1± 1.1 +20.3± 2.2
North Central India +1.30± 0.27 +4.05± 0.84 1.08± 0.27 +4.6± 1.1
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Table B.2: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) applied to original and resolfftion-correctedGOMEdata, for the
time period 1996–2006, for the regions shofln in Fig. 4.5. e rela-
tifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean.

Region Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Lefielshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Continental U.S. +0.01± 0.17 +0.02± 0.38 +0.03± 0.18 +0.07± 0.39
Central-Eastern U.S. -1.54± 0.47 -1.63± 0.50 -1.54± 0.48 -1.61± 0.50
Western Effrope -3.6± 1.1 -3.11± 0.98 -3.6± 1.2 -3.08± 0.99

Japan -0.17± 0.23 -0.45± 0.59 -0.16± 0.24 -0.40± 0.58
Middle East +0.59± 0.11 +2.94± 0.54 +0.62± 0.11 +3.05± 0.53

East Central China +5.85± 0.85 +9.2± 1.3 +5.86± 0.85 +9.2± 1.3
North Central India +1.18± 0.43 +3.7± 1.3 +0.64± 0.36 +2.6± 1.4

Table B.3: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) and the mfflti-instrffment t (Eq. 4.8) for the regions shofln in
Fig. 4.5.e relatifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996
annffal mean. Valffes for constant seasonality are reprodffced from
Table 4.6 and gifien here for beer comparison.

Region Mfflti-instrffment t (const. seasonality) Mfflti-instrffment t (fiar. seasonality)
ω̂ ω̂ ξ̂

[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [% yr−1]

Continental U.S. -0.78± 0.20 -1.66± 0.42 -0.77± 0.19 -1.64± 0.40 -2.27± 0.97
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.65± 0.47 -2.69± 0.48 -2.62± 0.44 -2.37± 0.44 -3.29± 0.66
Western Effrope -2.63± 0.85 -2.35± 0.76 -2.61± 0.84 -2.34± 0.75 -2.8± 1.2

Japan -0.49± 0.17 -1.24± 0.42 -0.49± 0.17 -1.23± 0.42 -1.3± 1.1
Middle East +0.727± 0.093 +3.70± 0.47 +0.725± 0.087 +3.69± 0.44 +7± 65

East Central China +8.7± 1.2 +16.3± 2.2 +8.6± 1.1 +16.1± 2.0 +23± 14
North Central India +1.05± 0.32 +3.23± 0.98 +1.01± 0.31 +3.08± 0.95 +9.0± 7.0
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Table B.4: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model
(Eq. 4.3) applied to original and resolfftion-corrected GOME data,
for the time period 1996–2011, for a list of megacities. e rela-
tifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean.
Non-signi cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shofln in italics. e rela-
tifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean.
Valffes for original GOME data are reprodffced from Table 4.7 and
gifien here for beer comparison.

Region Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Lefielshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Algiers +0.74± 0.14 +3.64±0.69 +0.83±0.17 +2.62±0.53
Athens -2.33± 0.70 -4.1±1.2 -2.10±0.87 -1.72±0.71
Baghdad +3.54± 0.33 +20.7±1.9 +3.91±0.34 +10.1±0.87
Beijing +8.8± 2.5 +6.7±1.9 +9.4±2.7 +4.8±1.4

Bffenos Aires +1.14± 0.48 +3.9±1.6 +0.85±0.73 +1.11±0.94
Cairo +1.91± 0.25 +7.21±0.93 +2.12±0.27 +4.35±0.55

Chicago -6.7± 1.8 -4.1±1.1 -7.0±2.0 -2.46±0.68
Dhaka +3.66± 0.52 +27.2±3.9 +3.94±0.50 +12.7±1.6

Dimashq +3.44± 0.54 +10.2±1.6 +3.90±0.60 +6.03±0.92
Gffangzhoff +1.2± 2.0 1.3±2.0 +3.0±2.6 +1.6±1.4
Hong Kong -2.6± 1.8 -2.3±1.6 -0.8±2.2 -0.4±1.2
Istanbffl -0.5± 1.1 -0.7±1.5 -0.5±1.3 -0.4±1.0
Jakarta -1.45± 0.42 -3.9±1.1 -1.57±0.55 -2.58±0.91
Jeddah +1.30± 0.29 +4.07±0.92 +1.64±0.38 +2.31±0.53
Karachi +0.94± 0.22 +6.8±1.6 +1.07±0.29 +3.8±1.0
Kolkata +0.75± 0.22 +2.98±0.89 +0.76±0.23 +2.03±0.61
Lagos +0.41± 0.10 +3.41±0.83 +0.40±0.11 +2.63±0.73
Lima +0.99± 0.40 +7.1±2.9 +1.22±0.48 +3.0±1.2

London -4.4± 1.3 -2.40±0.71 -4.5±1.4 -2.24±0.68
Los Angeles -13.7± 1.7 -6.00±0.72 -14.1±1.9 -3.14±0.43

Manila -1.13± 0.18 -5.32±0.85 -1.43±0.31 -3.56±0.76
Meffiico City -0.65± 0.83 -1.2±1.5 -0.30±0.98 -0.22±0.72
Moscofl -0.2± 1.5 -0.3±1.9 +0.3±1.7 +0.2±1.2
Mffmbai +0.82± 0.17 4.31±0.91 +0.91±0.20 +2.46±0.53

Nefl Delhi +3.07± 0.53 +9.3±1.6 +3.07±0.56 +5.5±1.0
Nefl York -5.3± 1.7 -2.45±0.80 -5.2±2.3 -1.45±0.64
Osaka -1.94± 0.98 -1.74±0.88 -2.1±1.1 -1.23±0.61
Paris -4.6± 2.0 -3.0±1.3 -5.8±2.6 -2.3±1.0
Riyadh +2.01± 0.39 +6.7±1.3 +2.51±0.49 +3.49±0.68

São Paolo +0.52± 0.46 -1.3±1.2 +0.53±0.58 +0.62±0.69
Seoffl +0.6±1.7 0.4±1.1 +0.6±2.1 +0.21±0.72

Shanghai +11.9± 3.1 +12.8±3.3 +12.8±3.2 +9.5±2.4
Shenzhen -2.4± 1.6 -1.9±1.3 -1.8±1.7 -1.2±1.1
Tehran +2.08± 0.68 +5.7±1.9 +2.49±0.74 +2.84±0.84
Tokyo -5.2± 1.1 -3.61±0.79 -5.5±1.4 -2.21±0.54
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Table B.5: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) applied to original and resolfftion-corrected GOME data, for
the time period 1996–2006, for a list of megacities. e relatifie
trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean. Non-
signi cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shofln in italics. e relatifie
trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 annffal mean.

Region Lefielshi-model (orig. GOME data) Lefielshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]

Algiers +0.64± +0.17 +3.1± 0.81 +0.87± 0.23 +2.75± 0.74
Athens +1.16± 0.83 +2.6± 1.9 +2.0± 1.2 +1.9± 1.1
Baghdad +1.81± 0.35 +7.9± 1.5 +2.82± 0.45 +6.7± 1.1
Beijing +8.8± 3.6 +6.7± 2.8 +10.2± 4.0 +5.3± 2.1

Bffenos Aires +0.06± 0.73 +0.2± 2.2 -0.7± 1.3 -0.8± 1.5
Cairo +1.46± 0.41 +5.2± 1.5 +2.00± 0.46 +4.08± 0.93

Chicago -3.8± 3.0 -2.5± 2.0 -5.0± 3.4 -1.8± 1.2
Dhaka +1.39± 0.48 +6.5± 2.2 +2.00± 0.55 +5.3± 1.5

Dimashq +2.93± 0.63 +8.3± 1.8 +4.12± 0.78 +6.4± 1.2
Gffangzhoff +7.8± 2.7 +10.6± 3.6 +13.6± 3.8 +9.2± 2.6
Hong Kong +7.0± 2.2 +8.7± 2.7 +12.4± 3.0 +8.5± 2.0
Istanbffl +1.6± 1.6 +2.5± 2.5 +1.5± 2.1 +1.3± 1.7
Jakarta -0.23± 0.63 -0.7± 1.9 -0.61± 0.93 -1.1± 1.6
Jeddah +0.83± 0.38 +2.5± 1.1 +1.71± 0.58 +2.42± 0.81
Karachi +0.21± 0.29 +1.3± 1.7 +0.56± 0.47 +1.9± 1.6
Kolkata +0.35± 0.34 +1.3± 1.3 +0.39± 0.37 +1.00± 0.94
Lagos +0.03± 0.15 +0.2± 1.1 -0.03± 0.18 -0.2± 1.1
Lima +0.63± 0.55 +4.2± 3.7 +1.27± 0.74 +3.1± 1.8

London -2.9± 2.1 -1.6± 1.2 -3.2± 2.3 -1.6± 1.2
Los Angeles -3.9± 2.4 -2.0± 1.2 -4.7± 3.1 -1.13± 0.76

Manila -0.99± 0.30 -4.8± 1.5 -1.74± 0.57 -4.2± 1.4
Meffiico City +0.8± 1.2 +1.6± 2.4 +1.7± 1.6 +1.3± 1.2
Moscofl +2.1± 2.2 +3.1± 3.2 +3.8± 2.5 +3.4± 2.2
Mffmbai +0.48± 0.23 +2.4± 1.1 +0.69± 0.30 +1.84± 0.81

Nefl Delhi +2.67± 0.76 +7.9± 2.2 +2.80± 0.87 +5.0± 1.6
Nefl York +2.0± 2.2 +1.0± 1.1 +2.3± 3.5 +0.7± 1.1
Osaka +0.13± 1.3 +0.1± 1.2 -0.2± 1.5 -0.13± 0.90
Paris -4.3± 3.4 -2.8± 2.2 -7.7± 4.6 -3.0± 1.8
Riyadh +1.29± 0.45 4.0± 1.4 +2.60± 0.75 +3.6± 1.0

São Paolo +0.08± 0.65 +0.2± 1.6 +0.16± 0.93 +0.2± 1.1
Seoffl -1.3± 2.6 -0.8± 1.6 -1.4± 3.5 -0.5± 1.2

Shanghai +10.0± 3.9 +9.9± 3.8 +12.1± 4.0 +8.8± 2.9
Shenzhen +3.2± 2.0 +3.0± 1.9 +4.9± 2.2 +3.6± 1.7
Tehran +1.94± 0.82 +5.2± 2.2 +3.05± 0.95 +3.6± 1.1
Tokyo -0.9± 1.7 -0.7± 1.3 -1.9± 2.3 -0.78± 0.96
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Table B.6: Annffal groflth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the lefielshi model (Eq.
4.3) and the mfflti-instrffment t (Eq. 4.8) for a list of megacities.
e relatifie trends hafie been compffted relatifie to the 1996 an-
nffal mean. Non-signi cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shofln in italics.
Valffes for constant seasonality are reprodffced from Table 4.7 and
gifien here for beer comparison.

Region Mfflti-instrffment t (const. seasonality) Mfflti-instrffment t (fiar. seasonality)
ω̂ ω̂ ξ̂

[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [% yr−1]

Algiers +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.88 +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.87 -1.7± 4.2
Athens -2.09± 0.83 -3.7± 1.5 -2.08± 0.82 -3.7± 1.5 -2.8± 1.6
Baghdad +3.24± 0.37 +18.0± 2.1 +3.23± 0.38 +17.8± 2.1 +17± 75
Beijing +9.5± 2.9 +7.3± 2.2 +9.4± 2.7 +7.2± 2.1 +7.4± 6.3

Bffenos Aires +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6 +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6 -1.2± 6.7
Cairo +1.73± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0 +1.72± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0 +10± 94

Chicago -6.2± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4 -6.3± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4 +1± 23
Dhaka +3.41± 0.54 +24.0± 3.8 +3.35± 0.53 +23.0± 3.6 +22± 61

Dimashq +2.62± 0.53 +7.2± 1.4 +2.60± 0.51 +7.1± 1.4 +13± 78
Gffangzhoff +0.2± 2.6 +0.2± 2.6 +0.3± 2.6 +0.3± 2.6 -1± 12
Hong Kong -1.1± 2.3 -1.0± 2.1 -1.0± 2.2 -1.0± 2.0 -2.1± 1.9
Istanbffl -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5 -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5 +1± 16
Jakarta -1.19± 0.41 -3.3± 1.1 -1.20± 0.41 -3.3± 1.1 +1± 16
Jeddah +1.4 2± 0.36 +4.5± 1.2 +1.41± 0.35 +4.5± 1.1 +30± 350
Karachi +0.85± 0.25 +6.0± 1.8 +0.84± 0.25 +5.9± 1.8 +6± 24
Kolkata +0.80± 0.26 +3.2± 1.0 +0.80± 0.25 +3.2± 0.99 +2.9± 2.2
Lagos +0.33± 0.12 +2.68± 0.95 +0.33± 0.12 +2.67± 0.96 +0.4± 2.6
Lima +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7 +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7 +1± 190

London -3.0± 1.6 -1.66± 0.91 -3.0± 1.6 -1.68± 0.89 +7.1± 7.7
Los Angeles -13.2± 2.6 -5.8± 1.2 -13.1± 2.6 -5.8± 1.1 -3.0± 1.3

Manila -1.03± 0.20 -4.93± 0.95 -1.04± 0.21 -5.0± 1.0 -4.0± 9.8
Meffiico City +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6 +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6 +0.1± 7.4
Moscofl -1.4± 1.6 -1.6± 1.9 -1.4± 1.6 -1.7± 1.9 -2± 16
Mffmbai +0.70± 0.21 +3.6± 1.1 +0.68± 0.21 +3.5± 1.0 +2.1± 1.7

Nefl Delhi +2.57± 0.60 +7.4± 1.7 +2.47± 0.55 +6.9± 1.6 +24± 62
Nefl York -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0 -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0 +1.1± 5.1
Osaka -2.54± 0.98 -2.23± 0.86 -2.52± 0.98 -2.21± 0.86 -1.7± 2.3
Paris -5.2± 2.5 -3.3± 1.6 -5.1± 2.4 -3.3± 1.6 -2.0± 3.6
Riyadh +2.05± 0.38 +6.9± 1.3 +2.06± 0.39 +7.0± 1.3 -3.3± 1.9

São Paolo +0.37± 0.52 +0.9± 1.3 +0.36± 0.51 +0.9± 1.3 -3.45± 0.92
Seoffl +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2 +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2 +2.3± 3.4

Shanghai +9.4± 3.0 +9.2± 2.9 +9.3± 2.9 +9.1± 2.8 +12± 57
Shenzhen -2.2± 1.7 -1.8± 1.3 -2.2± 1.7 -1.7± 1.3 -2.6± 2.2
Tehran +2.68± 0.93 +7.8± 2.7 +2.66± 0.92 +7.7± 2.7 +1.6± 6.3
Tokyo -5.4± 1.4 -3.77± 0.97 -5.3± 1.3 -3.72± 0.93 -2.97± 0.97
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